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TRUE RECOGNITION OF PEDOLOGICAL REFORMS AID THE 
. CONTRAD1CTORY MOVEMENTS IN PEDOLOGY .' .. 

following is the iräiiölätion of an article by Shih 
Yuan-ch*uh (4258 0337 2504) in Ohe-hsueh Yen-chiu 
(Philosophy Research), Peiplng, No. 1, 25 January 
196lj pp* 1-12.J7      ■   %: ':';:-'■. "' ■ . ■' 

The "eight-word constitution" of agriculture "begins 
with the word "earth." Among the essential elements- 
sunlight, air, heat, water, plant nutrients, etc.— required 
for the growth of crops, all but sunlight are supplied by 
the soil. The series of operations in farming such as 
irrigation, fertilization, plowing, harrowing, and hoeing 
are all for the control of the above-mentioned elements to 
satisfy the requirements of the crops. Therefore, understand- 
ing the laws governing the functioning of the soil and a 
conscious soil improvement program are two of the most im- 
portant tasks in realizing better and larger crop yields and 
a greater leap forward in agriculture. 

Our farmers have gained a profound understanding of 
the soil through ages of farming practice and have accumulated 
extremely affluent experiences in soil conservation and im- 
provement. Modern pedological science has indeed achieved a 
good deal, but some of its theories and viewpoints are 
metaphysically quite limited in concept. Ever since the 
Great Leap Forward started in 1958, the nation-wide mass 
movement for a general survey and determination of soils 
has brought forth a tremendous amount of data for pedological 
study and numerous fresh problems as well« Therefore, In- 
sistence on the employment of dialectic materialistic 
viewpoints and methods in the study of soils, arranging and 
analyzing mass experiences with scientific rigor, making 
active and positive use and study of all the results of 
pedological science, correctly understanding the counteract- 
ing forces of soils, and developing the people's conscious 
initiative in soil reforms are all the very challenging tasks 
facing our pedological study today. 
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In the people's understanding of soils there exist 
two opposite views: one is metaphysical and the other is 
dlalectric materialistic* ',"',■', * 

Some pedolöglsts start out with a geological analysis 
which treats soil as something composed of rocks eroded and 
decomposed through the effect of waathering and which pro- 
duces vegetation and contains the dead bodies of living things. 
Therefore, their, definition of t&il is: "Soil is a mixture 
of minerals and organic sub stances," and they say that soil 
Is like a kitchen stored' with plant nutrients,' They regard 
the process of soil development as being primarily due to 
erosion of this mixture by the wind and the moving and re- 
duction of the most active soluble substances in the soil 
during leaching by. rainfall; and that the force behind .the 
process is mainly weathering and precipitation» „.Obviously.,,.- 
they cannot give a profound, adequate, and overall expo- 
sition of the make-up and the regularity of the development 
and changes of the soil insofar as such basic problems äs 
what soil is, how soil is developed, and what the forces 
behind the development of soil are. 

We ought to recognize that minerals and organic 
substances are the most fundamental substances in soil. 
However, it would be utterly naive to simply say that soil 
is a mixture without making intrinsic correlations, for that 
would be like denying that soil has its own qualitative re- 
gularity. In this way, one would not be able to understand 
the property of soils from the special operational forms and 
the peculiar inconsistencies of soils. 

Chairman Mao has taught us that "attention must be 
directed to those things common to a given type of opera- 
tional form of a certain material and other types of oper- 
ational forms. However, of fundamental importance in enabling 
us to understand things is noticing their characteristics, 
i.e., paying attention to the qualitative differences be- 
tween one operational form and another. Only by so doing 
is one able to distinguish between things*"! And he added, 
"The distinction of scientific study is based upon the par- 
ticular contradictory natures possessed by the scientific 
object."2 Here Chairman Mao has told us that in studying  . 
something one should give special attention to its contradic- 
tory and operational forms. Only by so doing can one get a 
real.grasp of the nature of the thing. The object of pedo- 
logical sutdy is soil. Soil is the soft and loose surface 
of the earth which is coarse in texture and can support 
vegetation. Its distinction from other things on the earth1s 



surface such as rocks,.oceans, forests, and other things lies 
in its ability to simultaneously and continuously supply 
water, nutrients» and heat needed for the growth of green 
vegetation* or in other words, its fertility» Thus fertility 
is the most essential characteristic: of soil. Without 
fertility there wouldh*the much to 'Say about soil. 

The fertility possessed by the soil is caused by its 
internal contradieotry actions. In the action, development, 
and process of furnishing vegetation-with,water, nutrients* 
air, and heat, there are all sorts of contradictions, such 
as evaporation and retention of water in the. soil, syhthesiza- 
tion and decomposition of organic matter, accumulation 
and consumption of nutrients, heat absorption and disipation 
in the soil, rise and fall in the temperature of the soil, 
the great geological cycle and small biological cycles, and ' 
so forth. The two profiles of a pair, of contradictions are 
mutually dependent, mutually exclusive, and under certain 
conditions mutually inverting. In the meantime, these con- 
tradictions do not"exist in' isolation in soils. Instead of 
acting alone, these contradictions are mutually related, 
checked, and balanced. When we experimented with medium 
farming in raising corn we found a temperature rise of 
2-4°C in surface soil and a universal increase in temperature 
differences between different soil types* Changes in soil 
in turn cause changes in directions of water movements in 
soil. Due to medium cultivation, surface soil loses a great 
deal of its water while lower soil layers have a 10-20$ 
gain in water content. In accordance with many test results, 
the dissolution of nutrients is improved as a result of changes 
in soil temperature and water content. The available plant 
nutrients are increased in amounts varying from 100 to.200$, 
In addition, corresponding changes are produced in the activ- 
ities of organic substances and in a series of physical con* 
ditions» 

This is true under all natural conditions. For in- 
stance, microbes in soil on the one hand decompose organic 
materials to make simple, mineral nutrients, while on the 
other, hand they synthesize themselves with putrefied matter 
which possesses even more complex composition. This kind 
of Biochemical product further undergoes chemical and physio- 
chemical reactions and thus enables different kinds of organic 
matter and minerals to form organic-mineral composites. Con- 
sequently, a series of changes takes place in soil composition, 
porousness, water percolation and absorption, air content, 
and temperature.; Thus, soil is an organic integral body 
formed by the minerals, organic substances, and microbes in 
it, and a mixture cannot be disintegrated by mechanical means. 



In this complex contradictory unity of soil, every subtle 
change is hot only related but also induces other: changes-, 
and together they form a relation of check and balance; _ 
Soil is at the center of contradictory inequlllbrium.^ The 
numerous mutually exclusive and opposite inconsistencies 
and contradictions, together with their Oounter-actions and 
unities, indicate precisely the intrinsic nature of .soil 
development. Just as Chairman Mao has: said, "A simple ;pror. 
cess has only one pair of contradictions whereas a complex,, 
process has more than one pair of contradictions. Among the , 
pairs of contradictions new contradictions emerge.'This is 
the way human thoughts and all things are formed in the 
objective world and how they are put into operation* =-> - ■ 
Therefore, when we study why soil possesses fertility and how: 
it develops and changes, we must first grasp its internal 
inconsistencies and contradictions,       "'':'.""'■ ■,■ V. V' ' 

Soil is a thing.of complex contradictory unity which 
consists of many mutaully connected and mUtaully checked 
internal contradictions. Among all these contradictions, 
the basic one which determines the quality of soils and 
"ascertains or affects the existence and development of 
other contradictions"4 is the waning and waxing of soil 
fertility. Or in other words, it is the contradiction of 
the continuous increase and decrease of the constituent 
factors of soil fertility such as*water, nutrients, air, 
heat, texture, etc. '    ,: 

in the entire process of soil development, a series 
of wanings and waxings are taking place at all times, such 
as fluctuations of the water content in soil's  changes 
in component parts and the quantity of air in soil, variations 
in types, accumulation and consumption of nutrients In soil, 
and change sin soil temperatures and textures. During our 
experiment with medium cultivation of corn, it was proved 
that under certain conditions the favorable water and heat 
environments created by medium-cultivation together with 
the induced corresponding features of nutrients and microbes 
will disappear after eight days. Similarly, after a certain 
period of time, the loosened soil will also tend toJ>e tightly 
packed in a patternless state. Through centuries of practical 
experience, our farmers have witnessed how animal manures 
were combined with soil to form "earth velvet" and how earth 
velvet" turned into soil. The theory of "manure turning into 
soil" likewise expounded the waning and waxing process of- 
organic nutrients in soil. Evidently, the waning and jraxing 
pro ce s s of the interrelated and mutually ehe eking fertillty, 
factors is not a simple repetition, but a process of the rise 
Of a new waning and waxing cycle permanently built on an 



existing foundation. The turning of • "dead soil" into ''live 
soil" and "live soil" into "fat soil" by the farmers is 
exactly the process of incessant adjustment of fertility 
fa'ctore in soils so that the soils may develop from one stage 
to another and that one kind of soil may develop into another. 

In natural soils, the various fertility factors are 
also carrying on a continuous waning and waxing process with 
the change of time. The change of meadow soil.into marsh 
land is primarily a result of an abrupt increase of water. 
Meanwhile^ in this proöess, the water itself is also under- 
going Waning and waxing in different times and seasons. 
Changes from forest soils to prairie soils, and from saline 
äoils-and non-säline soils are all good examples. They are 
nothing but natural operations automatically taking place. 
Thus throughout the entire process of soil development, the \ 
waning-waxing contradictions of fertility factors have al- 
ways existed in all types of soils. It is during 'this very 
process of incessant waning and Haxing of fertility factors 
that soils satisfy the heeds Of vegetation and further develop 
themselves« It is also this very process which reflects 
the most essential features or characteristics of soils. 
Therefore variations and fluctuations of fertility factors 
are the basic contradictions in soils. 

The series of internal contradictions in soils, such 
as synthesization and decomposition, oxidization and reduc- 
tion, heat-absorption and heat-dissipation^ leaching, solution 
and dissolution, sedimentation^ and so forth, constitute 
the contradictions of fluctuations and variations of 
fertility factors« Moreover, there are always counteractions 
and unities working on the periphery of this pair of funda- 
mental contradictions. Although in certain stages a certain 
pair of contradictions among all these contradictions may 
rise above others and become principal, such as the synthes- 
ization and decompositions of organicmatters; this pair can 
only reflect some respects of the entire soil operation. 
They cannot determine the fundamental properties of soil, 
and they can play a principal role in a certain period. 
Thus, they can never be the fundamental contradiction in' 
soil. Precisely speaking^ this series of-contradictions ••' 
makes up the contradictions of fluctuations of fertility; 
and to the contrary, the contradictions in fluctuations of . 
fertility determine the former. In this manner, soil ;oper- 
ations are carried on and further-developed. As--the series 
of contradictions, such as water absorption and evaporation, 
assimilation and respirations, storage and conveying of - 
organic matter, formation and conversion,etc., go on in the 
bodies of plants, they reflect certain aspects of the 



phenomenon of life and also constitute the fundamental con- 
tradictions in vegetation, i*ek, assimilation and differen- 
tiation (different types of plants are, exceptions )•_;... 

Ehe contradictions of fluctuations of fertility fac- 
tors are the ubiquitous and most fundamental contradictions 
in all types, of soils. :; Once natural soil is used by man for 
the cultivation of crops in agricultural production iirenters 
a new stage different from its own, namely the agricultural 
»or-farming soil stage. Hatural soil is formed under only 
natural forces, whereas,farming soil is formed^under both 
na'tural forces and human farming, activities, tilling, harrow- 
ing, hoeing, weeding, irrigation, fertilizations, and so 
on. 'Natural soil satisfies the needs of vegetation by ■.   .. 
spontaneity, while farming soil is made to meet the demands 
for the cultivation of crops by man's, deliberate and conscious 
manipulation. Natural soil slowly and gradually changes 
by itself, whereas farming soil is rapidly changed^purpose- 
fully by people!« doing. Consequently, farming soil is not^ , 
a natural thing historically, and what is even more significant 
is that it is the product or result of human effort and^the 
basic factor of production. All these things together deter- 
mine and help to promote the fundamental contradictions or 
soil development and to .show the characteristics with cer- 
tainty in the farming soll «tage. -  ' ■ 

In the farming soil stage, two active factors are 
added to the development of soil. They are the requirement 
for the cultivation of crops and man1« conscious productive 
activities to meet such requirement. Consequently, contradic- 
tions are further complicated. First of all,.-.the direction 
in-which farming soil development is to be made is the ?J*£+ . 
cern of soil reform needed for the particular crops cultivated. 
Naturally, before any soil reform; is carried, out, environ- ..; -, 
mental: patterns have to be Clearly .understood.- :For^instance, 
in order to grow paddy rice, plantation cr>ops, vegetables, ; 
tea trees,- rubber treefc; coffee,, .and the like, different 
measures have to be taken so, as to anable a great variety ; 
of natural soils to be developed for paddy soil, plantation 
soil, vegetable garden soil, plantation iorest soil, and so. 
on. So when we analyze the development of farming soil and^ 
its internal contradictions we must, first of all, consider 
the requirements for the cultivation of various crops and 
the farming activities we are to engage in for^meeting the _ 
requirements. Secondly, in the farming soil stage, fertility 
factors of soil wane and wax under, the influence of such 
ever-changing natural forces as weather, underground water, 
land forms, and so forth, but the waning and waxing are con- 
trolled by plowing, harrowing, raking, hoeing, weeding, 



fertilisation* 'and Irrigation to satisfy the needs for^crop 
growth. Henca the Tuning and waxing of fertility i|c™rs 

of farming soil is atitually the interaction and unity be- 
tween the operating natural effects in sollender the in- 
fluence of natural forces and the working of man-made effects 
in soli under the influence of human forces.. For öxample, 
the salt content of saline soil is» on the one hand, under- 
going a certain process of waning and waxing under the effect 
of natural forces such as thö underground water level, yater 
auality, seasonal variations in weather, and the like (this 
is also called the process of natural actions), while on the 
other hand, it is undergoing another'type of waning and waxing 
under the influence of human power, such asvflusning and^ 
draining of salt, shallow harrowing for.salt removal, copious 
application of organic fertilizers, and fo ony. to; prevent 
crops from being harmed by salt by changing the amount and 
tvne of salt and time required for the accumulation of salt 
around the roots of crops (this is also called the process 
of human actions). Under any specific conditions and at  . 
any time and place, whether the saline feature of^soil harms 
it or not is the direct result of the action-counteraction 
and unity between the natural and the human influences* 
Conditions of salt content in soil are like this and so are 

According to the above analysis, we found that the 
principal motivating'force behind the: development of farming 
soil is, for maximum satisfaction of the requirements for . 
more crop yeilds, the contradictions in the soil between _ 
natural influences and human powers. This pair of contradic- 
tions emerge with the appearance of and haye^determined the 
special features of farming soil throughout the entire develop- 
ment of the latter. In understanding the fundamental con- 
tradictions in soil, we must bear in mind at all times the 
promise of maximum Satisfaction of the requirements for more 
crop yields, and under no circumstances, should.we view tne 
natural effect process and the human effect process operating 
under the joint influence of natural and human forces as 
something working in isolation. They are merely two phases 
of a pair of contradictions which are interdependent, inter- 
woven, co-existingi and interacting, and not two irrelevant 
processes independently existing in soil. . .■  • , 

Generally speaking, the human effect process in farming 
soil is the main guide of the contradictions. Undoubtedly, 
with the development of productivity In human society and. 
the peopled increasing understanding of soil, the human 
effect in soil is more and more obvious B.8,tT&.:mite~&ilte* 
However* In the various specific stages of development, these 



two processes in soil are continuously waning and waxing and 
mutually:^onTertins.v    B-  —t.   we foimd that even though 

the fundSta^cÄdictlonsA the ^-^fSlrmLg 

counteracted each other to become thew^ÄnjEeSiö-ö- the 

ÖS* ?S"othBpofse1sU?hlÄ^triÄ 
property or a natural body and both have the_quality of being 
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Sni-wnwid srosslv exaggerate ä oertain partial process in a 

loeicallv and necessarily lead to tne reasoning ™*,u" .+- 

driving force il after soil development,^the metaphysical 

titatiV%ufana^ysÄ 
is a necSL^rlrlqSislte for the understanding of soil, 
J?o5 Satelialistic dialectics «■ ^ aUo legrwÄttj* iix 
analyzing complex things we must start with the analysis 
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of their most basic contradictions, namely, the internal 
contradictions. But the confirmation that internal, contra- 
dictions in soil are the basic cause of soil development is 
by no means to be construed as ignorigg the significance of 
external conditions« On the contrary, like all other things, 
soil cannot be separated from its surrounding environment ,. 
to stand alone in the nature it is actually closely related 
to, checked and balanced by, and forms the two profiles of 
a contradiction with, lor this reason, when we study the 
operating rules and patterns of the internal contradictions 
of soil, we must^understand the dialectic relationship.be- 
tween soil and its environmental conditions, Otherwise^ 
we cannot gain a correct understanding' and make an effective 
refbrm of soil* 

. Soil is a constituent part of nature as a whole and 
is formed under the. comprehensive influence of various ex*. 
teriial factors, Weather has a direact effect on weathering 
of soil* release of nutrients, type and speed of the synthesi- 
zation and decomposition of organic matter, features of the ..'. 
shifting of matter, and water and heat conditions in soil«  : 
Topographical conditions regroup and re-distribute soil- 
affecting factors auch as sunlight, temperature, atmospheric 
recipitation, etc. Parent materials of soil affect a series 
of special features of the physical properties, 'physical- 
mechanical properties, and chemical reactions in,soil,  J 
Biological factors are even more essential in soil formation 
and conservation for they are present in the vicissitude of 
birth, life, and death of living things; and due to these 
factors, nutrient elements needed by green plants are pre-•■ 
served and accumulated in and not entirely leached off from 
soil, Nitrogen, which is necessary for the growth of plants, 
is also a product of biological activities. The important : 
reason why soil is different from weathered rock fragments- 
or its own parent materials lies in the fact that it possesses 
the most basic fertility factors which are built by bilogical 
actions and effects. Therefore, we may say that among the 
various factors affecting the formation of soil, biological • 
factors are the primary ones. 

These factors serve as external conditions of soil, 
and are not isolated things but act collectively upon the 
soil. For instance, if precipitation remains unchanged, 
the amount of'water entering the soil depends on topography 
and slope of the land. In mountainous areas and hilly re- 
gions, exposure, temperatuare* humidity, etc., vary a great 
deal with different slopes. Such variations will in turn 
make the distribution of vegetation non-uniform, different 
types of vegetation have an effect on adjusting the flow of 
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surface water and local slirfaoe weather conditions. There- 
fore, we must treat the external factors as a complicated 
and inter-controlled organic Ihtegral which oollectiyely 
acts upon soil. Conversely^.features of soil also, to a 
certain extent, affect types of,vegetation, topographical  , 
formations, and particulars of local surface weather conditions. 
Consequently, only when we can grSisp the patterns, and rules : 
of changing inter-relationships amoäg.the external factors 
and the counteraction and unity between such inter-relation* 
ships and the soil can we currently understand the dialectic 
relation of soil and its external conditions. Then we can 
effectively adjust the relations among these external factors 
and control the internal changes in soil* «: 

What we spoke of above are the relations among in- 
dividual factors under natural conditions. However, when 
farming activities began, people actively interfered with,  , 
nature so as to make it work for the benefit of man., wiia • 
plants which had been the original forces affecting soil have 
now been replaced by cultivated crops. Land that was uneven 
has now been levelled. Besides, men have greatly changed 
the quality of soil by means of cultivating activities,  ....•■■ 
fertilization, irrigation, and other.farming measures, and 
as a consequence, a new quality which does not existhunder 
natural conditions has how been realized. So human farming 
activity has, in the development of farming soil, become a 
strong factor affecting soil. Qualitatively speaking, human 
effects are different from natural factors. In production 
practice, man can understand the pattern of and the law . 
governing soil and its external factors, and thereby consciously 
and purposefully adjust the relations among the various 
factors which, subsequently* are directed toward human needs. 
Marx once said that the very essence of soil maturation, 
which serves as an Indicator and a record of human inter- 
ference In the formation and development of soil, compels . 
the soil development process to be weakened or strengthened 
as a result of changes in quantity and relative relations 
of various factors and changes in environmental conditions, 
and that the entire process of soil formation has found a 
new direction while soil has acquired new qualities as a 
result of changes in composition relations. Such qualities 
were not previously possessed by some types of soil, but_ . 
were partially possessed in other types of soil. Since this 
is the case, human production activities, on the one hand, 
have directly changed the quantities and,ratios of the various 
factors of soil and adjusted and controlled its internal 
contradictions, and on the other hand, have also changed the 
external environmental conditions affecting soil. Thereby, 
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soil has acquired-new qualities and has moved in the direction 
of being beneficial to mankind. : .> 

Human production activity is an external factor 
affecting soil» and it affects soil in Joint.action,with 
other factors (natural -f actoss), However, it is not quali- 
tatively the same äs natural factors. In other words, It is 
not voluntarily, but consciously, affecting soil. It Is.on 
the basis of a thorough understanding of the operational 
patterns of soil "and" the dialectic relationship -between, it 
and its external conditions that we must make a forceful and 
purposeful soil reform. Thus, to ignore -the view of human 
factors is;wrong. Of course, it should be considered as a 
step toward correct understanding of thepatterns and laws 
governing soil development so that subjective initiative can 
be better developed. •■ .  ... 

Soil and its external factors form a contradictory 
unity. However, external factors of soil can only exercise 
their influence through Its internal contradictions. For 
instance, atmospheric temperature can only affect soil 
through the heat conductivity of the soil. "- For -eacample9 _ . 
under the same weather conditions, a young plant in the black 
soil to^CEe ""eaFf" bf^w"T3MBB^«~*gi's«»^a^^ • 
the same plant Is often burned to death in the hot^sandy 
soil to the west of the same village. The death of the plant 
in the field to the west of the village was indirectly caused 
by sunlight and atmospheric temperature but directly by 
sudden cold and sudden hot temperatures in the hot sands, 
soil of course texture containing much granular quartz but 
little organix matter. Chairman Mao used the example that 
at the proper temperature eggs can be turned into chickens 
but rooks cannot. And he further taught usi"Materialistic 
dialectics place external causes as conditions and internal 
causes as the basis of changes, but it is through internal 
causes that the external causes work."5 So we must begin 
with the Internal contradictions of soil and study carefully 
and scrupulously how external conditionsjork through inter- 
nal contradictions as mediums. People who think that under 
certain weather conditions certain types of soil emerge 
and certain types of rocks are weathered to become certain 
kinds of soils really do not understand this fundamental 
PrinCiPl0hairman Mao said, "The cosmological view of dialectics 
is primarily to teach people how to properly observe and 
analyze the contradictory operations of all sorts of things, 
and now to discern the methods for solving such contradictions 
on the basis of this analysis."6 Soil is a complex synthesis 
of contradictions. To know and to reform it, we must begin 
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with the analysis of its various types of contradictions and 
the different angles of each:contradictions* We need to 
analvze the nature of the internal contradictions of soli 
and its basic contradictions, thÖ.öoÄtradictlons among factors 
serving as external conditions, of soil, how antithetical   ... 
unity is reached between soil and: its external factors, and 
how the external factors work by way of internalcontradic- 
tions. Only in this manner can we truly and thoroughly 
understand the operational patterns and rules of soil 
development and make an energetic reform.      . <■  .  ■ ■ 

Opposition between dialectics and metaphysics is shown 
clearly in the process* of man1*? understanding soil. In the 
study of soils, there are a few different views such as the 
following: The first view does not seek the regularity . 
in quality between other things and soil through its special 
operational form but regards soil.as a body of dead and un- 
moving mixtures. The second view does not begin with an , • 
analysis of the internal contradictions of soil to find tne 
basic causes of soil development, but concludes that tha 
forces behind soil development are weather factors which are 
the external conditions of soil. A third view does not con- 
sider external factors affecting soil as a comprehensive 
entirety which work by way of the internal contradictions^of 
soil but treats them as isolated and thereby exaggerates the 
effect of each factor upon soil. We must make a strong and 
determined critique on the metaphysical views in the under- 
standing of soil and insist on the dialectical materialistic 
view to get a correct understanding of soil. 

II. ,' ■    - 1:       . ■••,: 

A correct understanding,, of, soil is necessary for. 
a more effective reform of soil so that soils can.be developed 
for the benefit to man. On the other hand, in order to make 
a more effective reform of soil, we must give due^regard to 
and correctly understand the objective patterns of and rules 
governing soil development. .   . :■_■■.. ■ 

The process which we have gone through in agricultural 
production in the last several thousand years is a process 
of continuous understanding^ control, and reform o:T soil. 
And during the process, our understanding has gained deptn, 
while control and reform have gradually became more accurate, 
effective, an? extensive. The mission of pedblogical studies 
Is to gain a more profound understandning of the objective 
regularity of soil operations and to develop more extensive, 
effective, and accurate control and reform of soil so as to 
promote the development of agricultural production. However, 
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some of the old pedologists often overlook or even deny the 
conscious'and tremendous influence of man in soil reform and 
unilaterally emphasize the natural factors determining the   ; 
properties of soil (particularly weather factors), and ignore 
the enormous effect of pitman production activities in alter- 
ing the properties of soil» Consequently, In classifying 
soils, they use the effects of natural factors as advanced 
and higher criteria of classification, while Influences of 
human factors are used as elementary and lower criteria of 
classification»       l( 

Since 1958i we hav1©" found in the nation-wide mass move- 
ment for soil surveys, intensive cultivation, and soil reform 
a great number of facts which show that after the objective 
patterns of laws governing soil operations are thoroughly .■■-, 
undöxstood, not only can we control and change the nature of 
soils by means of various kinds of farming manipulations, but 
we can further change soils into soils with different proper- 
ties, and not only can we change different soils in a small 
area into soils of similar nature, but we can do the same 
thing by human effort in regions with different climates» 
Naturally, In practice, we have to begin with specific con- 
ditions and carefully consider the merits and demerits and to 
weigh the advantages and disadvantages before we can adopt 
the appropriate measures» 

In the areas surrounding Pelping, we conducted a better 
crop yield experiment with the farmers» Having understood 
the pattern and regularity of soil changes and the soil con- 
ditions needed by crops in different growing periods, we then 
employed all kinds of measures to adjust water, air, heat, and 
fertilization in the soil to give the maximum satisfaction to 
the growth of the crops» For instance, it is better for the 
wheat to bud early in the Spring, and it needs a well culti- 
vated and relatively warmer soil. But when the ground thaws 
in the Spring, the wheat fields in the region of Peiping are 
often too wet and the low temperature rises very slowly» Ob- 
viously, such soil conditions are not proper for the budding 
of wheat± so the farmers take such measures as applying warm 
fertilizers in the winter, surface harrowing, and so forth, 
so as to adjust the water content and ventilation of the soil 
and raise the ground temperature* The result is a five to 
seven day advanöement of wheat budding time and the satis- 
faction of the soil requirements necessary for the budding 
g&PilM • After the" wheat begins to grow high, the rap id growth 
requires sufficient water and nutrients» When the temperature 
is rising and the frozen layer of soil is completely thawed, 
the unfavorable weather conditions in the area, such as scanty 
precipitation, dry winds, and high evaporation, cause a, 
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tremendous loss of water from the soil and create a Spring 
drought* That is to say that soil conditions in^the natural 
setting are unfit for the further growth of budding young 
¥ Sa * To combat the situation, the farmers employed methods ., 
like watering, proper medium tilth, and a series of experiences 
consisting of early medium tilth for ground warming, multiple 
medium tilth for earth loosening,.and deeper medium tilth for 
resisting flood and drought. Of course, this is only the .,.. 
experience of one region, while in different ^egipns^studies 
should be made together with, speöial feather and soil condi- 
tions. This example tells how ou* farmers, through long 
production practice, understand'the patterns of and laws gov- 
erning soil operations and have analyzed the supply-demand _ 
contradiction between crops and soil and thereby adjusted the. ... 
variations of water, fertility, air, and heat in soil to bet- 
ter satisfy the needs of crops. ■.■••■ .rnvtA 

It Is in this very manner that people consciously ana 
with purpose reform and control the changes of soils in a 
long process of agricultural production. After years, decades, 
or centuries of cultivation, soils have changed their original 
form or appearance and acquired new qualities which they have 
never possessed before. For instance, in the plantation soil 
in Horth China, there are such soil structures as mature soil, 
plowing bed soil, cold soil, and young immature soil which 
did not exist when it was under purely natural conditions. .<• 
They are all evidences of human soil reform*        - ___ 

As was described above, with the understanding of the_ 
regularity of soil operations, men can adjust and control soil 
changes in accordance with the needs of crops, and the long-^ 
term adjustment and control of soil will make basic ohanges in 
it. In the meantime, people can thoroughly change the quali- 
ties of soil by revolutionary means in a relatively short period. 
For example, in the foothills in the greater Pelping suburbs, 
there are vast areas of "young yellow soil" (brown soil, as^it 
was called before), which is sticky, leaches and plows poorly, 
and is not drought resisting. Thus, farmers can only grow 
such drought resisting crops as spiked millet and a certain 
type of beans, of which the per mou production is much less 
than one hundred .chin. : .».,_*' ''* 

When we were conducting a typical survey of this, type 
of soil in Oh*eng-kuan Commune in Mi-yuan Hsien, we were told 
the following story by the good old country folks: After the^ 
collective farm was organized, we applied a great quantity of 
mixed sand and animal manure in this kind of young yellow soil. 
Three years laterj the top six ts*un of surface soil was less 
sticky, became easy to cultivate, and had increased in 
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percolation and drought resistance. Corn and wheat began to 
be grown on this new type of soil and the production was 
close to 200 chin, Ifter the improvement, we called the 
young yellow soil second yellow soil, After the establish- 
ment of the people's commune*, hoi only was even a greater 
amount of animal manure addedi sbiit the soil Was also deepen- 
ed by two ch'ih. Starting toils' year, this soil area will be 
irrigated; and this type pf soil will be neither sandy nor 
sticky, but 3ust right for farming. It has good percolation 
and water retention, and as a result, it will be drought re- 
sisting and flood proof and suitable for crops of higher cash 
value, such as corn, wheat, vegetables, and the like. The 
per mou yield will easily amount to four or five hundred chin,, 
which is equal to that of old yellow soil (which used to be 
called light-colored meadow soil) by the rivers. Thus, this 
second yellow soili which is top grade land now^ should be 
rightfully called old yellow soil in the future. The above 
story of immense changes, told by the good old native country 
folks, was further proved by the result of our analysis of 
the pj^sical, chemical, and other qualities of these three 
kinds of soil. 

When we asked about their experience in turning young 
yellow soil into old yellow soil, the good old native country 
folks answeredj "Of the many defects of young yellow soil, 
the majority are caused by its stickiness. If soil is sticky, 
it will be poor in percolation, so the ground will be dry and 
very hard to plow. It will easily cake together and affect 
the budding of vegetation, then the stickiness of the soil 
was corrected^ the soil became water-percolating, preserved 
its riobaess, was flood-resisting, drough-enduring, and easy 
to till, and would not cake. The removal of stickiness re- 
quires mixing with sand and manure, for it is sand which makes 
soil loose or coarse in texture, and manure makes soil rich 
or fat," It is in the long practice of production that our 
farmers.have fully realized the'pattern of and laws governing 
soil changes, have grasped the key problems, and have changed 
soil conditions so as to make soil change in the direction of 
being beneficial to agricultural production, 

, The above is an example of a typical survey which very 
well explains that the change of young yellow soil into old 
yellow soil is a product of human effort. Without human pro- 
duction activitiesj there would be no old yellow soil of this 
kind. Young yellow soil changes into second yellow soil, 
which in turn changes into old yellow soil, which is entirely 
different from the original soil in quality. This process 
serves to explain that human production activities not only 
can affect soils but, also can manipulate soil in a certain 
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direction coinciding with the ^eds of human^roduct.ion 
activities.. In the past* young yellow soil in the foothills 
and old yellow soil along the streams were viewed as^two 
Smi?tativelv different types of soil formed under the- in- 
JlSMrJ?afSwi?i^SDrm-8,-; types of underground.water, 
S conditions; and' other types of ™*™*1*&C£*8'^L  > 

that human power was not capable of, changing the qualitative ; 
differences between the two. But the: facts "have shown that.,, 
human production activities-can, indeed, change the properties. 

If We take paddy soil as an example,- we can see that 
not only two types of qualitatively different soils formed. 
underthe same natural conditions in the same climatic region 
can be made into soils of similar character, butjven in dif- 
ferent climatic regions, soils of similar properties can be 
madfby huSan action. According to the research findings of 
the Institute of Pedology of the Academy of Sciences of China,( 
it is.verified that the many types of paddy soil^in a wide ^ ^ 
variety of climatic regions (including Kiangsi, Kwangsi,.Yunnan, 
and ctner provinces) with different origins, natural settings, 
cultivation conventions and methods, maturing patterns, etc., 
can blmade very similar in a number of fertility features such 
as acidity; organic matter, structure, cultivability, ana . 
nutrients through adjustments of water content and air condi- 
tions in soil and alternating wet cultivation,maturity and  . 
dry cultivation maturity. In other words, in order to satisfy 
the special requirements for paddy rice,growth^a kind of paddy 
soil is created with special soil properties and fertility 
features which are absent in natural soils and all other types 
of soil. Thus paddy soils 'in-different- regions have shown 
even more properties in common. Differences due to natural 
factors still exist, but have been reduoed to secondary im- 
portance; and the longer the history of cultivation and the   
more concentrated operation is, the more obvious the effects 
of human factors upon soil are.   ' 4.w *•'<» 

From the above-mentioned examples, we can see the ioi- 
lowing summary: If soil conditions under natural settings are 
unfit for the requirements of more and better yields of wheat, 
they can be made to satisfy the requirements by means of a 
series of measures to change the conditions of water, fertility, 
air, and heat in soil. Through the conscious production acti- 
vities of man, the influences of natural factors like land-forms, 
underground water, etc., upon young yellow soil can be modified 
to change the soil into old yellow soil entirely different - 
from the original. Soils of great difference in various regions 
also can be turned into fertile paddy soils of similar pro- 
perties by altering the effects of" weather and other natural 
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factors in the proPess öf ;manf ,s cultivation of -paddy rice. - ; 
All these facts hqive explained that man pan, through 

the practice of production, understand :the .pattern of and laws 
governing soil changes ahjcl thereby, in accordance with the de- 
mands of agricultural production, adjust and control soil 
changes so as to exert-gfeater influence .on soil and thoroughly 
alter its nature,. Thus, human production: activities pan strong- 
ly reform soil, but the extent of reform is primarily determined 
by the. degree of man's understanding of the objective rules 
governing soil operations and the level of productivity* Also, 
we must have a correct and profound,understanding of the pat- 
terns of and; laws governing soil operationsi be. guided by, cir- 
cumstances^ and do what is suitable to the location to fully 
make use of and promote favorable factors and limit and elimin- 
ate unfavorable factors, ;Ihen and only then can we cause:soil. 
to develop in the direction of benefit to human beings. The ,: 
denial of man's conscious motivation in the understanding and- 
reforming or soil and the metaphysical views regarding soil /:-< 
properties as being completely.determined by natural factors 
are not only erroneous but also; extremely harmful. This kind ■ 
of thinking disarms people in their-struggle against nature 
and causes them to take a strategically passive position, ; 

nevertheless, we recognize the gigantic motivation of '.; 
human beings in the process of understanding and reforming 
soil and not by"means of entertaining the thought of possibly 
ignoring the ob3 e ctive rules and other ob3 e ctive conditions 
and doing what they please» To develop greater subjective 
motivation, one must go deeper to understand and utilize:; ob- 
jective rules, Engels said, "Freedom is not the. isolation' of 
natural laws in imagination, but rather it depends on the under- 
standing of these laws, Furthermore, on. the possibility de- 
rived from such understanding, natural laws are made with'design 
to work for a certain purpose,1^ In pedology, the principal 
thing is to understand and make use of the rules and laws of ;u 
soil and thereby reform soil with energy and serve agricultural 
production« ■;.;•< 

According to Marxism, understanding originates from  - 
practice and is a guiding force for the latter. The same is • 
true with man*s understanding of soil and its reforming process 
in agricultural production. After several millenia.of^pro- 
duct ion toil and through innumerable trials and errors* our 
farmers have understood and used the regularity and patterns 
of soil operations and efficiently controlled and reformed 
soils. Especially since liberation and the Great Leap Forward, 
they have shown even greater initiative«:h  In .order to realize 
record production, ;they have, through a series of technical ;.; 
measures like optimum dense growth,: intensive cultivation» soil 
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reformi' reasonable- ifrl|ation and fertilization,and so forth* 
created the best possible environment needed for the realiza- 
tion of record yields* v-For; the purpose, of carrying out plan- 
tation cultivation they ha^e, in the shortest possible time, 
turned the "raw earth*' exposed fafter^evellng. and grading 
of land, Into "mature sol-1'' and into "rich (or fat;) soil"; 
and they have even made-the "rich soil'' /richer» So with the 
fast development of agricultural production, human under- 
standing of control over and reform of soil are continuously 
ihtehsifled,'During the'rapid development of agriculture 
production,' pedology must, through practical production ex- 
perlencej raise and sum up populär efforts to bring about 
better'Understanding of soil and to more thoroughly and 
efficiently control and reform soil so that human-initiative 
for the understanding and reforming of nature can be fully 
developed.* Chairman Mao has taught us that "All thoughts 
based on and in accord with facts are correct thoughts, and 
all actions based on correct thoughts are correct actions. 
We must encourage such thoughts and actions and bring to 
light this kind of initiative*"9 That is to say, that cor* 
rect theories are necessarily the theories that accord with 
facts, and only this kind of theories are genuine scientific 
theories which can lead people' to the better development of 
subjective initiative;^ :; 

•   In the understanding and reforming of soil we must, 
first of all, reject partiality which sees only the Influence 
of natural factors on soil and ignores or even denies human 
initiative in the understanding and reforming'of soil* In 
practical-work, partiality in the understanding of soil 
will necessarily lead to the conclu^loii* that "man cannot win 
over heaven." Eventually,: this sort of thinking will in-; 

evitably lead to a fall into the'mire of fatalism.' For in- 
stance, during the soil survey conducted in Turfan depression 
in Sinklang, there were people "who saw only the ■ unfavorable, ,u 
natural factors affecting soil, such as the low terrain in 
the regions near lakes, high underground water level,, easy 
accumulation of salt inthe heavy and stlckly soil, and the 
like, and forgot to<analyze the favorable -aspects, especially 

rthe enormous human influence oh soil and the effect of human 
motivations* : Consequently,they reached the conclusion 
to recommend the removal of the farms' elsewhere* However, 
farms in the region have brought water from places over fifty 
kilometers' away* With the water brought and a drainage 
canal built, they engaged in large-scale salt-flushing and 
greatly improved the heavily saline soil. The year after 
the soil survey, cotton production was the higheBt in the' 
nation* This fact has overthrown the conclusion of "forced 
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removal due to poor conditions.** Another • example of poor ^? 

survey conclusions comas from1a soil investigation'conducted 
in Ch'ang-hsin-tien area ih metropolitan Peipihg for the pur- 
pose of locating farm sites* The recfflmendation made by- 
some people was that the said area was too sandy; wet* alka- 
line, and sterile for farming*1 The final outcome was that 
not only were farms built in,the areaj but the first year ' ' 
average production per acre topped 400 chin» i which is a re- 
cord surpassing that of the;tellow River regions. Examples- 
like this are innumerable*' i> .'"•*' 

On the other hand^ while We'may strategically treat 
diffiduitles with: contempt in understanding and reforming  l,v 
soil, We must tactically give attention to all sorts of 
'difficulties!. That is, while emphasizing initiative, we must 
give due regard to objectively existing laws and, conditions. . 
In conducting soil reform we must/insist on the prihcipel 
of doing what is best for theplabes. For instance, con- 
ditions can be altered, but before changes are made, we 6ah' 
only take measures which are adapted to the environment. Some 
conditions can be changed, while others cannot. For instance, 
uncultivated raw soil derived from levelling and grading , 
land is hard, sterile, and too coarse for the'growth of crops* 
On the one hand, the big pieces are broken . up-by farmers ; 
through more plowing and harrowing, and on the other hand by 
such natural forces as wind, the sun, and weathering of all 
sorts* So we have to examine the possibility of soil reform 
to understand the circumstance and do our best to reform soils 
in the simple, most effective, and most economical way*- ¥e 
must fully understand the characteristics*of agricultural   ; 
production and the difficulties and complexity of man's 
fight against nature* Insofar as the relation between crops 
and soils are concerned, farm crops are living things of 
different kinds with many distinct features; Agricultural 
production, is, to a great extent, limited and controlled 
by natural"conditions, some of which change with different ; ! 

seasons of the year, while others vary with different local- 
ities. There are a great many differences between' different'"-■ 
type's of soils, and contrasts between farming regions are 
also quite striking; But 411; these differences are not ;' 
incorrigible• Our proper understanding about £oil must be as 
follows. On the one hand, we ought to know that all conditicns 
are manageable and corrigible. Corrigibility, of course, 
applies, to soils of all types* Our understanding would- .v 
amount to partiality if we failed to realize this* on the 
other hand, conditions are concrete and specific. Different 
regions have different special features, if we fall to *■<■'; 
recognize these features and picture homogeneous features* 
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If we fail to recognize these features and picture homogeneous 
features for the soils in allreglbns, we will be at a loss 
and naively mistaken« In other words, in understanding and 
reforming soil, we must pay close attention to both the pecul- 
iarity and the universality of contradictions. 

In our country, rich experiences in socialistic agri- 
cultural production a»e the motivating force behind the im- 
provement and development of pedological sciences/ After 
the liberation and especially since the Great Leap Forward, 
our enormously huge farming population has, under Party- 
leadership, unleashed skyrocketing and revolutionary energy 
to launch a soil reforfitmovement. At the height of the 1958 
Great Leap Forward, more than seven million farmers through-' 
out the country .launched a popular campaign for soil surveys» 
Within a yaar^a preliminary survey was completed for the 1.6 
billion mou of arable land in the entire nation; and thus 
we were able to know in great detail the various types of 
soil in all parts of the country. By so doing ä good founda- 
tion was laid for the execution of the "eight word consti- 
tutions of agriculture"—use soil, reform soil, correct 
application of soil. At the same time, a nation-wide drive 
for intensive cultivation and soil reform was also launched. 
Up to last. Spring, the amount of land vbeing Intensively 
cultivated had reached over 80$ of the 1.4 billion mou and 
#50 million mou of previously low yield land had been improved 
to different degrees. Owing to several successive years of 
popular effort in irrigated areas, by 1958 the land being 
irrigated amounted to more than one billion mou, which was 
a four-fold increase. Fertilized areas and the extent of 
fertilization were also greatly inoreased.: It is because of 
such large scale land reform and employment of all sorts of 
production boosting measures that orop yields have improved 
continuously. From 1949 to 1958, the average increase in 
food production was raised from 140 chin to 275 chirx per 
mou, and cotton from 21.6 chin to49 ohln per mou. 

Universal soil surveys, intensive cultivation, soil 
reform, irrigation advancement, increased fertilization, 
collectivization of vast areas, and a number of other mea- 
sures have changed the appearance of our 1.6 billion mou of 
arable land, and the fertility of the land is rapidly rising« 
Salt has been flushed off previously saline soils; the 
originally sandy and barren land Is how paddy fields and 
orchards, dead soil that appeared often and levelling 
and grading was quickly made into live soil, and the live 
soil into rich soil; and paddy fields in the South are day 
by day feeing enriched by fertilizers made from blood and dead 
bodies of animals such as eels. These gigantic achievements 
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are the result of the first battle in our war against the 
soil. In the future, we shall undoubtedly even more profoundly 
and thoroughly reform and bontrol soil and make it work for 
the welfare of the people. In £he course of such an affluent 
and socialistic farming practice, our pedological sciences will 
certainly be even more profoundly, reformed and rapidly develop- 
ed. Meanwhile^ production practices1 will also raise immense 
assignments for pedology! At present, .all types of low-yield 
land, such as saline and alkaline land, sandy land, clay land, 
muddy land, hilly land, etc*, constitute three-tenths of the 
total arable land in the nsfclon, or even more if low swampy 
land and flood endangered land are included. How to reason- 
ably and fully utilize poor land and remote land is a very im- 
portant problem (see the editorial in .Ten-min Jlh-pao. 14 
December i960). Besides, in order to carry out collectiviz- 
ation of large areas, to realize bigger yields in large areas, 
to promote nation-wide intensive cultivation and soil reforms, 
to carry out what is stipulated in the forty paragraphs of the 
"Outline of Agricultural Development," and to accomplish tue 
great and grand plan for agricultural modernization, more con- 
tributions are required from pedology for the socialistic con- 
struction of our country. *..*'' »«> «,„*+ 

To make our pedology advance better and faster, we must 
fight all the metaphysical and Idealistic views of the capital- 
istic class with strong resolution and under the guidance of 
Marxism, Leninism, and the teachings of Mao Tse-tung so as to 
make our pedological sciences a citadel for the thought of 
materialistic dialectics and a powerful weapon for the advance- 
ment of our agriculture. 

Footnotes: 

^•The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. vol. 1, 1952 
edition, pp. 296-297. 

2The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. vol. 1> 1952 
edition, p. 297. 

^The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. vol. 1, 1952 
edition, pp. 315-316. 

4The Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. vol. 1, 1952 
edition, p. 308. 
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,-•}.(.:■■   . 5jhe Selected Works of Mao Tse-tung. ..vol. 1, 1952 , 
edition, p, 291*.' ;; 

X r - ' 6The Selected Works of Hao g,se-tung; vol. . 1, 1952 
.«edition, p. 292, '. 

V  'TVu-.lang Hsueh-pao. vol. 84. no» 2, pp. 79-lOOi' . 

' "■•'■'. 8Engöls, An'ti^Duarlng; 'People!0 Publishing Company,' 

1956, p., 117* ' T\'i:P^\y'^:'^'^^':\:;:! 
-   ■   9TheJSelected Works of Mao'Tse-tung« Vol« 2«: 1952 
edition, p. .467« : .., ,,.;. ; . .   '■' 
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••'.-:■ THE VERY. ESSENCE OF THE CONTRADICTORY PROBLEM 
ON,THINGS IN GENERAL IS THE CONTRADICTION 

BETWEEN CONFORMITY AND,HOSTILITY      />• •■ 

■■following is the translation of an article by- 
Chung Hsueh (4191 1331) in Che-hsueh Yen-ohlu 
(Philosophy Research), Peiping, No. 1, 25. 
January 196I, pp. 32-41^/ 

1. Where i s the Key? , 

The problem of the relationship between the conformity 
and hostility of contradiction is the center:of several prob- 
lems concerning the law of the unity of opposites as being 
discussed by philosophers at the present time. Due to the 
differences in the understanding of the problem, the answers 
to the other problems are different. The many diversified 
ideas do result fundamentally from the different viewpoints 
adopted toward the solution of the problem of the relationship 
between the conformity and hostility of the aspects of contrar 
diotion. Comrade Hsieh Ching (5641 7231) viewed this relation- 
ship as being that of the unity of opposites» But from there 
on, he made many erroneous conclusions such as "struggle is 
also relative," Other comrades, in pointing out the errors 
of Comrade Hsieh Ching, went to the other extreme. They fun- 
damentally repudiated the theory that the relationship between 
the two is the unity of opposites. Where then is the key to 
the problem? 

We think that the key lies in the question of whether 
or not We truly recognize the relationship of the unity of 
opposites between conformity and hostility. The mistake of 
Comrade Hsieh Ching is not due to the fact..that he tried to 
analyze the relationship as a unity of opposites relationship. 
It originated from the fact that he actually (not verbally) 
did not recognize this relationship. Therefore, it is also 
incorrect to fundamentally refuse to recognize this relation- 
ship simply because Comrade Hsieh Ching has made many erroneous 
conclusions. 

The unity of opposites relationship between conformity 
and hostility should and must be recognized, because the 
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problem of the relationship between the two is actually the 
problem of recognizing the relationships between the follow- 
ing Qualities; the individual and the common, the particular 
and the universal, the relative and the absolute. Comrade 
Mao Tse-tung has pointed out that the relationships, of these 
qualities are "the essence of contradiction concerning matters 
and things. Without a proper understanding of them, it is 
like discarding dialectics." ("On Contradiction. ) 

As a matter of fact, the orthodox Marxist-Leninist 
authors have always looked upon the realtionship between 
conformity and hostility as a Unity,of öpposities relationship. 
As everybody knows, Engels, in his "Dialectics of Nature,, 
analyzed a great many natural facts and established^the con- 
clusion that the dialectic relationship between conformity 
and hostility is that of the unity of opposites. He pointed 
out that the metaphysicians established conformity and differ- 
ence as two absolute opposites. When they saw conformity, 
they fundamentally refused to admit the existence,of differ- 
ence.' When they saw difference, they fundamentally refused 
to admit the existence of conformity. This is entirely^with- 
out any foundation. Conformity and difference are; "the two 
poles of the same^ thing. The reason why these two poles are . 
real is due to their interaction, and the inclusion of   , 
difference within conformity."  :Wheh they are taken apart 
to be examined, they start their inter-change."! Lenin 
further explained the relative and absolute relationship 
between confomity and hostility. He pointed out that the 
conformity aspect of the opposites Xuniform!ty> conformity»  . 
and equilibrium.) is conditional, temporary, transient, and ' 
relative, but the struggle aspect of the mutually exclusive 
opposites is absolute, just like the absoluteness; of. develop- 
ment ;*h£:>motioh«2K In his "Oh Contradiction^ n.Comrade Mao. . .... 
Tse-tung made air over-all and3 detailed 'analystof the, mutual;- 
relationship between conformity and 'hostilityv Mrst^-he 
analyzed the differences between conformity and hostility, 
and developed Lenin's theory1 of the relativity of conformity 
and the absoluteness of hostility. Next, he analyzed'their 
mutual relationship, and pointed out' that absolute hostility— 
lies'in relative conformity; Without hostility, there would 
be no conformity. He further/stressed that this theory of . 
relativeity and absoluteness is the "essence" of contradio- 
tion. ; ■ ■    ■  "1 ■ 

But why has this problem again become the center of 
controversy? We think that it is engendered by our own lack 
of deep understanding of "the essence of the problem of 
contradiction concerning matters and things." •---;■■■:; 
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2* Materialistic Dialectics or a Game of Ideas? 

Whether or not there is any relationship between con- 
formity and hostility is a question that requires no answer, 
because in the discussion, everybody is already trying to 
analyze the problem of the relationship between the two, 
and most of the comrades consider toiis realtionship as a 
relative and absolute relationsliip. But some comrades look 
upon conformity and hostility of contradiction as a dual 
quality. They do not constitute two opposites, and therefore 
they do not have a unity 'öf opposites relationship. Even 
though it is a unity of opposites relationship, it is 
nothing but a game of ideas, and no=t the dialectics for 
matters and things, etc., etc. We concur with many comrades1 

criticism when they consider Comrade Hsieh Chingfs way of 
putting a clear line of demarcation between the two as an 
Idealistic consideration of their relationship. But for the 
sake of clearing up the problem, we must start from reality, 
concretely analyze the contradictions in matters and things, 
and decide whether or not, in considering the relationship 
between the two as a unity of opposites relationship, we are 
engaged in the dialectics of matters and things or in a 
mere game of ideas* 

In natural phenomena, it is not true that mechanical 
motions are due to attraction and repulsion as a result of 
the contradictions between matter? It is not true that the 
pysical movement of the solid, liquid, and gaseous states 
are formed by condensation and evaporation as a result of 
the contradictions belween the elements? If the contradic- 
tions between the elements do not cause combination and se- 
paration, now can the chemical phenomena be explained? 
Furthermore, if in the contradictions between living organ- 
isms and their environment there is no assimilation and , 
evolution, how can the life process be imaginable? If in the 
contradictions between parents and progenies there is no 
relationship between heredity and mutation , how can there 
be the development and change of species? This is true in 
nature: the contradictions of all matters and things possess 
a dual nature; they all contain the aspects of conformity and 
hostility* Even though in different areas and in different 
processes this dual nature has its special expression, with- 
out exception it forms contradictions and the relationship 
of the unity of opposites. 

The same theory can be applied to the different kinds 
of contradictions in our social life. It is impossible that 
the conformity and hostility of contradiction have absolutely 
no relationship or form no contradiction, In the 
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contradiction between'the lower and the higher economic 
strata, if there is no contradiction of the dual-natured  . 
fitness and unfitness, there would be no possibility of society 
developing. If among the different branches of our people s 
economy, for example among industry and agriculture, there 
is no contradiction of balance and inablanee, the:., economy 
cannot develop. Besides, in- the contradictions that existed 
between the different stages öf the united front, without 
the unified and conflicting dual-natured contradiction, the 
united front could not'have .been formed, consolidated, and . 
developed. Within the different kinds of contradictions in 
the nation, it is unimaginable that ■there is no contradiction 
between unity and criticism. In the Party1s.existence, if 
there is no contradiction between unity and.criticism, then 
the life of the Party will be terminated. Therefore, in ... 
human society, even though different kinds of.contradictions 
have differ' it concrete situations, all the contradictions . 
possess the adpects of conformity and hostility.-.At the same 
time, they actually form contradictions and actually possess 
the relationship of unity of opposites.       V   .    „ 

In conclusion, all the matter and things in nature or 
in social life are unified contradictions, and all the relation- 
ships between the opposites of contradictions possess the.dual 
nature of conformity and hositlity. "The opposites of con- 
tradiction are at once unified and conflicting. Prom this, 
the motion and change of matters and things are started. 
("On Contradiction") The aspects of conformity and hositlity 
of matters and things exist objectively in everything. They 
are reflected in our ideas. They are facts. They are not 
contradictions formed in our minds. They are by no means 
a game of ideas. / ■' ■ /■      ««i««, 

"'he relationship between the contradictiory opposites 
and their dual nature constitute the relationship between 
conformity and hostility. It cannot be split, nor can it 
be mixed. Surely, the conformity and hostility of the con- 
tradiction of concrete matters and things are at once an 
identical and conflicting relationship between the two 
opposites of matters and things, and they should never De_+ 
separated from the contradiction of matters and things. It_ 
would be totally erroneous not to recognize this point. But, 
the contradiction of conformity and hostility is not the 
contradiction of matters and.things Itself. It is the con- 
tradiction of the dual nature of the-contradiction of matters 
and things. In other words, this unity of opposites relation- 
ship is not the unity of opposites relationship of the 
opposites of matters and things Itself, but that of thereon- 
fortuity and hostile dual nature of the opposites of matters 
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and things. Obviouslyi we cannot entirely consider the unity 
of opposites relationship of attraction and repulsion or con- 
densation and evaporation as the unity of opposites relation- 
ship between matter and elements. Nor can we consider the 
contradictions between suitability and unsuitabillty or 
balance and imbalance as} completely equal to the contradic- 
tions between productive forces and production relationships, 
the lower and upper economic strata, and industry and agri- 
culture. If tie confuse them, it will be a jcice. 

If the contradiction between attraction and repulsion 
is the same as the contradiction between two types of matter, 
then which type of matter is attracting and which is repelling? 
In the same way, if the contradiction between suitability and 
unsuitabillty is the same as that between productive forces 
and production relationships, then can we say that the.pro- 
ductive forces are suitable and the production relationships 
unsuitablej or, to the contrary, can we say that the produc- 
tive forces are unsuitable and the production relationship 
is suitable? Therefore, we cannot confuse in our minds the 
dual nature (conformity and hostility) of contradiction of 
matter and things with the matter and things themselves. 
Attraction and repulsion, condensation and evaporation, com- 
bination and separation, assimilation and evolution, fitness 
and unfitness, and balance and imbalance, are the dual nature 
relationships of the contradictions of matter and things. 
Attraction, condensation, combination, assimilation, fitness, 
and balance are the concrete aspects of conformity, Kepulsion, 
evaporation, separation, unfitness, and imbalance are the 
concrete aspects of hostility, "The unification of the 
conditional and relative conformity and the unconditional 
and absolute hostility forms the contradictory motion of 
all matter and things," ("On Contradiction") This mutually 
dependent dual nature of contradiction is located in the con- 
tradictory relationship between matter and things. It is 
this same mutually exclusive, opposite, and struggling dual 
nature that starts the development of matter and things. 

Some comrades are of the opinion that the philoso- 
phical concept of conformity and struggle cannot be confused 
with the notions of attraction and repulsion, condensation 
and evaporation, balance and imbalance, fitness and unfitness, 
and unity and conflict. Therefore, it is impossible to 
arrive at the conclusion that because of the existence of 
contradictions between attraction and repulsion, etc., :*here 
is also contradiction between conformity and hostility. 

Actually, this kind of opinion only states one side : 
of the theory. Threr is another side to it, No doubt, there 
is a difference between the notions of attraction and repulsion, 
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balance and' imbalance> etc., and: the pjiloeoPj10;1 ?onoept 
of conformity and hostility. ^ -should not place an equal . 
sign between the two; but we shouldn't 'build a high wall 
between the notions of attraction-and-repulsion, balance^ 
and imbalance, etc., and the philosophical conceP^f c°f 
formity and hostility! and make a clean division. .This is 
because a philosophical concept is nothing but. .the.ooipon 
basic quality of ail matter and things, and the reflection 
of the most universal kind of relationship, not an out of 
?his woSd mystlrioüs thing. The relationship between philoso- 
phical concepts and common Ideas is the relationship between 
the universal and the particular, between the cW0^ufr^5 
and the individual quality. Conformity and hostility, when . 
considered as philosophical concepts, are nothing but^the 
general reflection of the conformity and hostility existing : 
objectively among concrete matter andthings such as attraction 
and repulsion, balance and imbalance, etc.        .. ■.."■ 

Comrade Mao Tse-tung considers the balance and Imbalance 
in our national economy as the concrete expression of conformity 
and hostility. He has said: »EacH year our ^?'"fci^.fr^

s
r.£a 

an economic plan to arrange for a suitable ratio between re- 
serve and consumption and to strive for the balance between 
production and consumption. The so-called balance means 
the temporary relative unity of co^adiction. Af.*er the 
year is over, this balance as a whole will be upset hj  ™e 
struggle of the contradiction. Thisfcind of «^*J^n^

e 

changed. Balance becomes imbalance, unity becomes disunity. 
The balance and unity of the, second year must a^ain be achieved. 
This is the superiority of our planned economy."3 Therefore 
it can be seen that it is incorrect to coneldor balance-imbal- 
ance as not belonging to the category of conformity and \ 
hostility. For the same reason, it is erroneous to^consider ; 
attraction and repulsion, condensation and evaporation,    . 
combination and separation, heredity and mutation, assimilation 
and evolution* fitness and unfitness^unity and conflict, . . 
unison and criticism, etc., as not belonging to the category 
of conformity and hostility. ■     ■ ' 

Therefore, if we admit that attraction and repulsion, 
balance and imbalance, etc., are contradictions and possess 
the unity of opposites relationship, that they, are the cons 
crete expression of the conformity and hostility of contra- 
dictions, then we cannot but also admit that the conformity 
and hostility of these contradictions can also form contradic- 
tions and' possess the unity of opposites relationship. 
Otherwise, it is not only illogical but also contrary to 
objective reality« . Ä.      ,/  x^« 

:But some comrades fear that if we consider the, 
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conformity and hostility of a Contradiction as another contra- 
diction, then it will go on ad, infinitüm in logic, and dia- 
lectics will become a game of ideas after all.« 

:::i This kind of fear lias same reasonable basis.: If we  . 
start from pure ideas, it; is quite possible, in logic, to 
find there are contradictions among contradictions, and con- 
tradictions among the contradictions of contradictions...all 
the way to infinity. Thus it becomes a game of ideas. Com- 
rade Hsieh Ching discarded the contradictory relationship of 
matter and things, separated the relative and the absolute, 
refused to admit that there is absolut ness in the relative 
and that absoluteness is the absoluteness of the relative, 
discarded the contradiction between the absolute and the rela- 
tive, and only idealist!cally tried to find the unity of op- 
posites relationship between conformity and hostility. In 
this way, it certainly can go on forever. Surely, Ccmrade Hsieh 
Ching himself did not create this infinite process, but the re- 
search method he used contained this possibility. This process, 
even though it looks like dialectics, actually is the meta- 
physical method which does not admit the contradictions of 
matter and things. 

Katurally, this is not to say that infinity has no 
place in logic. The point is that the infinity in logic must 
reflect the infinity of the natural world. I?or instance, our 
idea of the infinity of the universe is the reflection of the 
actually-existing, ever-developing, ever-changing material 
world. The infinite and the infinitesimal in mathematics are 
both also the reflection of actual relationships. Without the 
infinity of matter in time and space and its unlimited quali- 
ties, there can be no concept of infinity. Without the infinite 
qualities of the basic material"atoms, there can be no concept 
of the infinitesimal. The real infinite is combined with the 
finite. It exists through the finite forms of matter, and is 
not what Hegel called "the bad infinite." This infinity is 
the reflection of the dialectics of matter and things. No one 
should, and no one can, disavow it» 

We are dialectic materialists. What we are. studying is 
the dialectics of matter and things. Therefore, we must be 
loyal to matter and thingsj start from reality, analyze the 
conformity and hostility of contradiction of matter and things, 
and see if there is another contradiction and if it possesses 
the unity of opposites relationship. If this is so, then it 
is impossible to turn dialectics into a game of ideas just be- 
cause we admit this true fact and have analyzed this fact con- 
cretely. The reason is that in the, contradictions of reali- 
ties, there is no problem that can go on to the infinite. 
Actually, as we have already seen, the contradiction of 
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obnfoj^1y''Äntt:boistiil^\öanno:tve^Bt;iMei»enaent of the 
contradictions of matter and things.. It is the dual .nature 
of all concrete matter and things* Tfhenever it is separated 
from the contradictions of concrete matter and things, there 
will be no contradiction of .conformityand hostility. There- 
fore* we consider the fear of turning dialectics into a game^ 
of ideas'because of the admission that conformity and hostility 
form.another contradiction as entirely unnecessary« 

• vi'Mk  tiftlative and Absolute Relatlo&^hi2-^etween the Pen-  ■ 
fortuity and the Hostility of Contradiction is a Unity, of Op- 
posite s Relationship» . 

' ■'   • The relationship between conformity and hostility is^ 
ä relative and absolute relationship« This fact has been ad- 
mitted by most of the comrades in the discussion. But be- 
cause of the different ways of understanding this problem, 
there have been many diversified opinions on the question of 
the relationship between the two. Therefore, the gist of the 
problem is how to understand the relative and absolute rela- 
tionship between conformity and hostility. 

Tie think that the relative and absolute relationship 
between them is a unity of opposites relationship. The con- 
ditional and relative conformity and the unconditional and- 
absolute hostility are mutually independent and mutually ex- 
clusive. In the meantime, "hostility is contained in con- 
formity; without hostility, there would be no conformity. - 
("On Contradiction")* The absolute hostility can only exist 
within the relative conformity. Something unconditional and 
absolute exists in something conditional and relative. With- 
out the relative conformity, there could be no absolute hos- 
tility. . On'•: the other hand, without the absolute hostility, 
there could be no relative conformity. The absolute can 
only exist through the relative; without the relative, there 
can be no absolute. In other words, whether it be the absolute 
hostility or the relative conformity, one cannot exist without 
the other. They are the opposites of each other; they are 
mutually exclusive, mutually independent, but also mutually 
dependent, and mutually penetrating. .,-» 

"If they are not enemies, they will never meet; if _ 
they are enemies, they will surely meet head on." This dual 
nature of the contradictions of matter and things is at once 
contrary and complementary in quality. This "contrary-comple- 
mentary" dialectical relationship Is a unity of opposites re- 
lationship. If the conformity and hostility of the contra- 
dictions of' matter and thing« do hot form a contradiction, 
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if there is no absolute and relative relationship, then there 
will be no contradictions of matter and things and there will 
be no development. The reason why any contradiction of matter 
and things becomes another contradiction is because it possesses 
the relative conformity and the absolute hostility at the same 
time—the two contrary and compelmentary qualities.  The con- 
ditional and relative conformity and the unconditional and ab- 
solute hostility combine and form the contradictory movement 
of everything."      , ■ -   ' 

But if we admit ihat the relative conformity and the 
absolute hostility are mutually dependent, constitute the 
premises of each other, and co-eslst in the same entity, will 
we, like Comrade Hsieh Ching, draw the conclusion that hos- 
tility is also relative, or like some other comrades, arrive 
at the conclusion that conformity is also absolute? 

From this viewpoint of materialist dialectics, the 
difference between the relative and the absolute is also re- 
lative. The relative and the absolute are interdependent, 
and inter-permeating. There can be no relativity apart from 
absoluteness, and there can be no independent absoluteness. 
But this is not to say that there is no difference between the 
two, that absoluteness can be transformed into relativity, or 
vice versa. 

The absolute and relative relationship of conformity 
and hostility of the contradictions of matter and things can- 
not be drlearly separated. The" objective wniVorse itself is 
both relative and absolute. It is the unity of opposites of 
the relative and the absolute. But the infinite and absolute 
material world and its motions can only exist through the 
finite and relative matter and things and the motions of con- 
crete things. All matter and things and all the motions of 
concrete objects are conditional, temporary, finite, and re- 
lative. But at the same time, they are the component parts 
of the unconditional, infinite, and absolute material world 
and its motions. The conditional and finite things form the 
unconditional and infinite things. The common quality is in- 
side the individual quality, and the absolute is within the 
relative. Therefore, we can never separate the relative from 
the absolute. Otherwise, we will have to look upon the material 
world as a rigidly dead and an absolutely stagnant thing, or 
a world of confusion. t7e can only see a universal, infinite, 
perpetual, absolute, and moving material world through in- 
dividual, finite, temporary, and relative matter and things 
and their motions. This is a contradiction, but it is a real- 
istic contradiction. ¥e cannot imagine the absolute and the 
relative without any contradiction. 
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Lenin said:  "Attention:  The dijfereno^b.etwe» robject- 

iVism (skepti Pi«S*. gjf «*gi S& SS fb LSrtnfre! 
the (objective) dUleotiOB.    ™ <£**e^m the standpoint of 

Ufnfnf SÄrugäeIfalso relattvf beeausfof the, inter- 
elusion ™at ^5^g ^i^cmri  +VlG absolute, and -because of dependence of the relative and the ^o^ute^ sx^   reiative 
conformity and hostility. .^{2   Jbn the relative as re- 
from the Äf^*%^a W at "s^x^rz^^ ?^^^^SQ of the 
interdependence of the absolute andJ*e rela«Je. 

anfSosSSity. On?y by adopting the viewpoint that the re- 
lative and the absolute are separate, and. that ^^oiute 
t« iSftiute onlv and is incompatible .with the. relative, can 

evitaS^ approaen SS theories of relativism or absolutism_be- 
cause of the position we adopt as to the incompatibility of 
thS ^^fl^raotiy'so^fthe'prooiem of the relative and ab- 
solute relationship between conformity ^äll^Zil^ 
understand clearly the meaning of the relative, as well as 
thSt °fS«e braces-thin* that since hostility «*■*■&«* 

temporary, ^^W*^^t^^& ^*i£*& 
äS'ShttSSS i»SSl tT-Ä"* Sparated from conformity, 
tntfoonlormitroaromy be universal «ä/^Sii.?«^^- 
•relative.    This kind of reasoning not only separates/cne^re 
Native from tlie absolute,  but also raises the question of_ 
whether Sere is conformity in the process of the change of 
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quality. If there is no conformity;.-during- the process of change, 
surely hostility cannot be ubiquitous, and it must change into 
the relative. On the other hand, if we say that conformity 
exists forever in spite of the process of the change of quality 
or quantity: then conformity becomes absolute» 

As a matter of fact* the -conformity during the process 
of quality change is different frdm the conformity during the 
process of quantity change. In -the process of quality change, 
the unity of contradiction dissolves, and conformity, one of 
the two once mutually dependent poles of contradiction which 
co-exist in the same entity, breaks up and transforms itself 
into a new conformity. After this mutual transformation of . 
the two contradictory poles, a quick process becomes complex» 
The original uniformity is replaced by a new conformity, and 
thus a new contradiction is born. The mutual transformation,. 
of the two contradictory poles is the breaking off of the slow 
process of development; it is the sudden flight of quality; 
it is the unification of the absolute and the relative, and 
of the existing and the non*existing. Therefore, we say that 
conformity is relative. 

But no matter how the conditions change± the mutually,; 
exclusive hostility of contradiction always exists either in 
the stage of quantity change or in the stage of quality change, 
or during the co-existing stage or the interchanging stage of 
the two contradictory poles. Therefore, the hostility of con- 
tradiction is absolute. 

The uniform relative and the hostile absolutes are, 
when applied to conformity, temporary and ephemeral,' and when 
applied to hostility, ever-present and ubiquitous. Further- 
more, the main point is that conformity is conditional and . 
hostility is unconditional. 

Fe think that when we say that the conformity of con- 
tradiction is relative, we chiefly mean the conditional quality. 
Any conformity of contradiction, be it the interdependence or 
the inter-changeability -of the two contradictory poles, must 
possess a certain concrete condition. «Without this certain, 
concrete condition, there will be no coafoaaai.ty» Comrade Mao 
Tse-tung has said: "There is conformity within two opposite < 
things, therefore the two can co-exist in an entity, and can 
interchange. This is what is called the conditional quality. 
This is to say that Under certain conditions, the contradictory 
things can achieve unity, and can interchange« Without these 
conditions: there can be no contradiction* no cö-existance, 
and no interchange. The conformity of contradiction is formed 
under certain conditions. Therefore we say conformity is con- 
ditlonal and relative." ("On Contradiction," emphasis, the 
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Qüoter,s.) Because of this, the conformity of everything 1H 
this world is real, concrete, and. not abstract. _This_ is to , 
say that it exists under a certain condition. It will ais^ . 
appear when that certain ooMitlon.disappears..,' Because of: 
this conditional quality* the conformity of any contra&ic-v  . 
tion is changeable,, temporary, and transient, but not abstract, 
not solidified, and not changeless* Also, because;of this 
conditional quality, th&■; conformity,.of :any contradiction is - 
special, and pössesses'.'an individual character of its own., 
There is no uniform and abstract conformity. Each conformity 
is unique, possesses its individual-characteristics, and.is 
concrete in nature. The conformities of ,different+contradicr 
tions in the different processes are each different, and each 
possesses its own special and common qualities. The conform- 
ities of the different contradictions in the same process 
also have their own special quality and cannot be looked 
upon as similar. Even in the same contradiction, the,con- 
formity shows differences and characteristics during its 
different stages of development. Obviously, we cannot mix 
the different conformities of nature with those in:solcal 
life. For can we consider.the conformities during the dif- 
ferent stages of social development as quantitatively,equal^ 
in the samt way, take for example the same contradiction which 
existed throughout the Chinese peoples1 .anti-imperialist _ . 
and anti-feudalist stages of revolution. Its conformity in 
the anti-Japanese period is entirely different from that of 
the Liberation War period, and cannot be looked upon as the 
same. This1is because the conditions are different. 

Therefore the relative quality zf  conformity is, 
principally speaking, its conditional quality.. Because. 
Conformity is conditional, it is tamporary and changeable; 
because it is conditional, it is the special and individual 
quality of contradiction. If we negate the relative^ quality 
of conformity, or fail to see that Its relative quality _ 
chiefly means its conditional quality, and we^negate .^  ^ 
motion and development. Therefore, nature and society would... 
not have their, owhistory of development. It would have 
been so in the past, it will be so in the future. 

¥heh we say that the hostility of contradiction is , 
absolute., we mean that it is unconditional. ^In a contradic- 
tion, because of the different conditions,, the conformity .. 
constantly changes from one concrete.conformity to another. 
But the mutually exclusive hostility is ever-present, ubiqui- 
tous, and.neverdisappears because of the different conditions. 
The contradictions between the Chinese people and the Kuomin- 
tang reactionaries, who represented imperialism, big capital- 
ists, and feudalistic landlords, were different during the 
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different stages of the democratic revolution. The conformity 
changes as the conditions changed, (For instance, the ten- 
year civil war period is different from the ahti-Japanese 
period, the anti-Japanese period is different from the Liber- 
ation War period, etc. But no matter how the conformities 
at the different periods were different, the conflict of the 
fundamental interests between the Chinese people and *&« 
Kuomintang reactionaries and the mutually exclusive hostility 
always existed. It was true during the first and second 
revolutionary civil war period; it was true during the anti- 
Japanese war period, and it was even more so during the liber- 
ation war period. It was true during the period of cooper-, .. 
ation between the Communists and the Kuomintang and was even 
more so during the split between the Communists and the 
Kuomintang. It was true during the non-violent, political, 
and economic thought struggles, and it was more so during the 
blood-shedding armed struggles. Surely, this is not to say- 
that the intensity of the struggle between the two contradic- 
tory sides and the forms of struggle were changeless. 
Exactly the opposite is true. The intensity of the hostility 
and its various forms shifted and changed in accordance with 
the conformity of the contradiction. Because the conformities 
were different, the intensity of the hositlity and the forms 
of hostility were also different. When we say that hostility 
is absolute, we do not mean that the intensity and the forms 
of hostility under different stages of development remain the 
same. ¥e rather mean that no matter how different the inten- 
sity and its forms, the unconditional'and muturlly exclusive 
hostility remains the same. It will exist unill the solution 
of the contradiction, and end of the process, and the appear- 
ance of a new contradiction and new process. IJhen the new 
contradiction takes form and the new process starts, the 
new hostility of the contradiction appears. 

Because of this, the hostility is unconditional and 
absolute. This is the universal and common quality of con- 
tradiction. Whoever negates the absoluteness of hostility 
or fails to understand that absoluteness means the uncondi- 
tional qulaity, negates motion and development. If hostility 
is re3.ative and conditional, then how can the development 
of matter and things be imaginable? 

As a summary of the above, the conformity and the 
hostility of contradiction denote the mutual opposition, the 
mutual exclusion, and the dual nature of the opposites. One 
is relative, conditional, temporary, and changable; the other 
is unconditional and everlasting. One is the special and 
individual quality; the other, the universal.and common 
quality. Within conformity, there is hostility. With the 
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specialj there is the universal. Within the individual quality, 
there is the common quality.- To quote Lenin's words, "The ab- 
solute is inside the relative^ •    '■'•"'■■ \'-'a 

Finally, can conformity, and hostility interchange? And 
if so, can conformity ^ecome; absolute and hostility relative? 

Certainly, the contradiction between the relative con- 
formity and the absolute hostility, like all the other con- 
tradictory things, can turn toward the opposite direction and 
interchange. If is not fixed and changeless„ But this kind 
of interchange^ like all the interchanges of other contra- 
dictions, is conditional and concrete.. We cannot abstractly 
divide the relative conformity and the absolute hostility into 
.two different poles and then use the rules of syllogism to 
'fiHd:";out the interchange between them. We can only analyze 
the1-concrete conditions of the contradictions of matter and 
.things and. see how they interchange. Engels said, "On the 
earthy the dividing movement is the interchange between motion 
and •equilibrium. Individual motions tend to approach equili- 
brium, but the overall movement destroys the individual mo- 
tions." This is the interchange of the absolute motion and 
the relative rest. Objects will not lose their relative rest 
and temporary balance just because the whole Worid moves. In 
the meantime, the -world will not be rigidly dead' and change* 
less because the motions of the individual objects reach the 
state "of rest and temporary balance* In other words, the in- 
terchange "of motion and equilibrium does not change the abso- 
luteness of motion and the relativity of .equilibrium. We can 
only see the living unity of motion and equilibrium. 

In social life, the relationship between the productive 
forces and'the production relationships, and the contradiction 
between the' lower and the higher economic strata, create the 
interchange from.basic fitness to 'basio unfltness /because of' 
the development of/the productive forces (i.e.jconditions).- 
Due to the change of production relationship&(conditions), as 
ä result of revolutionary Innovations,, there -comes the inter- 
change from basic unfitness to basic fitness. In the same 
way, the conformity änd'hostility ,of the balance and the im- 
balance of the peopled economic departments and those of the 
different classes of the united front can interchangä because 
of the changing conditions. But we must understand this kind 
of interchange correctly. We must not think that during the 
period of fitness, balance, and unity, conformity is the 'main 
and absolute factor and hostility becomes "secondary and re-- 
lative, .We cannot say that hostility is absolute merely be- 
cause the basic contradictinn between the capitalistic socie- 
ties, and the socialistic societies has its antagonistic and 
non-antagonistic aspects, and the contradiction between the 
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workers and the capitalistic productive forces and relation- 
ships is an antagonistic one. Nor can we say that the contra- 
diction between the productive forces and the production re- 
lationships is non-antagonistic, and therefore the hostility 
is relative and the conformity is absolute• 

The interchange of the fitness and the unfitness of 
productive forces and production relationships and the balance 
and imbalance of the people's edohojiiy both exist in the 
capitalistic societies an$ the Söciülistic societies. The 
point is that the Quality'and the situation of the two are, 
different. In the capitalistic societies, the balance of 
the national economy is al^ieved through;economic crises. 
In the socialistic societies, it is done through national 
economic planning. Therefore we cannot refuse to admit cer- 
tain kinds of balance in the capitalistic societies, nor caa 
we deny certain kinds of lÄüälance in the socialistic socie- 
ties. The imbalance under capitalism as a result of the con- 
tradiction between expanded production, private ownership, 
and anarchy of production, and can retain some kind of 
balance through the adjustment afforded by economic crises. 
Under the socialistic system, the national economy develops 
in accordance with planning and a set ratio. The imbalance 
can thus be regulated, but it does not disappear. By des- 
troying private o-wnership, we can consciously control and 
utilize the objective rules of imbalance to create many rela- 
tive and temporary balances. Balance and imbalance are the 
two sides of a contradiction. 'Without the one, the other 
cannot exist. Anyhow, balance is relatiave and conditionalj 
imbalance is absolute and unconditional. This is the univer- 
sal rule« It can be applied to the capitalistic societies 
and the socialistic societies alike. Actually; the above- 
stated fitness and unfitness, balance and imbalance, etc., 
and their interchanges, are nothing but the conformity and . 
hostility of contradictions. Because of different conditions, 
one is sometimes more prominent;than the other. When'there 
is fitness, there is also unfitness. When there is balance, 
there is also imbalance. On the other hand, they both exist 
at the same time. The relative quality of fitness and 
balance, and the absolute quality of unfitness and imbalance 
do not change because of this'interchange. Therefore if, 
because ,of the interchange between fitness and unfitness 
and balance and imbalance, we conclude that the absolute 
hostility can be changed into relative hostility, and the re- 
lative confirm! ty can be changed into absolute conformity, 
we are in complete error. 

Surely, there is interchange between the relative 
and the absolute^ but we cannot understand this interchange 
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from the standpoint of metaphysics wHchseparates the ^lative 
from the absolute. Actually, we have already ********  «*° 
Question in the above-quoted words of Lenin. He P?1^0*0^ 
Sit thS difference between the relative ^Jhe absolute is 
«TQO relative, and the absolute is in the relative. This is 
to  say that the ^solute and the relative inter-permeate and 

interat|ow !tSL ■li'SrdSence;between.the- relative quality 
of conformity and the absolute quality of hostility so in- 
finite* ill,  from the standpoint of materialist dialectics it 
is so ihat we can\ake 'ä/clear line of ^demarcation from, the 
absolutism of metäfeics. tie are di^«J° ^äte? Sil 
Our view of the "essence of the contradiction of matter ana 
t£nS? and the relationship between the^elative ^|he 
absolute can only be. shown+by meansof dialectleg. ihxsls 
fn sav that the absolute struggle can only be seen iroi ww 
relattve bonfomity, but the absolute Hostility cannot be^ut 
irT+ta oateeorv of the relative conformity, and vice versa. 
ln   SelSsieiaS do not understand materialistic dialectics. 
Thev invariably separate the relative and the absolute, and 
,milate?allv noia on to one side. Either they hold on to , 
thf.relaSve aS'deny the absolute vithtbe relative, and thus 

would be no objective truth. On the otherhand, ^absolute- 
ness is onlv absoluteness, and this absoluteness is Just an- 
other name for God. Actually, there is no pure absoluteness 
or nur* relativity in this wSrld. Therefore, if anybody, from 
hisi wly of tninking, splits the absolute from the rela- 
SveHÄ withThe dialectical principle of the interchange 
of the contradictory poles, and uses syllogism to arrive at 
the conclusion that the pure relative can transform itself into 
pure positive, then it will be the greatest error of all errors. 

« 

The relationship between conformity and hostility is 
that of the unity ofopposites. To recognise this relationship 
is to Low tfie dialectics of matter and things, and ;o*W 
of ideas. Conformity is conditional" and relative, while hos- 
tility is unconditional and absolute; Therefore, they are 
Sitrarv and mutually exclusive. But the unconditional and 
abflute hostility Slsts within the Conditional and relative 
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conformity. Without hostility, there will *J »° °f*°^ftl- 
Therefore, the relative conformity and the absolute hostility 
are interdependent* inter-permeating, and interchangeable. 
The relationship between conformity and hostility actually is 
the dialectical relationship of the relative-absolute, the 
particular-universal; and the ihdividual-oommon. This is also 
the relationship of the unity of oppositeB. Tounderstand 
correctly this relative-absolute relationship is to give rise 
to the relationship between conformity and hostility without 
mistake. This is our basic view of this problem.   . 

This view is a simple one, but we feel that the dis- 
cussion of the problem of the relationship between conformity 
and hostility has important meaning both theoretically ana 
realistically. Theoretically speaking, whether we understand 
this problem correctly or not is not only the key to the 
solution of other problems confronting us now, but also tne 
answer to the problem as to whether we want dialectics_or 
not. Realistically speaking, the correct solution of this 
problem possesses significant meaning in relation to the under- 
standing and the realization of the line, principle, and policy 
of our Party's socialistic revolution and socialistic recon- 
struction and the accomplishment of our revolutionary and 
reconstruction work. Therefore, we did some research into 
this problem. Our aim is learning. If there are any mis- 
takes, we request the readers to correct us. 

Footnotes: 

bagels, "Dialectics of Nature," People's Press, 
p. 178. 

2The Complete TJorks of Lenin« People's Press, p. 408. 

^Mao Tse-tung, "On the Proper Handling of the Problem 
of Contradictions among the People," p. 12. 

4The Complete Works of Lenin. People's Press, vol. 38, 
?• 108. 

10,431 
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COHJORMITT AHD'.HOSTILITY OAfflOT BE DISCUSSED- 
;  WITHOUT INCLUDING ALL ASPECTS OF .CONTRADICTIONS: • 

/following ;is the translation of an article by- 
Lin Ching-yao (265L0079 3613) in Che-hsueh Yen-ohitt 
(Philosophy'Hesearch), Peiping, No. 1, 25 January 
1961, pp. 42-50.J 

The conformity and the hostility of all aspects of 
contradictions are the basic contents of the theories of 
the unity of opposites. After gaining a clear view of this 
concept, it is comparatively easier to understand the other 
problems of the unity of opposites, and then we can under- 
stand the essence of dialectics. Recently, the study, 
research, and discussions concerning the theories of the 
unity of opposites have been developed further on the     ■ . 
foundation we had before. The relationship of the conformity 
and^hostility of all the aspects of contradiction is the, ■■■ 
central problem disoussed lately. We consider the discussion 
on this problem is very significant in theory as well as in 
practice. ..   , 

This article is my understanding of the conformity and 
hostility of all aspects of contradiction. Comrades are 
welcomed to criticize and to correct the mistakes if any. 

1. Concrete Analysis Of Concrete Matters Is The Soul of 
Dialectics. 

•■= m the discussion of the problem of the relationship 
between conformity and hostility, there are two viewpoints 
and two contrasting methods. One is the concrete analysis 
of the concrete matters and the study of conformity and hos- 
tility of all aspects of contradictions. The other is the 
abstract analysis of the abstract ooncepts and the discussion 
of the relationship of conformity and hostility without 
touching all the aspects of contradictions. The former is 
the soul of materialistic dialectics, and the latter is the 
characteristic of metaphysics. Marxism considers that mater- 
ialistic dialectics should be historical and logical and that 



theories and practices ■ should, be uniform. Therefore,- the 
key problem is the concrete analysis' of concrete,matters* 

What is the relationship between conformity and hos- 
tility? 'How should we understand it? Comrade Hsieh Ching 
(5641 7231) said: "The contraöting conformity and hostility 
indicates the nature or relationship ctf the two contrasting 
phases. This nature or relationship also forms contrasting 
phases between which there is also a relationship of con- 
trasting conformity and hostility."1 He also said:  The 
relativity of the contrast and the absoluteness of the con- 
trast are contrasting and unified. The conformity and hos- 
tility are also contrasting and unified. This contradiction 
•was originally the objective contradiction in the process 
of the development of matter."2 In Comrade Liu Che-ping s 
(0491 0772 0365) article "uniformity and Hostility are Con- 
trasting and Unified" in the "Hew Construction," No. 10-11, 
I960, his basic viewpoints are the' same as Comrade Hsieh 
ching1s. He said: "The dialectics of Marxism show that the 
contrasting phases of any contradictions contain conformity 
and hostility. The result of the interaction of these two 
natures causes matter to develop constantly." Again he said 
"... conformity and hostility ate,the contrasting phases of 
contradictions. Thus, between them there must be conformity 
as well as hostility (Comrade Tu Ping-yuan (0702 4426 0337) 
•agrees on this point). The exclusion of the tendency of the 
absolute development of hostility by conformity and the 
exclusion of the relative and stable tendency by hostility 
are shown through the relationship of conformity and hos- 
tility."3 . . ,        , 

In some of the articles of the comrades, although, 
they have criticized some of Comrade Hsieh Ching*s viewpoints, 
however, they have agreed with his basic viewpoints* They 
*agreed"ihat conformity and hostility contrast with unity. 
Comrade Yen Li (6O56 4539) said: "Materialistic dialectics 
considers the absoluteness of hostility and the relativity 
of conformity as repulsive to each other on the one hand, 
and as unified on the other." "It is the unification of two 
contrasts (dialectical unity)."4 ' ?AlSo, as Comrade IIu Plng- 
yuah said: "Materialistic dialectics considers the conformity 
and hostility of the contradictions of any things.as 
all dialectical unity. They are closely related, and cannot 
function individually."5 

He think that the viewpoints of the above-mentioned 
Comrades Hsieh ching, Liu Che-ping, Yen Li, and ¥u Ping- 
yuan are all worth discussing. Lenin, in the Digest of 
Hegel's Logic showed us that "Dialectics is a theory on how 
conformity can be reached in the contrasting phases, and under 
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what conditions the contrasting phases become' uniform and 
mutually effective;.V6 In Comrade Mae "TSe-tUng^s "Oh 
Conträdictions,,, he has fully and clearly stated and develop- 
ed this" idea of Lenin's* And he has also developed the 
dialectical methods of Marxism regarding the theory of con- 
trasting unity. '/ The so-called relationship between the con- 
formity and. hostility of the contradictions indicates the 
relationship between the conformity and hostility of all 
aspects of contradictions. Any contradiction is concrete and 
-real. ITe/who study conformity and hostility must study the 
conformity and hostility of ail aspects of contradictions, ; 

IJ is.the study of conformity and hostility of concrete,matter. 
Otherwise,we.will be doing an abstract analysis of the ab- 
stract concepts, 

.Comrades Hsieh Ching and Liu Che-ping studied the 
scope of the dialectics from abstract concepts, and Intended 
to explain, subjectively and with pure metaphysical methods, 
these concepts, and this scope. ITe know that the concepts 
and scope of any science arö the scientific abstracts of 
objective matter, therefore, it reflects more deeply and 
correctly the'nature of matter. Contradiction is the highest 
scope of dialectics, jt Is in the same order as the material 
versus the spiritual.In materialism. It reflects the basic 
and general rules of nature, human society, and human thoughts. 
It is the system of contradictions. ¥heii we study the con- 
formity and hostility of contradictions, we must study the 
conformity and hostility of the contradictions of the 
objective matters and the real contradictions, not the con- - 
tradicjlons of abstract research. It does not mean the"study 
od contradictions of conformity and hostility. /Otherwise, 
it Would be, the same as to add another scope on top of the 
highest scope of eontradictionsv .It is.completely meaningless, 
and-comes^from nowhere. According to this method, <the concept 
of contradictions can be divided indefinitely and ilmltlessly. 

It *is true cOhcepts are not unchangable and dead. They 
are growing and changing and vasclllate. Therefore, .concepts 
are living. The living and moving.concepts are the reflection 
of the living and moving reality. In examining and researah- 
ing concepts, we forgot about this by departing from the 
real, matters of the objective existence and starting from the 
subjective abstract to analyze the abstract concept by abstract 
analysis. This is basically against the dialectics. Lenin 
said:  Concepts are whole and general liveliness and reach 
to the contrasting and uniform liveliness. This is where 
the probelErlies.. If the liveliness, is applied subjectively, 
ii^f+iS ?°^i^i??

1 sophistry. If the liveliness is applied 
objectively,, it will reflect the wholeness and the uniformity 
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Of the process of matter. This is dialectics. It is the   „ 
correct reflection of the constant development of the world. 
Comrades Hsieh Ching aiid Liu Che-ping had hold of the live- 
liness of concepts* For instance, they said that conformity 
and hostility of contradictions are contrasting uniformity, 
and so forth. They applied the concept of contradictions 
subjectively, not objectively* They left all aspects of 
contradictions and talked abstractly about conformity and 
hostility being contrasting uniformity. This would not reflect 
the process of development of the material world. When it is 
carried through, it will lead to eclecticism and sophistry* 

Comrades lisleh Ching and Liu 'Cheeping considered that 
any contrasting phases of contradictions were contrasting 
uniformity. In other words, uniformity and hostility both 
existed in contradictions at the same time. We thinK this 
is not logical. Comrade Chou chlng-fang (0719 2529 5364-), 
in his article "How to Understand ind utilize the System of 
Conformity and Hostility" (see Philosophy Research." nos. 
7-8, I960), correctly criticized and mistaken viewpoints of 
Comrade Hsieh Ching* In the same article, there are other 
points worth discussing. He said: "Conformity and hostility 
of contradictions are the dual nature of contradictions . 
He also said: "To deny the dual nature of contradictions 
(conformity and hostility) is to deny the dual nature of 
everything." I think that to take conformity and hostility 
as the dual-nature of contradictions is not appropriate. 
If this is deducted logically, the result will be the same 
as the viewpoints of Comrades Hsieh Ching and Liu Che-ping. - 
That means conformity and hostility are contrasting uniformity, 
and in reality are the same. If we say that conformity and 
hostility are the dual nature of contradictions, it is like 
saying contradictions of contradictions, or the dual nature 
of the dual nature. This is meaningless. 

The comrades who advocated that conformity and hos- 
tility are contrasting uniformity said that Engels pointed 
out in his "Natural Dialectics" that conformity and hostility 
are the "two ends of one thing. The reason they are real 
is due to the fact that they, are mutually active and the 
difference is included in conformity." "Conformity and 
difference, necessity and accident, cause and effect: these 
are the main contrasts..."8 .Doesnlt this mean to say that 
conformity and hostility are contrasting unity? We think what 
Engels said is correct. Conformity and hostility are used 
as two scopes of thinking and are contrasting uniformity. 
They are in the same order as the other scope of dialectics 
(necessity and accident, general and specific, cause and 
effect). But we can not mix conformity and difference With 
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conformity and hostility of contradictions. When .we say 
difference, we mean contradictions. Any differencesjire 
uniform and hostile. But if we say differences are hostility, 
it is not right* Therefore* contrasting uniformity does 
not equal the contrasting uniformity of conformity and 
difference, but it is contrasting conformity and hostility. 

In the theory that conformity and hostility are con- 
trasting uniformity of Comrades Hsieh Ohing and Liu Che- 
ping, the basic defect is in making contradictions abstract, 
away from real matter and away from "all aspects of contra- 
dictions". The so-called contradictions, simple speaking, 
are with-spear and shield. Unity is.formed by. two contrasting 
phases. In capitalistic society, there is<the capitalistic 
class and also the proletariat. In the unified body of the. 
capitalistic society, the struggle between these two classes 
helps the development of the capitalistic society unitl the 
capitalistic society is destroyed and socialism takes over. 
However, Comrades Hsieh Ching and. Liu Che-ping both left 
out the mutual relationship; of all aspects of contradictions, 
(such as between the capitalistic class and the proletariat) 
and the unceasing development of the matter pushed by uniform- 
ity and hostility, and abstractly treated uniformity and 
hostility as "one single contradiction." Furthermore, 
they Said: "These contradictions are the objective contra- 
dictions existing in the process of material development. 
And they also said: "Contradictory movement is formed by 
relative uniformity and absolute hostility." Comrade Yen 
Li in his criticism of Comrade Hsieh Ching1s article also 
considered that the contrasting unity of uniformity and 
hostility formed contradictory movement» What is contradic- 
tory movement? The contradictory •movement we; mean here 1B 
the contradictory movement the real matter, not the contradic- 
tory movement of conformity and hostility pointed out by 
Comrade Hsieh Ching. May I ask how the contradictions of 
conformity and hostility of the capitalistic class and the 
proletariat form a contradictory movement? And how does it 
cuase the capitalistic society.to develop until its last 
day? . ;■■■. ...   ... 

Engels said: "Principle is not the starting point 
for study, but the final result of study. These principles 
are not to be applied to nature and human history,, but they 
are separate from nature and human History. It is not^that 
nature and human history should fit the principles, but it_ 
is the other way around. ^Principles are not correct until 
they fit nature and.human history. This is the only viewpoint 
of materialism..,."9 The metaphysics of the idealists and 
Engels* materialistic viewpoints are opposite. The mutual 
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relationship between principles and nature and human history- 
is all upset. Comrades Hsieh Chlng and Liu Che-ping adopted 
the meditation method of speculation to create some princi- 
ples and used them as starting points to study dthe. problem.. 
For example, they first 'assumed uniformity and hostility as 
one contradiction, then assumed that these contrasting phases 
have characteristics of felative uniformity., and finally 
applied the principles to the reallmatters. We can see that 
their principles cannot go through the"test. If we use their 
principles for the real matters, they will not function, and 
will become abstraot without any Contents. 

We know that in contradictions there are primary and 
secondary phases. The primary phase of contradictions de- 
cide' s the nature of matters. Comrade Mao Tse-tung said:. 
nIo matter what kind of contradiction it is, and no matter  ,. 
when it is, the development of contradictions of all aspects 
is not balanced. -Sometimes it appears balanced, but it is 
only temporary and relative. The basic shape is not balanced. 
One phase of contradictions must be primary and the other 
secondary. The primary phase is the part that has the lead- 
ing function. The nature of matters mainly is decided by 
the primary phase, which takes the leading position."10 He 
also said: "However, these conditions are not fixed. The 
mutual influences of the primary phase and the secondary, 
phase of contradictions changes the: nature of matters, 'f1 If 
we say conformity and hostility are relative unity and have 
contrasting phases, then we must admit, that one of the phases 
of contradictions is primary and the other secondary. In 
the meantime, the positions of these two phases under a 
certain condition affect each othei. On this point, Comrade 
Liu Che-ping has given an affirmative and clear answer. 
Comrade Hsieh Ching also has actually given an affirmative 
answer« But, there is still one problem unsolved, which is 
the primary side of contradictions decides the nature of 
matters, then how does either of these two, conformity or 
hostility, decide the nature of matters? For instance, the 
work of any one of us is a problem of nine points and one 
point. The accomplishments and defects are a relative unity. 
If the accomplishments are primary and basic, and his work 
should be encouraged. If hlsiefects are nine points and his 
accomplishments one point, then his? defects are primary and 
basic, and his work should be discouraged. If we leave out 
the concrete aspects of real contradiction (such as accomplish- 
ments and defects), and study abstractly the comformable and 
hostile relationship between the conformity and hostility 
of the contradictions of all aspects, then, when conformity 
is the primary phase of the contradictions, how do we 
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decide--the nature of matters? When Hostility ^^^ 
•nV,Qa<a ftf1 the contradictions, how do we decide the nature _: 
SfmaMers? ?o S problems, Comrades Hsieh Ohing and Liu 
niio--ni-n0- rnuid not ßive'a direct answer» „ , 
°he pin!o£?ade Mao Ise-tung in ^J^ÄfroV 
told us the meaning of Doth the. conformity ^f,^^1"^0^^ 
contradictions; First the contrasting sides depend upon eacn 
othPr and are in the state of. uniformity; and secondly,, the 
°conet?as"ngaseides mutually influence each o^rgj^g*^;: 
nnnrtitinTia  According to the. theory that the conrormixy ana 
SostUUy of tonSad^tions are contrasting uniformity, the 
uniformity of conformity and hostility has theseJiwo mean- 
ws  All those who hate this viewpoint have affirmed this 
JSSt. A0^adeSeHSeh Chlng though ^^^"I^^Sifin:' 
tlonship between conformity and hostility.lies in their in- 
terdependence upon each other; and they ^MgSl^tlfif IIu 
of each other, and they contain each other."Ld    Comraae Liu 
She-ping thought that Conformity and hostility are both in 
one uniform bldy, and according to a certain pattern, change , 
in different directions.»^ Materialistic dialectics has 
taught us that to study the conformity of oontradictionsjs 
to study under what conditions the matters of real contradic- 
tions would mutually depend upon each other and mutually^ 
influence each other. For instance, when we study .«».eon-* 
formitv of thoughts and existence, we can only study under  , 
wha^ conditions they depend on each other and influence each 
other. We should not be like Comrades Hsieh Ching and.Liu 
Che-ping who studied the unity of conformity and hostility 
of thoughts and existence. They left out the real matters 
and studied concepts abstractly, and they did not have any : 

reSU  Everybody agrees that the conformity of real; contra- 
dictions is conditional. Comrade Mao Tse-tung again and again 
has pointed out that the two sides of contradictions .Under 
certain conditions are united and conformable."^ ■■W»* ■ 
all the necessary conditions are In order, the processor 
the development of matters will develop certain contradic- . 
tions, and these contradictions will depend upon each other 
and influence each other. Otherwise, nothing^ls possible. 
»Between two contrasting matters there is conformity. There- 
fore, they ican be in one uniform body and affect each other. 
This is to say that under certain conditions, oontfadi^torjr 

-matters can be unified and affect each other. Jfithout these 
conditions, there are no contradictions, and they^cannot 
exist together and develop.'*15 Since ComradeS/Hsleh Ching 
and Liu Che-ping thought,conformity and hostility were one . 
contradiction and they are both in the uniform body and follow 



a certain pattern to develop in different directions* then 
what are the conditions of the "co-existence" and "mutual 
influence?" In other Words, how do they he come uniform? :..-. 
Because comrades Hsieh Ching arid-Liu Che-ping did not apply 
the system of contrasting uniformity to the concrete analysis 
6f the concrete matters and did not have hold of the aspects 
of contradictions of the concrete matters, they remained In 
the maze of concept and could not solve these problems in 
a concrete way» 

It is the same with the hostll $j  of contradictions* 
Let us take the relationship of the progression and backward- 
ness within people for instance. Comrade Hsieh Ching and 
others did not analyze the hostility of progression and back- 
wardness In a concrete way, but they analyzed and stuldied 
the hostility of conformity and the hostility of progression 
and backwardness. According to comrade Hsieh Ohing, pro- 
gression and backwardness are not fighting against and ex- 
eluding each other, but the conformity ahdlhostillty of pro- 
gression and backwardness are fighting against and excluding 
each other. And they also thought this was what formed the 
"contradictory movement," "urging things to develop unceasing- 
ly," What result will this have? 

To speak of the relationship between conformity and 
hostility without including all aspects of the concrete con- 
tradictions and to use metaphysical methods tb abstractly 
study the conformity and hostility while leaving out the real 
matters, and then say that the conformity and hostility of 
contradictions are contrasting uniformity Is only ä game of 
concepts. The theory that conformity and hostility are con- 
trasting uniformity leads to the indefinite division of the 
ooncept of "contradiction," and the result will lead dialecti- 
cal concepts farther and farther away from reality, 

2. The Contrast of Dialectics and Metaphysics in the Under- 
standing of Conformity 

Comrade Mao Tse-tung has said that: "Tfe Chinese fre- 
quently say that * things opposed to each other correspond 
with each other.1 This means that things opposed to each 
other have conformity» This sentence is dialectical,sand 
is opposed to metaphysics, opposition1 means the mutual 
exclusion or struggle between the two contradictory phases. 
Corresponding* means that, under certain conditions, two 
contradictory phases become united and show conformity. 
Hostility is in the conformity; without hostility there is 
no conformity,W This is the dialectics of objective 
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matters. We should rely on the dialectics, of. objective matters 
as Döinted out by Comrade Mäo Tse-tung to analyze and to 
stud? all tnings^ and must find hotilityin conformity and 
nnnformitv^inhostility and. apply ^: this method to actual work.; conformity in hostility    PP^ conformity and^ 

hocitiiitv of coltradictions are' two natures and two relations 
crSntMtionflccormng **.^^^gjfe Jf*°ri*7 

and hostility are mutually, repulsive.: »If ?ff°f^eJ;swav 
not in the way of hostility» s progress, 1*J£ «» other way 
around". ' Under the guidance of these viewpoints, J^eir 
understanding of conformity and hostility^is metaphysical 
aSd^eparate'conformity from hostility. According to Com-. 
Sdes Hsieh Ohing and Iiu Che-Ping, ^„f^f^f S^f 
have the nature of opposing and^repelling each othe£. One 
is' conformity and the other is hostility, and the former __ 
obstract™the latter, or the latter destroys the former. This 
is also abstract analysis, and the result of conceptual study. 
We think that any contradiction has conformity^and hostility. 
The conformity and the hostility of the contradiction of  . = 
matters arc wLt we mean when je say " things opposed to^ach 
other .correspond with each other.» From ^*l™t**T*J?*-- 
caused to develop unceasingly. The^0*^°^°*0£|-,££;./ 
ductivity and production relations is^the basic «^™d*° 
tion of society. The two are contrasting uniformltyv. They 
have conformity and hostlity. Productivity and PJod"c^^+,n„ 
rllatJonl°S uniform and. hostile, and they are ^otivating 
sower of the development of society. They^have different 
natures under different social^systemsvhut^according^o   . 
comrades Hsieh Ching and Liu Che-Ping, the °™^%P$g0

0*: 
Braductivitv and production relations axe uniform fna.aiso 
nostile.^tn addition, there is another nature of hostility, 
SninKr for hostility ouWide of conformity and to look for, : 
conforSilrourside'S hostility: if this is not the division 

meÄlÄ 
»wnrd conformity and hostility cannot be blended. Accord~ 
taTSf ÖäSSdS Silh Ching and XiuChe-pin|,they^re mutually 
relulsive. If the understanding is dialectical, theex- 
pianaliln is 3ust the opposite. ^..ga-jJirflSfeSSt^ ' 
mutually opposite and mutually hostile sides only exist in 
SrmStual correspondence and unification. In other words, 
Seir mutual correspondence and ™^5a*io" °f * «J|* *£ld, 
their opposition and hostility.. On this point, Engels saia. 
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"On the basis of the results of the experiments of research 
with nature, dialectics ;prove that the oppositions are decided 
by the interaction of the contrasting oppositions and prove 
that separation and opposition only exist in the mutual 
correspondence and unification* In other words, their un- 
iformity only exists in their separation, and their mutual 
correspondence and unification only exist in their opposition."-1-0 

This is the best explanation of the contrasting phases of 
conformity and hostility* 

Comrade Hsieh Ching thought that the conformity of 
the capitalistic elaös and the proletariat was in the com- 
plicated relationship" between them, and the hostility was 
in the relationship of the oppression and anti-oppression 
between them. The former is.uniformity and the latter is 
hostility. Look, isn't this the crystallization of the char- 
acteristics of the contradictions? Here, Comrade Hsieh Ching 
obviously divided conformity and hostility. We know that 
all the complicated relationships between the capitalistic 
class and the proletariat include the relationship between 
the oppressors and the oppressed, and threrfore include the 
struggle between oppression and anti-oppression. If the 
struggle between oppressinn and anti-oppression does not 
'take shape, then there won't be any complicated economical 
relationship. This is to say that hostility is in conformity. 
If there is no hostility, there is no conformity, because 
according to Comrade Hsieh Ching, the conformity of the com- 
plicated economical relationship ie the hostility of repress- 
ing the oppression and anti-oppression; and the hostility 
of oppression and anti-oppression represses the conformity. 
How do you expect people to understand the capitalistic 
class and the proletariat as uniform and hostile? 

Owing to the fact that comrade Hsieh Ching made a, 
metaphysical division of conformity and hostility, he under- 
stood conformity in an abstract way. What he understood 
*is a kind of conformity without hostility. Therefore, he 
made wrong explanations of many practical problems. For in- 
stance, he thought that "the basic uniformity of the people's 
welfare is the uniform essence of the inner contradictions 
of the people." "Mutual repression of the partial welfare 
of the people" is an Inner contradiction of the people. 
Here, when the welfare of the people is uniform, there is 
only conformity, and there is no hostility nor contradiction. 
When the partial welfare of the people contradicts itself, 
then there is only hostility and no conformity. If we 
follow this viewpoint to settle the inner relations of the 
people, when we see uniformity, we won't be able to see 
hostility. In other words, when we can see contradictions 
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and hostility; "ire. cannot see conformity. This is very^ dls- 

adVaGta!n°p?aotica£ activities, if we *onH have tj^g* 
of contrasting uniformity, we may he inclined to ^,^1

as 
kindsofmistakes.. With the understanding of conformityas . 
abstract conformity, we frequentlytreatythe formula jollji- 
flcation—crlticism-^solidlficatlon" with solidification as , 
conformity and With criticism as .hostility. Thus, hostility 
is eSSSd in solidification, and conformItT ^ excluded 
i^ vioqtilitv. Therefore, in solidification, hostility is 
foiotten aid the rlöult must be that either it-is like 
SSSSl OSP- first national revolution when;Ohen Tu-hsiu's^ 
opportunism wal leaning toward' the ^^^^Llll        '    " 
united and against struggle, or it is like the eecond _ _,: 
national revolution when the opportunists leaned toward, the 
^lt! And in the pa^ty struggle, they adopted the wrong 
methods of "cruel struggle and ruthless Jlows.» *»J^JheDry 
«rw^^a unified nartv line, we also have this problem. . 
°cLraÄierohlng Ät the united front was »the concrete 
Shape PfnU?hfSpl^tion of the relationship of the Nation- 
alists and the Communists, Comrade Liu Che-ping thought that 
the unification of«5 Nationalists and the Communists during 
the ^Japanese war had an Importe»^^f^f„^Jity 

had a secondary position. Our party.relied on this united 
front with the Nationalists. After the war, the hostile ; 

relationship between our party and the ^T^^tnSt 
to. the important position. Comrade Liu Che-ping also thought 
our party, on the basis of these different situations, de- 
cided whether we should unite with the nationalists or^should 
fleht asainst them. Here, Comrades Hnieh Ching and Liu Che-, 
ping 'of!?he united front» and unification» as the equi- 
valent of conformity in philosophy; ■ _- . 

We know that the united front of our party isone 
t™e of class struggle. "It Is a combined policy of unifica- 
Sn andChrstility?S The so-called unification is the united 
front with the capitalistic class. The so-called hostility 
is the peaceful and bloodless struggle in thought, ij JW»-. 
ization! and In politics, when the proletariat is united^with 
the capitalistic^class. It will change to armed struggle . , 
when the oppressed breaks off from the oppressors.^ This 
is a united and hostile policy. In unification, there is 
hostility, and with hostility, we seek for unification. 
Eight wing opportunists and left wing opportunists_made  . 
mistakes in the united front. Besides, there is the origin 
of class, and there is the origin of epistemology. This is 
the subjective and one-sided view of the methods of thinking. 
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None of them had the system of contradiction of conformity 
and hostility. We consider that when we formed the united 
front with the Nationalists| the Nationalists and we had 
conformity and hostility» "It  is not that we had only con- 
formity and we had no hostility, or the former was more im- 
portant than the latteri, When our united front broke down, 
the Nationalists and we still had conformity and hostility. 
However, only the nature of contradictions changes. The 
form of struggle was different. Therefore, when we think of 
unification or hostility in terms of philosophy, we think 
that contradiction contains the problem of conformity or 
hostility. It is not right. This is to divide Conformity 
and hostility, and this is the result of making conformity 
abstract. Dialectics is mutually opposite and mutually 
corresponding. Conformity Is contained in the hostility. 
If there is no hostility there is no conformity. 

Dialectics considers that the development of matters 
is the contradiction of conformity and hostility. If your 
understanding of conformity is metaphysical, you will de- 
finitely separate conformity and hostility from the process 
of development. Comrades Hsieh Ching and Liu Che-ping con- 
sidered that the stable tendency was decided by conformity 
and the tendency of absolute development was decided by 
hostility, and they were fighting constantly in the process 
of development. As a result, if conformity did not defeat 
hostility, hostility would defeat conformity. Comrade Liu 
Che-ping said, "In the process of material development, 
conformity has the function of preserving the shape of 
unification. These two. functions are always repulsive to 
each other and opposite to each other."20 Therefore, Com- 
rade Liu Che-ping considered that the development of matters 
is in the stage of quantity change. Conformity stands in 
the principal position and becomes the principal content of 
the development. Conformity stands side by  side with hos- 
tility. In the stage of quality chcnge, hostility has the 
principal position and becomes the principal content of the 
development, and hostility stands outside of the unified body. 

Here Comrade Hsieh Ching and Liu Che-ping have divided 
conformity and hostility metaphysically. They took out 
hostility from the stable tendency of material development. 
Actaully they excluded hostility from the stage of quantity 
change of matters, because it is said that when matters 
develop under this condition, uniformity repulses and ex- 
cludes hostility and obstructs the advance of hostility even 
to the point of defeating it. In the stage of quantity change, 
even if hostility is there, it is conformity that brings it 
into the unified body; it is not contained in contradiction. 
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In addition,' they exclude uniformity from the tendency of 
absolute development of matters. Actually, they exclude __ 
uniformity from the stage' of quality change .Jitters. This 
is so in the stage of quality change; tofltilily-repulsee.aBd 
excludes uniformity, and hostility stands outside the unified 
body. In that way, conformity can exist without hostility,_ 
and hostility is not in conformity./ Comrade Hsieh^Ching said 
Sat conformity and hostility in the ^lopment af ogtra^ , 
dictions have order and'have the relationship of ore&toT 
and created. They separated conformity and hostility* 

To separate conformity and hostility and to understand 
conformity metaphysically will lead to the"negation- of the. 
absolute nature of hostility and recognize the opposition 

°f hOStComrade Hsieh Ching said: »Hostility cannot be ,se- . 
parated from conformity. If there is ^hostility- there is , 
no conformity. Hostility is relative."^ ■ jle  also■ said, 
"Hostility is within the unified body; hostility is in 
conformity. Hsstillty is absolute; ij^0^116^0^^112 

power of the development of matters."deL    It also means    ■•■ 
hostility is absolute as well as relative. How did^he reach 
this conclusion? men hostility is i»*^ uJifi^c^5'f. +h. 
hostility 10 in conformity. When hostility is+outside^of -the 
unified body, hostility exists without unification.'^Con- 
formity and hostility are irrelevant and cannot^be mixed.^; 

When' hostility is not in confromity, hostility is absolute. 
It is the motivating power of material development. When _ ■■ 
hostility is in conformity, hostility is relative. Recording 
to Comrade Hsieh Ching1s logic, the universality and_common- 
ness of contradiction! are all relative, Because universality 
is always in specialness, and commonness leave specialness 
and individuality and exists abstractly, they }*f ^J^«*«^ 
According to this logic, we can also say that this_conform ty, 
specialness, and individuality are relative as well as ab- 
solute. Obviously, this viewpoint cannot stand.    -'■ V"' 

Lenin said that dialectics etudys "how the contrast- • 
ing phases can be unified". How can' it be done? .Comrade 
Mao has said; "...it is because their existence depends upon 
each other".23. And it can also be said that all the contrast- 
ing matters, because of the certain conditions and mutual 
relations and mutual dependence and Interaction, cannot form 
concrete and real contradictions without certain conditions. 
We know it is due to the result of the hostility of the con- 
tradiction within the matter that the conditions make the- 
contrasting phases uniform and constantly change, following 
these changes, contradictions constantly change also. In 
this manner, the mutual connection of the both sides Of 
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contradictions change, and,one kind of conformity gives way; 
to another fcind of conformity; It forms a speciality of con- 
tradictions. Therefore, it is,said that conformity is con- 
ditional, temporary', an|'transient, and so it is relative. 
The hostility of the contrasting phases is not like this. 
It exists in the beginning and the end of the process of 
development, and makes the process change from one Process 
to another. In a word, contradictions are everywhere. The 
hostility of contradictions exists from the beginning to the 
end. Therefore, hostility is unconditional and absolute. 

To make conformity abstract, and to understand con- 
formity as conformity without hostility, they will definitely 
say hostility is relative and they will think movement and 
development are also relative; and then they will make con- 
formity abstract and make the continuance of the process 
absolute.' If we use this viewpoint to guide our practical 
activities, we will be making the mistakes of compromising 
contradictions and avoiding hostility . 
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SCRUTINIZE THE THEORY OF CONTRADICTIONS 
ON HOSTILITY DWELLING .IN CONFORMITY 

/following is tliö tr^tiölation of an article 
by Chao Feng* dm. (639 2 7364 1477) in Che- 
hsueh Yeh-ehlu (Philosoph Research),- Pelping, 
no. 1, 25 January 1961, pp. 5l-59jJ 

This question was brought forward in a recent dis- . 
oussion: Is there conformity in the process of the develop- 
ment of events in their qualitative transformation? Ac- ■•'■■- 
cording to my knowledge, in philosophical research, this 
question was mentioned by some comrades several years ago; 
and furthermore, the same question Was also the focal point 
of debate in our discussion. 

1. The Question and its Answers 

The question of whether there is conformity in .the 
qualitative stage in the development of events is a question 
with principal significance. In order to explain this point 
clearly, let's first recall how this question was brought 
out and, after the question has been brought out, its several 
different answers so far as they are known to us. The ques- 
tion was brought out like this: "In the. process of develop- 
ment, the nature of conformity only conditionally exists 
in the process of quantitative charge, and not in the process 
of qualitative change; but the anture of contradictory struggle 
exists unconditionally from the beginning to the end in the 
process of the development of events."1 Here, the question 
of whether there is conformity, in the qualitative transforma- 
tion is related to the problems of contradictory conformity 
and struggle and relative conformity and absolute struggle, 
and it is also elosely related to the understanding of the 
relations between conformity and struggle and of the basic 
content of the law of contradictory uniformity. 

After the question had been brought out, we saw various 
kinds of and different answers. One answer was "yes," an- 
other was "no," and another was both "yes and no, the synthesis 
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of existence and non-existence,"    Some comrades say that the 

STS8BSS.0S"S^Uti™ oÄ°teere «• «ly nature* 
" muluaf transformation of the oontradiotory oppositions 

contend SLfsinoe there i? mutual **?f ^.^»^Sed 

proble^art noÄiloüs, and a further dlscussicn1. 

necessary. tke Question "is there conformity at the 
stage oHualitative change« explain under the meanly 

ft? rTor r:*^^^^ leoordlnl to my.personal understanding,  «*£*"££*:.. 
auÄive SS'Ä ^oh el0™1 tLleneÄuoatlon 
ofthflaror^leclios. PIt is the problem o^gf8" 
rai   significance of the law of dialectics at difieren-c 
stLes of the process of development,  such as^the stage of 
nnaiiLtive change!    It is a question of whether we should 
thtriShfy devetfp the principle of the nature of contradic- 
tory struggle within conformity,  or should we give up this 
PrinCiPBa;ed on the above" understandings,; I wish to dicuss 
my own opinion through the following points:   .. 

■P.-isn't There Conformity At the Stage of Qualitative Change? 

There is no basis for saying there Is no conformity 

oeoomoflhi »eseseBoe«Sör'the problem °ff°°»£^°»rf 
the events: the movements and changes of everything are. 
tallnHlaoe in "he process of conformity and struggle in 

.the Pto|-t^^fc^rl ^tSla^of dialectic!**, the 
contradictor? conformity and struggle "»„^^«S'U 
+*« „rinMniP of the struggle within conformity musi; oe 
deve?opefPth^ torv conformity and struggle is not only expressed in all 
Snds of events, hut it is also expressed throughout the 
process of development. The theory of struggle within 
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conformity not only «t.m"*l« ^.^ESKortS8' 
of the development of the event, but it is •»«, ^ 
to the qualitative Stage« ^e™10*;'^;^ Sawimiment of an lav that at the quantitative stage of the developmenioi an 

separable at the qualitativ» stage -Elements vixno      M- 

förmity within ^e^dlfferenj ojafogltieBj ß      problem 

of ä;ääS& ä-ST 

!?, s^aÄ^Ä natuÄ S^Ss/^f6 

exists unconditionally In the changeable conformity. Ihe 

tSe Principle of absoluteness and relativity, the general 

3 
« 
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events. Therefore, in the concept which reflects the objec- 
tive events, they must he "connectedi"    ^ ^•■"■'■"■ ■■•  ^ 

When we say thai some comrades cut off the relations 
between the contradictory conformity and struggle, absolute- 
ness and relativity, and unconditional and conditional, 
we do not mean that in the .objective diälecticism of the 
eventSi•those relations can be cut into parts, • tfe only  . 
point out that in theif subjective id§als aad concepts ^ 
which reflect the objects, those relations are not being. 
ÜSi£L?ä " Therefore the so-called severance is nothing ; 
"eSS buf an abstractive severance of the abstract concept. 
It is precisely the separation of subjective concept from 
objective reality. The characteristics of *he abstract^ 
severance of the abstract concept are: It either conforms 
or struggles, there is no struggle in conformity, and no 
conformityJn struggle; this is conformity, that is struggle, 
this is struggle of absolute nature, that is conformity^of_ 
relative nature;whenever and Wherever struggle and^ conformity 
are "connected" and related, struggle becomes relative. 
When•struggle and conformity are not "connected" and struggle 
develops from the conformity» then the nature or struggle 
becomes "absolute"; when conditions are mentioned, the com- 
rades believe that the conformity does not exist at the stage 
of qualitative change. If anyone says that there is con- 
formity at the stage of qualitative change, it means they 
deny the conditional nature of conformity, a^1^00^!* 
absolute. Such opinions, abstract severance of the. abstract 
concept is precisely "thinking in absolutely uncompromised 
opposition" (Engels); and this "absolute opposition" in the 
process of thought is un-dialectlc. It conceptionally 
severs the objective and real relation of the events, 
and cannot accurately reflect the events.       .  ■■ .. 

Under the conditions of the abstract concept and . 
abstract severance, one cannot accurately understand the 
nature of conformity,and also cannot accurately understand 
the nature of struggle* Consequently, the relations of 
conformity and struggle and the situation of conformity 
and struggle at different stages of their developments are 
naturally becoming inconceivable. lo wonder some comrades 
are getting more confused when talking more about the^con- 
nections between conformity and struggle. The more they 
talk about the "connections" between conformity and struggle, 
the more the conformity and struggle become mutually re- 
pelled, and finally, they can only conclude that there.is no 
conformity at the stage of qualitative change, — _  .. 

We are of the opinion that the contradiction in the 
materialistic dialecticism means substantial contradiction; 
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it means the. contrailbtion; of real matters .and «vents. - 
Struggle outside the;t-Cö"ntradiCtöry .conformity definitely <.',, 
does no t exist» therefore we mu et - thoroughly; develop the ,, • 
theory of Göhtradlctoryiötrüggie within;the conformity. ,;.,. 

« , i p?he absolute nature of smuggle is'not its separation from 
„conformity, but it unocraiditiohally.exists within conformity. 
She change of oonföMlty cannot alter the absolute nature 
of struggle^ and the absolute nature of struggle cantonly ; 
exist within this or that fclnd of substantial:conformity, 
From the point of denying the existence of conformity at • 
the stage of qualitative change,/one not only.cannot ex- 
plain the -relative nature, and conditional; nature of; con- r.,,. ( 
formityy but; also,:in denying^conformity, one inevitable ."' 
makes the nature of Contradictory struggle abstract and 
inevitably abandons the theory of struggle within conformity. 
From this point of view, one who denies; the conformity at 
the stage of qualitative change indicates that he also 
negates struggle and contradiction, tfe believe that the 
relative nature -of^conformity it Its conditional * nature • 
The change of conditions"; pan. onlychange;the. nature of "Con- 
formity, but cannot abrogate it, Therefore,"one cannot 
conclude that the-conformity which changes constantly 
according to 'the cohstaht changes bf «conditions does not 
exist at the stage of qualitative change, tThe so-called -.,-., 
qualitative change without the existence of conformity is 
definitely not the qualitative change of the: prooess pt 
realltyv Obviously this Kind of viewpoint <ls incorrect, > 

In relativity, there is absoluteness»' and absolute-f; 
ness can ohlyr be lh; relativity. The absolute nature of ■■■..■ 
struggle exists because it exists unconditionally within v 
all conditions, and is cohdltiohal'"iaiä ever changihg con- ,-. 
f ormity,, ; -Without clearly, understanding the principle of 
absoluteness and Relativity, and attempting to search for 

, absoluteness outside of relativity or attempting to under- 
stand relativity without referring to absoluteness, one j 

defintlely will go to either extreme while cutting off the 
.relations between ^absoluteness' and! relativity,:: furthermore, 

these; two extremes will also mutually change under certain 
conditions. In fact,' when they combine .struggle and, con- 
form! ty, the struggle at the stages - of. quanti tative .change.,' 
will then be covered with the color of Relativity—*a road 
to relativism,' ifhen; they sep&rate struggle and conformity 

;. from each other, they will deny the contradictory conformity 
'"'at;/the'stage of qualitative change, -and simultaneously 
make the nature of struggle 'aboolu'te and abstracti Obviously, 
the 'aböplütöness outside conformity is abstract absoluteness 
and it is absolute absoluteness, , At the surface, they sometimes 
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Apmr the nature of struggle, basically 'deny the existence 

olnyccnf errand painf tJ^V'^JLToSSSfiSuto^' 
say that struggle is relative. ¥hen^f^J^^.stSf 
ov^ «rtn-pnrmi tv\t the Ötage of quantitative change^tne _ 
^o^e^comef relate? ana relativity becomea abaclute- 
ness. man they consider that there are no relations be- 

tSSi.  smuggle and cs^^^elattvity Ä becomes ehanee. absoluteness departs from relativity ano *^_"~~WiU 

abtolutiS! Similarly, relativity can also depart from 
ahsoluteneaa and it becomea relativ!».  ,   ? 

in line with dialect!cism. 

3, TO nnn-rnrmitv ■* +■**  «tage of nnRlltlve Change thj, 
»^Shesis of ^ «tenoe ag* ^-existence?-! 

0?he «synthesis of existence and ^:^Js^c®"iHinÄ 
a dialectical concept, ^profoundly ^JJ^^gäP18 

of dialectioism. But if any ^rrect concepti^analyzed 

ofexistenct and^on-existence« or '^^^•ft^ 

^^^i^^^x^S^B^^is 

Äcl«^^ 
*XXS*e Sie problem of whether there is conformity at ™^ 

ITC l&ÄÄ'ÜSÄriW^.S?' 

««+ *H+vithP significance based on the fundamental mcer 
Sretatton of «FtSof the synthesis of opposition and 
f"m äe particular angle which Erectly relates the general 

S^ofl^optnion lätTofe^anl SÄÄ 
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of the conformity and struggle at that stage* and to i^ist 
on thoroughly clarifying the theory of contradictory oonfoim- 
Sywithil conformity, and it cannot be Wavering and vague. 
Otherwise, if "existence is also non-existence," and +to^ 
havens also"to have not« mean the "synthesis of e*Bt«ioe. 
and non-existence," it indicates improper compromise to the 
significance of the problem mentioned above. In other woras, 
the comrades who deny the conformity at the qualitative 
change stage use the method which severs conformity and 
struggle from each other at different stages, of develop- 
ment to explain the relative nature of conformity and the 
absolute nature of struggle, and they finally af^Jg 
general principles of the law of^opposition-conformity. . 
Thus, we cannot but consider that the JJfference^between . 
comrades Hsieh Ching (5641 723U, Xiu Che-ping,(0491 0772 
•0365)., and others and us is fundamental» First, is tnere 
contradictory conformity at the qualitative change stage? 
Second, does the relative nature of conformity mean its _ 
non-existence at the qualitative change staSe?.,^^%;s 

the-theory of struggle within conformity unapplicable_at 
this particular stage? It is 3ustbecause of these that+^ 
wTfeel the answer, "synthesis of existence and non-existence 
is ambiguous and incorrect» ..    rt,,rt+0ri 

text, and also important, Comrade Kfo Chi has quoted 
Lenin's words in Ms warped interpretation,, and has given, 
erroneous answers to the problems we are aiscussing. in 
his article, Comrade K«o Chi critiolKed the two kinds ef^ |( 

incompleteness as due to the formula "yes is yes, no is no. 
What he means by "yes is yes, no is^no"^actually is the  ■ 
answer to whether there.is conformity at the stage o£quali- 
tative change. Then he puts forward his antlnnetaphysical 
»dialectical* interpretation. He believes that the real- 
ization of contradictory transformation—the cön-tradio^o^r 
conformity—is the synthesis of existence and non-existence, 

the synthesis of have and have not.1' In order to Prov® . 
this point, he quoted the words of Lenin and those of Hegel s 
quoted by Lenin. These quotations include: "Siiice^growth. 
exists, it is also the reality of non-existence." ■%..change 
is also growth." "...the synthesis and inseparability oft( 
existence and non-existence*..provide changes and growth, 
"...the disappearing circles equal existence and non-ex- 
istence." "These crossing points are the synthesis or _ 
contradictions; it means, on a certain circle or movement, 
the disappearing circles of existence and non-existence 
coordinate with each other in the brink of time."  What 
are the differences between the dialectical change and non- 
dialectical change? The differences are the swift leap, 
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contradiction, brains off of gf-^^Ä'f tne 
synthesis of existence and M»:^*™S";l0IIBeIl1; and. change. 
Stations, are Lenln'^diBcusslon gj^gfc^  of lenln in 

re  copied almost aix ox  w*» H     explained to 
=» Gni*s artlola, but .-»*Mi«Si«L them? 

Here we have 
Somrade K'6 GbiH article, Mt ^X^ook quote them? 
us? For what significance ^SSSSoSl T)aelB of tne theory, 
San these quotations be^the W^^t^f "hange is the 
"the conformity at the stage of J^axi^x * 
«synthesis of existence and non-existence^ ^    points; 
7   According to Öür ^Sf^^^^^cKion. First, 

from the above quotations which.^g^fSed ■ a thorough 
Lenin, based on the concept of ^fv!t°SShvsics, emphatic- 
dSlectlcal method which contradicts jg^gg^J ■  the , 
ally.-pointed out the ^S^^Lfout the basic difference, 
process of development,-^^^^^ialectical trans- 
between dialectical transfornatlon aaa un ux    tranBforma- 
formatiön. And in ^r^^a^|s°l the blsic characteris- tion, Lenin again emphatically stress^ xne^Pd^ 
tics' of the dialectical, concept of ^Contradiction,  . 
characteristics are ^V^ ^PiLmeX and synthesis of 
breaking off during gradual *ej;^J?g*» ^ opposite eon- 
existenSe and non-existence. fl°^°"?K^t is un-dialectlcal cept of transformation is ^taphysical, it is    of «trans- 
transformation. The <*ara^er^°! °f mYt S character- 
formation» actually deny transforma tiea-^*" to deny a 
ized by simple increae^ordecrease of^uant^   ^  d 

swift löap forward, bJea^fe
otLd affirms the un-dialectical inner contradiction of events, and affirms.^n   ^ only 

method. In short, it deniestf ^^*aT CoSept but also 
must really UnderstandLenin' ^^if^Ii^o^events and the. 
Eist understand the eternal °^?ence basSd on such con- ■ 
synthesis of ^^J^S^Sj negative dialectical .: : 
tradictions and the aJfi^iv^^terIal contradiction of 
thinking. Only ^J1^^^^*? SontSadlctions,; can 
events, the viewpoint of „synthesis °/„^a ding of the swift 
provide us with the fl^7 *0.t5®'. ?J! SrSSfcin« off of gradual 
?eap forward, ^^°f»*JS'k^f bSif P^t- ttot- we feel 
development. But It is I^^^Ä^gtood the true spirit and 
Comrade K«o Chi has &°V?? ^Lt^i transformation. He ob- 
nature of the concept^^f^^^^^^^es  the 
scures the qualitative line J^™"     d old events, and 
qualitative Äi«eW°^*^n

tS^b^io^5po8itionfl of the. consequently, he has confused gj*»gj# op|e does not ;under- 
two kinds of concepts of tra^formati<*^   * aM the nature 
stand the oontradictions+of events °£J^|*nce from the view- 
of the W^esls °L??of oontrtdictlons. Thus in Comrade point of the synthesis of contraaicuxouo. 
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K't^s tMnking, dialectical transformation, the idea that 
qualitative change is more basic than quantitative change, 
and the thinking that the negative is the progressive phase 
of development are all absent^ Everything becomes a mechani- 
cal combination, and becomes the synthesis of this or tnat. 
Ire these critical comments exaggerated? Do these warp 
Comrade K*o Ohi*s original ideas? Let*s analyze them« 

First, according to our understanding, when Lenin says 
»existence and non-existence," it is, through the unlimited 
developing process of events, to point out.-tbe .tiÄBjformaUon 
character of all substantial events and to point out the nega- 
tive interpretation within the positive Interpretation of the 
existing events, and so to point put that both existence and 
non-existence are the "disappearing links." When Lenin says 
the "sudden coincidence" of the two disappearing links or 
existence and non-existence, he means the contradictory 
transformation. When Lenin says the "synthesis of existence 
and non-existence^" it means contradictory transformation, we 
know that the contradictory transformation does not contend 
with the inseparability of conformity only; it has a more .im- 
portant meaning. Without understanding and recognizing the 
more important significance that transformation is an entire 
contradiction, it is impossible to have a correct understand- 
ing of conformity, and it breaks the significance of conform- 
ity into parts. Since Lenin's "synthesis of existence and 
non-existence" means transformation, and since transformation 
is one of the more important significant points of conformity, 
it cannot be used to deny the contradictory conformity at the 
stage of qualitative change, and cannot be interpreted as 
the basis of the theory of f,there is and Is not" conformity 
at the stage of qualitative chan^. On the contrary, the 
"synthesis of existence and non-existence"—the transformation 
itself—actually proves the existence of contradietory_conform- 
ity at the stage of qualitative change, and proves that the 
main phenomenon of contradictory conformity at this stage Is 
the mutual transformation of the oppositions. This kind of 
transformation rightly indicates as more important significance 
of the contradictory conformity. ■ .: '•'"■.■■' .-v-* *v' 

As to the so-called "grwoth," it Is nothing but the 
beginning, development, and maturing of the new event. 
"Transformation is also growth." The "transition from 
existence to non-existence is accomplished through trans^ 
formation. ,,     4  * 

Secondly, the answer of the so-called synthesis of 
existence and non-existence" is not only ambiguous in prin- 
ciple, but it also cannot explain such a situation» Concern- 
ing the development of the process of any existing event, 
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because of ^^^^^b.&^S;-' exlslencfanl non- 
may freely';.Bgeak °^i*+ th^ stkle of qualitative change but 
existence* Not only at Wastage chanse. and even in every 
also at the f^^e of quantitative otenge^ gj    ^ve and 
second, we all can say *Ä* *?Jj^£rand non-existence. This 
have not the ^^■■tgJpf^J«SStSS1SlBLB within the 
means nothing out.tiia/D- xnei« ***.,%**■*+)•-„.  of the event, it 
event. Because jf^^^St ifthl orocSss of ceaseless 
creates evöry ******a\Srefore, wl ^understand any development and change._Thereiore^_we m    -^erstandthe 
substantial-eventJhrough this mature, ana unaer       t 

positive and negative dlalecticism of the_ evea^ . x simt)iest 

»synthesis of existence and.ao»^f^®JJnce-osa^?? result in 

stage of qualitative change but also at the stage«*™*g 

^%äSgare^ 
Thiskint ofanswer.isnot only, unable toBo^rob^,^ 
it also cannot distinguish the different situationof .contra 
dictory conformity of the stage of quantitative change trom 
that   at the'stage of qualitative change, 

■  4.  A-ft^toT.tlal-nn^rAtendliig of :»Ä  roryformltv at the Sfoge 
of Qualitative Change 

The comrades who advocate that there isnoconformity 

solute.    But to deny- the conformity at the stage °f. W1"0" 
l°ivfchanle-is to d?ny the ■■»WgVJJfSS- Sacet This struggle, under such a concept, has lost i^ place, mxs 
natulllly makes the nature of struggle absolute.     _ 

Actuallv,  the relative, nature of conformity is not 
determinel bylis existence or non-existence a*ASg£gon," 

'   StaSer    of course, if someone uses the method of    deduction, 
Result w?ll be like this; since there is conformity at 
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the stage öf qualitative Change,aM öjtnoe struggle at the 
stage of qualitative change iemtjiih the conformity, does 
this mean that the conformity iti.throughout the process? 
Does this also mean that there (3 conformity as the struggle 
becomes "absolute?" If so, the"result would be the abandon- 
ment' of the theory-of contradictory struggle within conform- 
ity. 

According to our understanding of the nature of the 
contradiction of events, conformity is relative to struggle, 
and struggle Is relative to conformity. They don1t have iso- 
lated and individual significance. Here, we feel that the 
key to the problem is the nature of conditions» The reason 
why the conformity between oppositions is relative is because 
conformity is conditional. It is 5ust like the nature of 
struggle is unconditional. The relative nature of conformity 
is also because of its temporary,: disappearing, and. transi- 
tional nature. The so-called temporary, disappearing, or 
transitional natures are determined by the ceaseless, change 
of the conditions. Therefore, we can concentrate th©; prob- 
lem of the relative nature of conformity on the nature of the 
conditions, and control the relative nature of conformity 
through the constant change of conditinns and constant develop- 
ment of the process. But the so-called "conditional" iieans 
the constant change of the conditions on which the oppositions 
are based and the constant replacement and change of the sub- 
stantial conformity which follows the conditional changes. 
It does not mean the inconsistent existence of the contra- 
dictory conformity which changes by following the conditional 
change. Therefore, the relative -and temporary nature of con- 
formity cannot be misunderstood as non-existence at the stage 
of qualitative change. Under certain substantial processes, 
from beginning to end, the oppositions, the, oppositions 
exist and depend mutually according to a given condition. 
Following the development of the processes, the result of the 
mutual struggle of the oppositions causes the increase or de- 
crease of the power of either side of the oppositions and the 
conditional changes. -; 

iflien the power ratios of both sides reach.a certain 
degree, and a certain new condition emerges, the mutual de- 
pendence of the opposition■ **ill become a mutual transforma- 
tion. The conditions for the oppositional mutual dependence 
and mutual transformation are different. Ihen the condition 
changes, the oppositional conformity also changes. But the 
nature of struggle is existant throughout the entire process. 
No matter whether it is at the mutual dependent stage,or at 
the mutual transforming stage, the struggle exists. The sign 
of struggle is more obvious particularly during the time of 
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< tto Are of struggle *Slsts throughout the Process.    There_ 

Wess°0f t'hf eient, ^'self-eSergenoe of certain contra- 

All's RepublicofChina TOS established, only after the 
iSd relomPTOs"basioally accomplished could^he «.WJ»; 

. düctivity.    Because of the required^coaditions, new con-era^ 
Sl^tlons pmereed la the process.    This condition is tneac- 

vÄiS^^ÄÄtlLjwUSf- land^referm ^|J^/^e 
tariaa: dictatorship*   :0Vriöu^r: ^^;^^^S;öa J?f 
the accomplishment of-the land, reform,  *^^g^^;°Snahle 
tweeii the individualVeconomy, and^^^^^^^^ready, tn eaerffe sharolv.    When: the certain .conditions were reaay, 
the^olfrad^r?%Pposltions; o^thS individual «co^and 
cooperatlvlzation obtained a certain conf°f*|*f  ^J0^ 
+^IPHT»TI heean.    The result of the mutual struggle ol tne 
"ntradlctor?gopposmon is transformed ^e^certain con- 
S"?ions and leads to cooperativlzatlon,   ß° doubt,  it is a 
aualitative change from the individual .economy to the realiza- 
tion of olbpeStfvizatlon.   ttl*j.»itt^.*^ 
leap forward from the old nature of the small farm economy 
to the new nature of socialism., _      „•-i^+w'+A +vift new The swift leap forward from the old. quality to the new 
oualitv. and from the individual economy to the realization 
S cooperSivIzation cannot he^:»a^■j8e* lnon^ono^.  ,I.t 
is not right to say that unless the booperativization be 
reaiizef on a nation-wide scale, it cannot be considered as a 
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qualitative change. It means that when cooperativlzation 
obtains the leading position on a nation-rwide scale, and 
obtains the ruling position at the important, phase of con- 
tradiction, which means'that nation-wide cooperativlza- 
tion is being basically realized, it Is the crucial point 
of the qualitative.change from the old quality to the new 
quality. It is the realization of the swift leap forward. 
It means the quality of events is determined by its obtain- 
ing of the dominant position at the important phase of 
contradiction. Therefore| when the important phase of con- 
tradicti.on and its unimportant phase begins to transform, 
it is the qualiiäiivff change* As we know, the decisive 
conditions for the realization.of the above transformation 
are the correct leadership of the Party and the determina- 
tion and demand of the five hundred million peasants for 
cooperativlzation. On the bases of the development of pro- 
ductivity and the positive demand of the peasants, the 
accurate policy has been the decisive factor for the accom- 
plishment of the qualitative change mentioned above. It 
greatly promotes the coming of the high tide for cooper- 
ativlzation, and speeds up the early realization of the pro- 
cess of qualitative change, 

■: Thus we can see that the so-called "conditions," are 
not, as some comrades understand, unrelated to the opposition« 
On the contrary, the mutual dependence and mutual trans- . 
formation of the oppositions cannot be separate from certain 
and substantial conditions. Concerning the transformation 
of events, the reasons for the Kuomintang1s transformation 
to anti-revolution in 194? was determined by the reactionary 
class and nature of the Kuomintang compradore-capitalist 
class and feudal influence. Of course, the imperialist 
temptation was also one of the conditions for the above 
change. With the same reason, the change -which forced the 
Kuomintang to fight the Japanese during the anti-Japanese 
was was the reflection of the contradiction between the 
Anglo-American Imperialism and the Japanese imperialism. 
It was also due to the united front policy of our Party, 
If the sharpening contradiction between China and Japan, 
and the contradiction between the Anglo-American imperialism 
and Japanese imperialism were the objective condition 
which forced the Kuomintang to fight the Japanese, our 
Party's united front policy was the decisive condition which 
pushed the Kuomintang to fight the Japanese, Therefore, 
we must correctly understand the theory of mutual dependence 
and transformation of oppositions of material dialecticism, 
and we cannot bet away from the given conditions basically 
to talk about the contradictory conformity, 
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" (Dhe relative nature of conformity is due to the .transi- 
tional SI conditional nature, and ^nature of^truggle 
Is in the relative and conditional conformity» ^nereiore 
tie relative nature of conformity, cannot *• ^J^O*^ 
by separation of the. relations ^^^^^^i^f^^ 
ity, and the conformity at the stage^of ^J^^^gJtive 
cannot be denied and cannot be used to. ■«Jj^J^^iB S' nature of the conformity, The mature of^this problem is^an 
argument between dialectlcism anj^taphysips* ffi *«*&**■ ■ 
the contradictory conformity at the stage of qualitative 
ctangef it not Sly means the denying, ^^ansfprm^lon,^ t 
bul it also means the denying of opntradiction^ This *«* 
of methodology not only cannot correctly' «JfJ^-^JJS^ 
nature of conformity, but also cannot explain the absolute 

nature of |f ujgle- se arate conformity and struggle /from. 

each A' SfS.i?« fg* %*f ^Ä* parate<.,. 

the^Stualdependence and mutual transformation, to insist; 
that this is dependence and that is transformation, and to 
uS the method tf »division of stages^to separate the two 
meanings of conformity? Or on the other ^*» ^*/*f5£er_ to waive entirely the line of. difference, and make no differ 

' encfbllween the two-meanings of mutual " Awendeno^an d 
mutual transformation? We, think both are wrong. . ^e ex- 
istence of contradictory conformity at the s*af* °*J^".. 
tative change refers to the entire content of the conformity. 
ifmlLs thlt we understand the conformity a the stage of 
qualitative change from the point of *?*%*****£*■ of 

ration. Transformation, qualitative change, and anti- 
thesis are philosophical^ categories which reflect the same^ 
t^rnreqq from different sides and contents. Therefore, ]»W. • 
nave theme^gs of the same series with a certain significance, 
al qSllteS^ change is the- ending of »^f ^^gtSK 
of development. It is the fundamental change of the_nature 
of events! Transformation is the transformation of the 
opposition to the opposite directions at+the^sameJime,^ 
it is also antithesis. Here we,feel that two points neea 
clarlfi^i0^aliia;bive change is naturally a process. The 
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natures of events are different, ahd the forms of movement 
of various events are* different,* therefore, different events 
contain different forms of swift leap forward. These are 
determined by the variety of the material world and hy the 
variety of the foams of movement. But no matter how differ- 
ent the forms of swift,leap forward are, they are all ^ 
qualitative change* Qualitative phange is after all the 
breaking off of the process of gradual change. Although 
qualitative change is a process, it after all has the■ inter- 
mingling of the old process with the new process, and has 
a clear line* This line, according to our understanding, 
is the point of contact of the mutual transformation of 
the important phase and unimportant phase of contradiction. 
Therefore, the point of contact should not be blurred 
because the qualitative change is the process. To use our 
national revolution as an example, in the change from .the 
revolution of the Stew Democracy to the Socialist revolutinn, 
the key point of the qualitative change was the establish- 
ment of the People's Eepublic of. China. This key point in- 
dicates that the basic accomplishment of the previous re- 
volutionary stage and the beginning of the latter revolu-_ 
tionary stage is the key point at-which the first stage of 
revolution begins its transformation to the second stage of 
revolution. When we say that qualitative change is a pro- 
cess, we cannot Ignore the key point of transformation of 
events. *.  -,     • *■ ■ ■ 

2. Transformation and antithesis are the links of 
•development and relations. In terms of the link of develop- 
ment, transformation itself is the "transition" between  . 
the old process and new process, and between their opposite 
compound. It is the "bridge." It is just as Comrade Mao 
has pointed out: in between the oppositions, "there^is^a 
bridge, and its philosophical term is conformity, mutual- 
transformation, or mutual-infiltration; (On Contradiction ). 
Thus, in between the oppositions,' and between the new and 
old events, if the conformity between them exists only at 
the stage of qualitative change, or there is only mutually 
dependent conformity without the more significant mutual- 
transformation, there is no oualitatiave change, no develop- 
ment, and no "transition" from the old process to new pro- 
cess. Obviously, the unchangeable conformity is the dead    u 
conformity; it is the unchanging and frozen mutual dependence. 
This kind of dependence or conformity has no similarity 
with the dialectical conformity. Oh the other hand, the 
self-contradictory matter does not dissolve itself to zero 
or the abstractive "have not," it dissolves itself to the 
"negative according to its particular nature.^ It means that 
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In the process of dissolution of the unified event at the, , 
stage.of qualitative change, the contradictory oppositions 
are not dissolved into abstractive "have not.  Nereis 
no vacuum in the change. ¥e cannot say. that conform^r 
exists at the stage of quantitative change and not at the- 
stage of qualitative change. In any stage of the process^ 
(including the stage of qualitative change)> '■oon*;jJJ;®tl^l1 
without conformity does not exist. -Byrth^same^reaso^, even 
at the stage of qualitative change, when the main form 01 
expression of the conformity is transformation, it does^.. 
not exclude the mutually dependent relations and relations 
between oppositions or opposite compounds. The transfor-^ 
mation is always the transformation of the mutually depen- 
dent oppositions to their opposite directions. ™;Jwer 
ence Is that the conformity at the stages of qualitative and 
quantitative change develop changes of its expressing form. 

sPor example, under the situation of the quantitative change 
of the event the mutual dependence of the oppositions be- 
comes the main character if there is mutual transformation 
between the partial opposite compounds, then at the stage 
of qualitative change, when the transformation of the opp- 
osite becomes dominant, there also exists the certain rela- 
tions between the oppositions or mutually dependent con-. . 
ditions. "Contradictory matter changes from this to that? 
within it,.there is a certain conformity" ("On Contra- _ 
diction")* "She ruled proletarian class becomes the.ruling 
class through revolution, and the original ruling capitalist 
class becomes the ruled, and transforms itself to the posi- 
tion of its opposite... if there is no conformitr and con- 
nection under definite conditions, how can this Kind or 
change take place?" ("On Contradiction") 
^^ Some people-say that there is conformity between 
the proletarian and capitalist clauses during the period 
of the united front, and when it breaks up, there Js no ^ 
conformity between the.oppositions. Or some say^thaVwhen 
the bourgeois rightsits violently attack the Party and people, 
there is conformity between the rightists and the people, 
but when the masses rise up against the rightists, there is 
no conformity between them. We think that neither of them 
is right, "united front" cannot simply be used as a philo- 
sophical term for "conformity." Conformity means that many 
contradictions are real and substantial contradictions. 
The contradictions between the Chinese working class and 
capitalist class is the .reä. and substantial contradiction 
of the modem Chinese social development.■-,. But under cer- 
tain historical conditions, they have established an anti- 
imperialist and anti-feudal united front, and under other 
different historical conditions, they have broken the united 
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front. Despite the establishment or breaking off of the  ,; 
united front, there is oohf^rtiity between the contradictory 
oppositions; but there are different conformities under_ 
different historical conditions;; The offensive of ^bour- 
eois rightists against ,the people and ^counter-offensive, 
of the masses against the rightists are all struggle s^and 
are expressions of the class struggle under certain con- 
ditions. This kind of struggle is in the °c*formity,-^ ■■ ■ 

The qualitative change signifies the change between; 
the new and old process and the beginning of the ne^pro-; 

cess and the end of the old process. But that Is the be- 
ginning of the new process? According to comrade Mao ise 
lung's words, »This is the old conformity and the oppositional 
factor which forms,the conformity giving "sj0^0^150. *he 
new conformity and the oppositional factor which for^tne. 
new conformity, and the new process replaces the old. pro- ^ 
cess. The old process ends and the-new process, begins. 
The new process contains new contradictions and begins its , 
own history of contradictory development» (»On contradiction ). 
According to our understanding, the taking over+of ttow 
process for the oldprocess naturally signifies the stopping 
Of the gradual progress. It signifies ^dividing line _ of 
duality between the new process and *^ old process, BU^ 
we are of the opinion that we cannot:understand the stopping 
of the gradual progress with the concept of there is no 
conformity at the Itage of qualitative change," because the 
»retirement» or »substitution» between the new Process and 
old process.themselves are transformtions, and are of more 
important significance in conformity. In the changing pro- 
cess between the new and old processes and between tne 
opposite factors.which form the new and old processes,_eacn 
opposite "exchange" is not only the transformation, but the 
important expression of the contradictory conformity, be- 
cause the complex situation of the exchange of the opposite 
factors between' other secondary and yet-to-be opposite lac- 
tors still maintain relation and connections when the mam 
opposite factors are transforming. Therefore, in the entire 
process, there emerges the situation in which «^opposite 
factors are both mutually dependent and mutually transformed 

Dependence is the dependence which certain secondary 
opposite factors begin to transform before its accomplish- 
ment. Transformation is the transformation between the new 
and old' opposite factors. It is wrong to separate the two 
meanings of the conformity, quantitative change dependence, 
and Qualitative change transformation by using the class- 
dividing" method to distinguish the two meanings of conformity, 
and to say this is dependence and that is transformation, 
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Because, the two meanings of Contradictory conformity,   - 
mutual dependence, and mutual transformation cannot be. ,. 
separated this way. On the contrary, they are organically 
united, and they contain even greater significance for 
material dialecticism. Obviously».dependence is the mutual 
dependence of the oppositions^ Bepfe&dence itself contains^ 
factors of mutual transformation, and the process of mutual 
dependence of the oppositions contains partial transforma- 
tion,, TransforaEtion has its origin In dependence, and it 
traia'sforms ih the opposite directions, Transforrabion 
its&lfMsingifies the breaking off of the old dependent 
relations and the birth of the new dependent relations . 
Therefore, it is incorrect to say that there is no conformity 
at the stage of qualitative change, or to say that there 
is'ohly "transformed: conformity apart from mutual depen- 
dence» •' -^ ■"•/■• 

In summary, the problem of whether there is conformity 
at the stage of qualitative change is actually the problem 
of the general singificance of the law of contradictory 
unity. It is a problem of how to understand the basic con- 
tent of the law of contradictory unity, Hy opinion here is 
only a first step toward the understanding of this problem. 
There must be numerous errors, and I expect criticisms and 
teachings from the comrades. 

Footnotes; 

1 See Hew Construction. I960, No. 6, Hsleh Ching!s. 
article.;''-. "','■;'      ''.,,'./';.," '...'..'  v.:.;: 

i? See Hew Construction. ' I960. No. 7, Comrade K*o 
OhiVs article. ■- ■.:'.'':>.' , • 

5«Enge Is, Natural Dialectics. <P e op 1 ef s Pre s s, p • 184. 
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THE CHANGES AND SMUGGLE BETWEEN 
MATERIALISM AND IDEALISM . . 

/Following is the translation,of an article by 
Ho Lin (6320 TO2) in Ohe^hsueh Yen-ohiu 
(Philosophy Research), Peiping, No. 1^ 25 
January 1961, pp. 60-68J7     - 

Discussions on the existence of conformity, between 
idealism and materialsm will enable us, through discussion 
and free airing of opinions, to have a more profound and 
broader understanding of the essence and core of material- 
istic dialectics—the law of the unity of opposites—so that 
it can be more closely associated with practice,. Besides, 
I am convinced that through discussion we will be able to 
gain ä more concrete understanding of the struggle between 
materialism and idealism« 

In the discussions on the history of Chinese philosophy- 
carried out in the winter of 1956* the struggle, conformity, 
or inter-permeation between idealism and materialism were 
touched upon. Some of the comrades who tools part in the 
discussions at that time, myself in particular, showed 
many erroneous opinions and went astray. Of course, through 
the disQUSsions, we received much assistance and enlighten- 
ment» 

At that time, when discussing the. identity or inter- 
permeation between idealism and materialism, some of the 
comrades went astray because first they erroneously accepted 
the so-called "rectification of deviation." It was alleged 
at that time that doctrinalrism was quite influential. So 
everybody emphatically asserted taht the struggle of mater- 
ialism against idealism had gone to the "excess" and that 
idealism had been "over-negated." In order to "rectify 
the deviation," they asserted that more attention should be 
paid to the aspect of identity between idealism and mater- 
ialism and gave idealism a higher estimation. As a result, 
they became immersed in the error of confounding the de- 
marcation line between idealism and materialism. 

Secondly, some people, in presenting the problem, 
did not determinedly or strictly use the law of the unity 
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of opposites as the basis. Thus, in seeking the ^entity 
between idealism and materialism, they became immersed in 
the abstract, formal, and metaphysical conformity and not 
the dialectical conformity or the conformity of inde- 
pendence and mutual transformation which Chairman Mao has 
expounded. They also forgot the basic principle that the 
conformity of the oppositfs is relative, while the struggle 
between the opposite^ is absolute." They sought the »common 
ground" between Idealism and materialism, divorcing ™em; 
selvos•from dialectics. They neglected the struggle, between 
materialism and idealism and confounded the demarcation line 
between materialism and idealism.       ',  , ;.»• 4. n „„+ 

'^3 I recall, at that time some comrades held at least 
the following three formal and abstraot, i.e., un-materialis- 
tic dialectical viewpoints in. their explanations ox the con- 
formity between idealism and materialism: .•■'"■  . n 

First, some comrades regarded idealism and material- 
ism as two aspects of an entity. They thought that of+the 
entity of philosophy, one expect is idealism and the otner 
materialism, which are the two main schools of philosophy. 
They thought that herein lies their conformity. Obviously, 
this is merely the abstract, formal, and metaphysical con* 
formity and not the conformity in the inter-dependence and 
struggle of contradiction as dialeotically proven. 

Second, some comrades erroneously thought that in some 
Idealistic systems there existed "rational cores, or in 
other words, some idealistlo systems or writings embodied 
materialistio elements and dialectical elements. These so- 
called "rational cores," "dialectical elements," and 
"materialistic elements" are the basis of the unity or con- 
formity between idealism and materialism. Actually, this 
was t?ot seeking the dialectical unity between the two,, but 
rather the common ground between two incompatible opposites. 
This was not wagln a determined struggle on the stand of 
materialism against idealism, but rather "seeking common 
ground" between the opposing Ideological camps. This view-^ 
point also erroneously regarded the "materialistic elements 
in the idealistic systems as the things which are in common 
with the essence of dialectical materialism, and that the 
"dialectical elements" in the idealistic systems are the 
things which are in common with materialistic dialectics 
and which can be readily absorbed and assimilated by dia- 
lectical materialism without expending efforts in criticism, 
reformation, and struggle. This not only showed ignorance 
of the conformity of the dialectical contradictions in seek- 
ing formal and abstract "common ground," but also sought the 
peaceful co-existence of materialism with idealism or even 
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the laying aside of the weapon'of struggle against Ideal- .-• 
ism. In fact* this reflected that some people (including 
myself) with bourgeois idealist ideas were unwilling to 
reform their world outlook and,wished to retain the so- 
called "rational elements^ in idealistic philosophy to re- 
sist or boycott dialectical materialism. ;  :■ c 

Third, there were also Comrades who opposed the two 
above-mentioned erroneous viewpoints« However, they rea- 
soned that the identity between idealism and materialism 
lies in that both study the same objectives, themes, and - 
problems, For instance, both study^ philosophy;'both have 
ontology, epistemölogy,:: and woild outlook as the objectives 
of their studies; and both study the relation of thinking,■ , 
and being, differing only in the basically opposite viewpoints 
on the common objectives and problems. This view is stillr 
seeking the common ground, without dialectlcally pointing ,;. 
out how idealism and materialism are a unity of opposites. 

Now, as We; are conducting: further discussions under 
new conditions of the unity of oppositesof idealism and 
materialism, it would be beneficial to the discussions to „ 
review the wrong direction we look and to derive lessons y 
from our mistakes, : . ./ ;■■    /■>,■■ 

AS" regards l^e^Birtru^ 
and materialism, Lenin made a definite affirmation. ■  In 
discussing Hegel*s exposition of the objectivity of ideas, 
Lenin pointed out: "Objective idealism was changed ;. 
(umschlagen) into the ^eve* of materialism."1 This means 
objective idealism can be transformed or changed into t - 
materialism. Also, in "Hegels 'Dialectical Materialism1,". 
Lenin also said, "Objectxve (particularly absolute) idealism 
tortuoutiy (and even by turning somersaults) closely approaches 
materialism, or even partially becomes (verwandelt> mater* 
ialism."^ , ■,.,:■•':."...'   ;":=: ■'••-' 

Besides, in mentioning"the transformation of mater- 
ialism into idealism,1 Lenin said, "is for the explanations 
of the leap'from things in general in nature into the soul, 
the leap from the secondary to the primary and thetleap from 
materialism into idealism,"this means tbe two extremesv 
conform' to each-other( and also change themselves."5 • Leap 
in this connection, as Lenin pointed out elsewhere, means 
"dialectical transformation (Übergang) ."4- 

However, we-must understand the here Lenin meant that 
under, given conditions in a certain period of the history ; 
of philosophy* materialism was transformed into idealism,' 
This does not run1 counter to our view"that the mst correct, 
most scientific, and most developed- diale'ctioal materialism 
Would not transform into ideal!sM or be replaced by idealism. 
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Therefore, it Is contrary to facts in the history of philo- 
sophy and Lenin* s teachings to admit the transformation of 
idealism into materialism and to refuse to admit the trans- 
formation of materialism into idealism, it the same_time, 
we shall see that it is also erroneous to assert that, aia- 
lectical materialism-may also transform into idealism ana 
be replaced by subsequent idealism on,the strength of the 
asmission that;in history: materialism"might transform into 

6a therefore, we can see that Lenin thinks that, in the 
process of the development of the history: of philosophy, 
there did occur the transformation of idealism into mater- 
ialism and vice versa, that is to say, the mutual transfora- 
ation and transmutation between Idealism and materialism. 
In other words, the law of the unity of opposltes of^mater- 
ialist dialectics runs through the struggle between idealism 
and materialism lnvthe history of philosophy. Therefore, 
if we are not to-be bound by the methods of metaphysics, 
if we are to concretely understand the "universality of - 
contradictions," if we are to apply the struggle a£* *^ntity 
of contradictions to the study of the history or philosophy 
and to the struggle between idealism and materialism, we 
must admit the mutual transformation of Idealism and 
materialism. "  .-". " ..-;'■■ ~„-A  „+„,*,, ''•■■■ In order to prevent immersion into involved study 
of diction, here we shall Understand "umschlagen , ver- 
wandeln,", and "Übergang", all. as 'transformation.  In 
general, in the Chinese version of Lenin's Philosophical, 
Notes." "ubergang," more often than not, is translated   . 
aT^transformation." In diction,, it is less easy to under- 
stand when we say that idealism may "transmute into mater- 
ialism than to say that idealism may "change," or change 
into materialism. ,..:.. -jr"n +-««, ,TQ Prom the viewpoint of materialistic dialectics, we 
have affirmed that in the history of philosophy idealism 
might transform into materialism and vice versa. However, 
we must further expound the meaning of "transformation. 
In addition to criticizing the metaphysical vlewpoint^which 
fundamentally opposes mutual transformation, we must^force- 
fully criticize the idealistic dailectical understanding 
of "transformation«" ** 

First, the mutual transformation of the opposltes 
as understood in idealistic dialectics is fundamentally 
different from the mutual transformation as understood in 
materialistic dialectics. Materialistic dialectics regard 
that "the unity (coincidence., conformity, and balance) 
between the opposltes is conditional, temporary, ephemeral, 
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and relative, while the struggle of the mutually expelling 
opposites is absölute.n5 On the other hand, idealistic 
dialectics regards thafy when the struggle of the opposites 
reaohes the, absolute Concept and absolute spirit, it has 
attained the 'summit änf'the absolute unity is attained, and 
therefore the struggle of the opposites is relative while 
the final unity of the opposites is absolute» 

Second, idealistic dialectics emphasizes that the 
transformation of things is due to their own nature, activ- 
ities, transition, or transformation into their opposites, 
while neglecting objective conditions and disregarding social 
and historical conditions, particularly the conditions . 
resulting from situations of class struggle. For instance, 
Hegel says: "The limited things are,not only subjected 
to external limitations, but, owning to the rejection by 
its own nature and its own activities, they transmute into 
their opposites."6 As pointed out by Ohaimran Mao in "On 
Contradictions,".materialistic di lectics admits that "ex- 
ternal causes take effect through internal causes."' and 
that "contradictions within a thing are the basic cause of 
its development, while its relationship with other things, 
their inter-connection, and inter-action, is a secondary 
cuase."8 However, it emphasizes that "the two opposing 
aspects of a contradiction, under given conditions, transfer 
themselves to the position of their opposites."9 it would 
be conceptual dialectics to speak of the conceptual self 
transformation detached from certain conditions. It 
would also be fundamentally running counter to historical 
materialism and materialistic dialectics to speak of the 
transformation of opposing things in context with general 
external conditions but detached from concrete social and 
historical conditions, particularly class conditions. 

Third,'ideäistic dialectics may emphasize the trans- 
formation of thinking itself into its opposite and then, 
through the negotion of the opposite, return to itself, 
resulting in becoming immersed in the idealistic formula 
of thinking being thinking. . Idealistic dialectics may 
emphasize the mutual transmutation and mutual transformation 
between limited things such as ''extreme anarchy and extreme 
dictatorship may transform into each other; extreme pain 
and extreme joy may transmute into each, other."10 That is 
to say, they are "compelled" to transform or "destined" to 
■cransmute into the opposite. This is taking a "fatalistic" 
view of the transformation and struggle of contradictions 
and the mutual transformation of things. This would mean 
they are predetermined, utterly negating man*s subjective 
motivating power and his effect in promoting the transformation 
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of things. For instance, He|el says,"A finite thing ori- 
ginall! takes, another thing as itself. Owing to internal 
lontradictions, it is compelled to transcend its currento 
being and transmute into its opposite," He also says,+"W.hen 
we say »All things (meaning all finite-things) are destined 
to contain contradictions/ we can surely see the universal 
and irresistible force."II It is correct to explain the uni- 

. yersality and mutual transformation of contradictions. How- 
ever,, 'it has precisely exposed the wealoiesees of idealistic 
'dialectics In using fatalist-flavored phrases such as ^com- 
pelled/^eömpelied ,to transmute into its 0PPQS^e> of^m 
Jdestinöd.to contain contradictions," which imply that con- 

'■'iSSStÄ is a universal and irresistible blind force^and 
fail, to see any prospects of progress and improyementin the 
process of transformation. This may give rise to such side 
effects as fear of contradictions and escape from contra- 

.dictions. emonsträted b .the situatlon in which the New 

Hegelism of the Western countries '«^Ji^ Sf tSlnS and covers UP or does away with the contradictions of things ana 
" SI transformation of Contradict ions, it ^.obvious thaV 
idealistic dialectics tends to cover up contradictions ana 
thl hamony of contradictions, In direct contradiction to 
this OhaSman Mao points out the universality and particular- 
ity of°SntradictLns on the one hand, and•■•JPhart.ejW^ 
subjective motivating power to solve ö^tr^iotiw.EBd points 
out that "employing dipmt »e ho^ or g ^ W Wf 
f erent contradictions is a^ principle Jo ^^»"ggL J %£* 
ism must strictly adhere,"!^ on the other hm^■■■■= ™*«*g*•». 

. contradictions can be solved and cannot be said toJ^J^f0 

«rtT»-i-0 »Mr.Y>^ff4fitible force." Of course, when old contra* 
tenons are^solvSt new contradictlonsVe horn.. Therefore, 

rnntradictbrv thingsi" Chairman Mao emphatically taugnj,*ne 
coSrSes "?7pSpaiandiZe ^fche original dialectics of things 
tHromote the transformation of things in order to attain 
the soals of revöStion."13 .Thus we are made to understand 
that ?he orLinal dialectics of the -transfer and transmuta- 
•JÄnS a thfS into Its opposite in accordance with its own 
nature is" Sso the o^ectivl law of change and development. 
Furthermore", afler men have grasped the objective+law of the 
t^nsfomation into the oppoiite according to^certain condi- 
tionl thev have to make full use of man's subjective motivat- 
ing lower^tf promote the -transformation of .things yin order 
t0; ^ILÄ W or the mutual 
transformation between idealism and materialism in accordance 
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with Chairman Mao's materialistic dialectical viewpoint which 
dictates that man's subjective motivating power should be de- 
veloped and the mutual transformation of things promoted ac- 
cording to the original dialectics of things, we shall have a 
firm and clear direction and shall be able to use different 
methods for the solution of the different contradictions be- 
tween idealism and materialism under different conditions. 
We shall also develop man's* subjective motivating power in 
accordance with the revolutionary interests of the prole- 
tariat, adhere to the principled of Marxist materialism, and 
wage a determined struggle against idealism in order to pro- 
mote the transformation of idealism into materialism« This 
also means that in the contradiction between the two world  . 
outlooks and in the struggle waged by materialism against 
idealism we must attain victory and realize the goals of 
revolution. Thus, the transition and transformation of ideal- 
ism into materialism means the solution of the internal con- 
tradiction in idealism itself, a transformation gained through 
struggle and not a fatalistic, blind, and voluntary transforma- 
tion. Besides, we understand that the antagonism or struggle 
between materialism and idealism is not something terrible 
which one has to cover up or escape from. We welcome face- 
to-face opposition. We face up to the contradiction or origi- 
nal dialectics between the two, and promote the transformation 
of idealism into materialism through effort and struggle. 

I remember that the Italian New Hegelian Bendetto 
Croce, in discussing the relationship between idealism and 
materialism^ once made some remarks to the following effect: 
When you see idealism gain popularity here, you will very soon 
see materialism gain popularity therej when you see material- 
ism gain popularity there, very soon you will see idealism 
gain popularity here. (These remarks were probably made by 
him around 1930 at an international philosophical conference.) 
Here he understood the opposites of the mutual transforma- 
tion based on the original dialectics of things as;the al- 
ternate waxing and waning of the two. In his viewpoint, we 
cannot detect the principal and non-principal aspects of a 
contradiction or the internal Inevitability or external ob- 
jective conditions of transformation. We also cannot see 
the motivating efforts which promote transformation through 
struggle« Croce came to this conclusion seemingly by super- 
ficially summarizing some phenomena in the history of philo- 
sophy. It also seemed to be based on the theory of human 
nature. (William James, in his book Pragmatism, advanced the 
theory based on human nature that materialists are mostly 
hard-hearted persons while idealists are mostly soft-hearted 
persons.) The reasoning is that as the idealism advocated by 
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«praona-ofa certain temperament gains prevalence, It is op- 
posed by tL Materialism advocated by .peopl* of «"***£*' 
perament, and vice versa* Thus, it ;eeme *tot ^e. entire 
historv of philosophy is the alternate undulations of the 
different philosophies (idealism and materialism) sponsored 
byfp!op?e ?rdi??erent temperaments (soft-hearted andjard- 
hearted people) which are in potter by turns. I must admt 
Sin Repast, I thought all along that Crocks views on 

?e1tfcafÄ^ 
lo^oSS^Stioi^^l^eallSSd that Crpce's views wer ^idealis- 
tic and- ludicrous and a distrotion and vulgarization of aia^ 
lectics. We admit that idealism and materialism may,: transform 
into each other. However, this transformation,is fundamentally 
different from the idealistic transformation", advanced.-.-by. :. 

0rOCe* And then Hegel, in his theory^on 1°^c'+^Y>
0l*^ites opinion that all finite things transform into^their^opposites. 

This seems to imply that, only finite ^^S^ Transform into 
the?r opposltes, while infinite things, such as in finite think- 
lns and absolute ideas, would be the function of thinking 1t- 
seffrLbracinrthe opposing aSpects,a^ therefore would not 
transform into their opposites.  This idealistic viewpoint 
SaloS since been refuted by dialectical materialism. First, 
d?alec?fcÄnmate^alfsm regarL the process of ^ !ransforma- 
tlon of things as perpetual and universal. As Chairman Mao 
has said, "The transformation of one thing J»*0«?;**6? ■£* 
the process of metabolism." And he also said, "Metabolism 
is the universal and perpetual irresistible law in-tje unl- 
verse."1* Therefore, we would not recognize abstract absolute 
ideas which are said to be without metabolism and tra^cend the 
process of transformation. Second, speaking of the transforma- 
tion between mind and matter and between thinking and being, 
dialectical materialism insists on the principle *$£* ^**er 
or beins is primary in the formula of being-thinking-being 
which ?! dlaSetaloally opposed to the■objective idealistic^ 
formula of mind-matter-mind or tniaklng-being-thinking. Lenin 
saS? "Hegel, the exponent of d^lectic^ could not understand 
the transformation from matter to idea."15 This scows  d rect 
hit at the vulnerable point of Hegel»s idealistic viewpoint of 

transformation.     ^^ ^ ^     «V*,^^*^ 

and unable to transform into its opposite, when di^s^ng Jhe 

process of development of the history of philos.oPjy^^^. 
his best to cover up the processes of struggle and ^ans*°™a 

tion between idealism and materialism and *Z*l**ga^£& 
between different philosophical systems. He stressed that 
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different philosophical systems "simultaneously become the 
different links of an organic whole wherein they not only 
are not in conflict but also inevitably the same."XD In his 
Dissertation on the History of Philosophy» he also said, 
"Every philosophical system is also a scope. However, it 
does not become mutually repellent with other scopes on 
this account* These scopes have their inescapable destiny.. 
That is, they inevitably will be linked together and rele- 
gated to the links of a whole."17 We may say that, in this 
assertion, Hegel attempted to melt, to integrate, or, we 
may say, to forsake other philosophical systems, particularly 
the materialistic system, with his powerful objective ideal- 
istic system. Superficially, he did not regard materialism 
as the opposite of idealism with which it was engaged ,in a . 
life and death struggle. He declared that he would "link 
them up" and "reduce them to the different links of a whole." 
Thus, his idealism would not be transformed from materialism, 
but would be "the richest, the most comprehensive, and the 
most concrete-philosophical system"l8 which combines the 
essence of the philosophical systems of all times. However, 
as a matter of fact, Hegel's objective idealism was developed 
as a result of his inheritance of and criticisms of the ideal- 
ism of Kant, Schelling, and others and his ruthless criticism 
Of and struggle against all materialism, particularly French 
materialism. He could not cover up the struggle between 
materialism and idealism, nor could he repudiate the mutual 

;transformation between the two. We would rather say that the 
tricks Hegel employed in transforming materialism into ideal- 
ism lie in transforming or relegating the opposite into a 
link in his own system. Äs a matter of fact, Hegel's own, 
objective idealistic system could not escape from the process 
of historical dialectics. Thrugh criticism and struggle, 
it was first transformed into Feuerbach's materialism and 
later into dialectical materialism* 

The crux of the matter lies in whether dialectical 
materialists would also adopt Hegel's methods in "linking 
up" other systems, particularly idealist systems, and relegat- 
ing them into the links of a whole. As regards this question, 
we must say dialectical materialists insist,on their own 
partisanship and do not camouflage their own class nature. 
Even though we declare that we must criticize and absorb the 
rational cores of opposing systems and are willing to learn 
from the enemy, still we are opposed to unscientific and non- 
critical "linking up" of the philosophical systems which in 
the past served the exploiting class with the dialectical 
materialist system. We also cannot reduce the scope or 
principles of opposing systems-to organic links of our own 
system. 
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Take Hegel himself* -In Ids system of logic, there . . 
existed "being," "quantity," "matter," "realizibility," and 
"objective body" which it shared in common with materialism. 
However, he had distroted them from an idealistic standpoint 
and relegated them to a secondary position under the soul _ 
and mind. Therefore, these had lost the positions they had 
in the materialist system and had been "transformed by him 
into improbably organic links m;the idealist system._  . . 

Prom the foregoing discussions, we can derive- the■'fol- 
lowing conclusion: the mutual transformatinn.between ideal- 
ism and materialism is shown in the struggle between-two , 
lines. One line takes the idealist, stand,., wages struggle  , 
against materialism in accordance with the formula of thinking- 
being-thinking, and transforms materialism into Idealism. 
That is. it urges materialism to transfer into its opposite, 
thus "integrating" and "linking up" materialism and idealism. 
Materialist is rllegated to a link in idealism. This was the 
TOT of Hegel which we must oppose and criticize. 

7      The other line is the line of Marxist philosophy. In 
accordance with the formula of being-thinking-being, that is, 
"the original dialectics of things,* we struggle against 
different versions of idealism,■^promote the transformation 
of things," and transform IdeölSÄfc into materialism; /"lathis, 
promote the transfer of idealism into its^opposite, ^terial- 
ism. Thus, the opposing aspects of a contradiction are made 
to transfer themselveslo the positloBS of their opposites, and 
this transformation is not unconditional and does not follow 
the undulating lines without undergoing the critical process 
of struggle. This is a new process of development. In his 
"On Contradiction," Chairman Mao regarded the process of 
transformation as a process of metabolism* In discussing 
transformation, Chairman Mao said,,"In the world, the new 
always replaces the old through this process of metabolism. ^ 
This" remark is rich in profound materialistic dialectics and 
struggle. . ^ „■ ^ 

Having learned Chairman Mao's exposition of the trans- 
formation from the materialistic dialectical viewpoint, we 
will not go astray. We will understand that in studying the 
transformation of idealism and materialism into each other 
we aim "to promote the transform&ion of things in order^to 
attain revolutionary goals." That is to say, our goal is .to 
promote the transformatinn of idealism into materialism, to 
promote "the replacement of the old by. the new,. and to -^ 
promote Vthe metabolism of things" through struggle and the 
development of the subjective mötivalng power in accordance 
with the original dialectics of things. .In criticizing ideal- 
ism In the history of philosophy, in criticizing the contem- 
porary idealism of the bourgeoisie in various countries, and 
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and In our efforts to remould old Ideologies and the old 
world outlook, we have as our goal the transformation of 
the two world philosophical outlooks under new conditions 
and the promotion of the transforüi|pn of idealism to 
dialectical materialism. In discussing the identity or 
transformation between idealism and materialism, our aim is 
not to seek out the common characteristics between the two, 
nor to study the oyclioal undulations of idealism and mater- 
ialism, in studying the transformation of idealism into 
materialism, we are serving ihe political needs of the pro- 
letariat and the cause of revolution. 

In this connection, wo have to provide an answer to 
this question:  According to the law which says each of 
the two contradictory aspects, according to given conditions, 
tends to transform itself in«o the other," cannot wc say 
that the proletarian world 0utlook and. dialectical mater- 
ialism may also, according to given condition, transform 
themselves into a certain.forim of idealism? In other words, 
cannot dialectical materialism, according to given conditions, 
transfer itself into the position of its opposite? As we 
know, "The contradiction between materialism and idealism , 
will exist in a socialist society and a communist', society 
and will be expressed in various forms."20 since in a   _ 
socialist society and a communist society the world outlook 
of the proletariat will have taken the dominant position 
and, even if the contradiction between materialism and 
idealism still exists, idealism may be transformed into 
materialism through criticism, cannot dialectical-materialism, 
according to given conditions, also be transformed into 
idealism? ■ ,-. 

I touched upon this problem in,an article published 
early in 1957. I said, "I also helieve that as the history 
of philosophy develops into dialectical materialism, the 
highest, the most developed, the most scientific* and the 
richest materialism, it will never be vanquished by any 
idealism. Even though the struggle between materialism and 
idealism will still exist in a socialist society and a 
communist society, this struggle can only make^dialectical 
materialism richer and aore developed,"^ Basically, I 
still uphold this view. However, I have to augment and 
demonstrate it. First, I have to say that, before the 
appearance of Marxist materialism, there,truly had been 
situations in which materialism and idealism had taken 
adcendency over and transformed into each other alternately 
in the history of philosophy. (It is not the purpose of 
this article to concretely analyze the process of the trans- 
formation of Idealism and materialism intoeach according to 
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given historical conditions in the history of philosophy.) 
However, dialectical materiaXism, a,s the world outlook'of 
the proletariat and theife; ideological system and as the super- 
structure of the söciälÄ society and communist society, can- 
not be transformed intoother forms of idealism, because his- 
tory cannot retrogress, the proletariat cannot retrogress, and 
become the capitalist society or feudal society. In the 
socialist society and communist society, idealism which served 
the exploiting class has already lost its class basis. Even 
though some residue of idealistic ideas may remain in the 
minds of a few persons, and even though when people become 
immersed in wrong thinking and subjective one-sidedness, they 
may have idealistic Ideas with which they oppose materialism 
and induce struggles of materialism against idealism. This 
idealism which lacks substantial class roots and social basis, 
or in other words, lacks a mass basis, has become a homeless 
ghost and cannot become a strong philosophical system (such 
as the idealism of Plato and the German classical idealism). 
It is no match for dialectical materialism and cannot urge 
dialectical materialism to transform into idealism, thus re* 
placing dialectical materialism. Therefore, I affirm that. * 
Marxist materialism cannot be transformed into idealism and- 
be replaced by a bigger idealistic systea. However, we must 
emphasize that, even in ä socialist society and a communist 
society, erroneous Idealism which reflects the consciousness 
of exploitation will appear incessantly, and the struggle 
between materialism and idealism1 will continue. It is the 
mission of Marxist materialism to continuously wage a struggle 
against idealism (including, of course, rectiflcationism) of 
any form which may appear any time, and to continuously pro- 
mote the transformation of idealism in order to enrich and 
develop dialectical materialism, 

, :; While Marxist materialism cannbt transform into ideal- 
ism, this does hot mean It will become stagnant and hasal- 
aiready reached absolute perfection.. Through continuous cor- 
rect reflection on the .progress of society, the changes in 
nature, and the rich experiences of human life and revolution- 
ary struggle, It continuously enriches, develops, and improves 
itself. It will forever develop and progress with the develop« 
ment of society and the progress of time. It will forever 
possess vitality. It is the motivating powet and guidance 
for the transformation and reformation of all things. There- 
fore, it cannot transfer to its opposite and be replaced by 
it. Among those who study Marxist philosophy, particularly 
those who have yet ib be well versed in it* some may have 
empiricist, doctrinalrist, rightist, and "leftist" deviations. 
Amidst these deviations, internal criticisms, self-criticisms, 
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and ideological and theoretical struggles must be unfolded. 
This shows precisely the vitality and the process of contra- 
dictions and development of Marxist philosophy and does not 
mean that it may transfer to its opposite and be replaced 
by idealism, or ■ transform into idealism, * 

The above explains,that dialectical materialism cannot 
be transformed into-idealism b^ emphasizing class sources. 
Speaking of it epistemologlqallyj Lenin onpe pointed outi 
"Linearity, one-sidednesife and stiffness, subjectivism, and 
subjeetivist blindness äri the epistemological source of 
idealism."22 Contrary to linearity, Lenin pointed out, "Hu- 
man knowledge., ^is infinitely similar-to a series of circles, 
or to spiral curves."23 Contrary to one-sidedness, material- 
ist dialectics "is the most perfect, profound, and broadly 
developing theory."24 Instead of being stiff and stubborn, 
materialist dialectics emphasizes conceptual agility and 
flexibility. Contrary to subjectivism ad subjective blind- 
ness, dialectical materialism is the truthful reflection of 
objective facts and is the correct reflection of the per- 
petual development of the world.25 Therefore, we think the 
problems are how to use materialist dialectics to criticize 
and reform idealist dialectics in Order to promote its trans- 
formation and how dialectical materialism is to criticize and 
wage struggles against idealism and expose its errors and 
one-sidedness theoretically and epistemologically in order to 
promote its transformation into materialism and not vice 
versa. It is precisely for this reason that Marxism is "omni- 
potent" and'invincible. As Lenin so aptly put it, "Marxist 
theory is omnipotent because it is correct."26 Only correct 
.things can transform and reform wrong things, and not vice 
versa. Only complete and broad things can transform and im- 
prove lopsided and one-sided things, and not Vice Versa. 
Marxist materialism is omnipotent and all-conquering because 
it can, according to the original dialectics of things and 
the internal contradictions of idealism, promote the trans- 
formation of idealism and force idealism to transform to its 
opposite in order to enrich and improve materialism and at- 
tain the revolutionary objectives^ 

. In the process of the struggle between materialism and 
Idealism, because materialism which represents the demands 
of the progressive classes has defeated Idealism and promoted 
the transformation of idealism and its transfer into its 
opposite—materialism, therefore, the unity of opposites is 
attained. It must be clearly understood that this unity* is 
achieved in materialism and not in idealism. 

As regards the process of unity through struggle and 
promotion of the transformation of opposites, Chairman Mao 
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once made a great exposition on Marxism. Even though he was 
referring to the political situation in China or the unity 
of the contradictory struggle between the Communist Party 
and the Kuomintang, the basic theory on struggle and «»!*? 
presented by Chairman Mao is very enlightening and is entirely 
suitable for application in our discussions of the unity ol 
opposites between materialism and idealism.'   •:     ■ .    f| 

In his article "The Reactionaries Must be Sanctioned, 
Chairman Mao said: "China must unite. Without .unity, there 
can be no victory***We should have1 demanded national unity a 
long time ago* First, unity in the war of resistance...,* 
Second, unity in unification.... Third, unity .in progress. 
The whole nation must progress, and the backward must be 
asked to keep abreast with the progressive people and not 
vice versa." Since the contradiction and unity here ;*«•?.-•: •_-.■•. 
ferred to are replete with significance in realistic struggle 
and profound and great materialistic dialectical ideas, .... 
Chairman Mao repeatedly expounded the theory. I think these 
remarks should be fully quoted. ' .,'„   » ^^„ 

Secondly, in "An Interview with the Central News Agency, 
Shao-tang Pao, and Hsin-min Pao," he said: "China needs unity. 
However, unity should be effected in the war of resistance, 
in unification, and in progress. If unity is to be.effected 
in the opposite direction, then China will perish. *° 

In his speech on "Unify All Anti-Japanese Forces, Op- 
pose Anti-Communist Dle-Hards," Chairman Mao also exposed the 
fibogus unity theory" of the reactionaries. He presented his 
own genuine, realistic, and rational theory of unity, saying, 
"Unity! UnityI The faction which advocates surrender has its 
own theory on unity, asking us to achieve unity through sur- 
render; the anti-Communist die-hards have their theory oh 
unity, asking us to achieve unity through division and retro- 
gression...«  Our theory of unity is the theory of unity of 
the ©ntifce people and the theory of unity of all people with 
a conscience. It is based on the war of resistance, unifica- 
tion, and progress."29 in "Ten Demands Directed at the Kuo- 
mintang," he again stated: "Unity not through surrender but 
through the war of resistance; unity not through division 
but through unification; unity not through retrogression, but 
through progress. Unity on the basis of the war of resistance, 
unification, and progress is genuine unity, rational unity, 
and practical unity.*30 The "unity" referred to here by 
Chairman Mao Is of great significance. First, it refers 
to political and national unity. Second, it refers to the 
struggle and unity or conformity between the opposites of 
war of resistance and surrender, unification and division, 
and progress and retrogression. This is unity or conformity 
with dialectical significance. Third, it refers to the 
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promotion of thetraieformation of the,oppositesj tliat is, 
the transfer of things to their opposites» The promotion of 

..the transformation of\ surrender into the trar of resistance 
'Vmeans unity in the, war.'- of resistance. ; The promotion of the 
transformation of haclamrdness into progress means unity in 
progress«- The unity or transformation referred to here em- 
braces the 'significance of the development of subjective moti- 
vating.power, combativehess» and the;.revolutionary spirit to 
„promote the, transformatinnof things. 

,v- In discussing, political ötrugsie here, Chairman Ilao 
: presented ; the principle of the unity of opposites of material- 
istic dialectics which is entirely In accord .''with the principle 
of the st^ussie, unity, and transformation of the opposites 
expounded in "On! Contradiction," ', Looked at epistemologically, 
this principle means that the struggle of the correctness and 
trust against, wrongness should be united in truth and correct- 
ness». Marxism is omnipotent because it is correct, because 
it is «the combinatinn of truthfulness, revolutionary spirit, 
and combativeiiesö» In studying this universal basic principle, 

„we have coriCe to understand the following points in connection 
„with theunity of the opposites of idealism and materialism, 

: "First, in order to earnsStly carry out the materialistic 
dialectical principle of the unity of opposites,' we must "admit 

• that ideai-isia and materialism can transform into each ether 
.and .unity does exist between them. As 0hairman Mao pointed 
/Out, between backwardness and progress* between the land-owning 
„class and the peasants, and between the working class and the 
bourgeoisie^ mutual transformation' S£ possible and unity does 
eatist. The struggle between backwardness and progress is 
."united in; progress? In the struggle between the landlords and 
the peasants, under the conditions of the land reform led by 
the Oömmuni st farty, "The peasants are trahsformed from the 
ruled to,the ruprs,.trhile the landlords transform in the Op- 
posite direction,"31 'in the struggle - between the proletariat 
and.the bourgeoisie, "the ruled proletariat, through the re- 
volution, is, transformed into the rulers; while the original 
rulers, the: bourgeoisie, is transformed into the ruled, having 
transferred, itself to the position of its opposite,n32 Because 
the unity o&, opposites and mutual transformation, a weapon' 

.„.of.materialistic dialectics,; can only be possessed' by the pro- 
gressive and revolutionary classes, it' targes idealism, which 

tUsually serves the reactionary classes, to' transform into 
materialism and urges idealism to be united with materialism, 
and hot vice versa. Since this:principle of the unity of Op- 
posites has profound and abundant significance, it can be com- 
pletely allied to explain; the transformatioh and unity of 
idealism and materialism. Of course, we have no intention of 
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mixing idealismin philosophy or Idealists with the landlords 

" to«S;* fe^^^ldsaSU^tefilS, 

neither isealis/not ^fl**"^ *^£%T£JS££ßP 
iTkoT^liTn 2*2f8NSS*i£transcends progress arid 

Ism and which are neither idealism nor materialism to cover 
their SSrdf Äomiftanf has its bogus, ^^^ 

Si ft^ÄWÄW«SSSsKsr tion and progress. As we know, in a similar fashion, reac- 
Är? phi?oiophers in the hisW of *M?;»Sf Jr2d^lS«l-" 
their om theories of the unity between materialism ^JWV 
ism. Hegel, whom wehave criticized above, WM»X*gg5v 
orS who. from an idealist standpoint, proclaimed ^s theory 
o? ihf Snity of Spposites in which «idealisin and ^teriällsm 
are linked up" and materialism is relegated to a link Pfideai 
IZ.   Ä we Low, this conservative and *ea^ff£n ^f^Li- 
oTunity which serves the fJP^^^classes^ a ^s^irn^ 
uraetioal. and irrational theory of unity. Therejore, we u« 
teminedly oppose Hegel« s theory of unity which J»«*f ^g*« 
StS thinking ¥e ale fundamentally ^opposed /*° J»f f *&«£ 
called unity of Idealism and materialism «jM te 
materialisminto idealism.^f+^ ^ffl t idealism reactionary line which would unite materialism into idealism 
and progression into backwardness. |his is baeically con- 
trarv to our line which would unite thinking into being, , 
Realism Jnto^aterialism, and backwardness into progress so 
that backwardness would keep abreast of.progress. 

Fourth, we realize that even in the socialist and:^^ com- 
munist societies, the struggle between progress and backward- 
SeS"id Setweln'materialiSm and idealism ^JM1^«^ 
It is our task to urge backwardness to transform ?nd »alte 
into t>ro«ress. to. urge Idealism to transform vand unite into into P^ogreSE*+  «J»_"£&   versai in accordance With the origi- 
Saie5iaie^icl of tnings aSFtht law o? Objective development, 
nal di^|c^^e

0|rJW ldeas which I have gained in studying 
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>Chairman Mao's works and in my attempts to employ his Id«^0^ 
*as a weapon in studying the identity between thinking and being 
and the conformity between idealism and materialism. Comrades 
are welcome to criticize and enlighteh me, as I may be wrong 
in some aspects. ,s  k 
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PROBLEMS ON CHANGES AND THE STRUGGLE 
INMTMIALISM AND IDEALISM- 

:  /following is the translation of an article by ,.. 
f T*ang I-chieh (3282 OOOl 0094) in Che-hsueh 
Yen-chlu (Philosophy Research), Peiping, No. 1, 

.25 January 196^ pp^ 69-81^7        ■.■'": 

There have been discussions recently "on t13-0 law"o£;the 
unity of oppositesi in certain newspapers and periodicals in 
which.different,expositions of the struggle and conformity 
of contradiction have been advanced, and äs a result* there 
have been differences in explaining and solving>problems by 
the application of this law. In an article in the latest- 
number of: Ohe^hsueh Yen-ohlu. Comrade Chou Ching-fang: (0719 
2529 5364) asserted that this problem might be discussed in 
conjunction with many problems, ; He cited the »problem of the 
existence or lack of it between materialism and Idealism and 
between dialectics and metaphysics from the viewpoint of the 
history of philosophy• In the same number, Comrade pian Feng 
(7070 6912) in his article entitled "A critique of the Philo- 
sophy of Chuang-tzu," also said that the fact that the sub- 
Jeotivist idealistic philosophy of Chuang-tzu was transformed 
from the objeotivist idealism of Lao-tzu was related to the 
problem of conformity. In 1956 and 1957j scholars studying 
the history of philosophy also aired problems pertaining to 
the mutual transformation between materialism and idealism. 
Similar problems have been recently posed in the classroom. 
Therefore, I think it would be of great significance if, tak- 
ing advantage of the current discussions of the. law of the 
unity of opposites, a solution of the problem of the struggle 
and transformation between materialism and idealism is sought 
through discussions. A clear understanding of the struggle 
and transformation between materialism and idealism is of 
great help in solving such problems as the objectivity of the 
history of philosophy, the law of the development, of philo- 
sophical ideas, and the inheritance of the philosophical 
heritage« 
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I. 

The law of the unity of opposites is the ^versa^^f 
of the development of things* Recognition oi^ß    ^ ^ 
contradictions while denying the ^nformity f^ will ean 
denial of the universality.of thlg *aw an ♦ lsprecisely owing  - 
a lapse in metaphysics» .J^®--"«^*"H &n entity that things 
to tne struggle between the *?£ "XilBteSoe of the two oP- 
themselves develop, ^^gd tehde? struggle meaningless, 
posing aspects in/»eÖi5^to Loh other betweeh the two 
Denying the; ^f^f*°*i**°^ialof the circuitous opposing aspects ^ould^öad to a aenw i    .t     d 

path of the/.spijalijg riise.of ^fc2irisl or decline. Kow- 
a metaphysical ^ie^^nL0^Jgomity would also lead to meta- 
ever, miscomprehension Of °?*?^L common character-of a 
physics. Regarding c0^°^SwSL?LSösites would negate 
degree of common ohawter^between ™®°f ^.possibility of 
struggle,, and as a .matter of fac^ neg       f0rmation of 
any mutual transformatjon^. Jfjjgg*1! wchaGge öf^ one aspect 
the opposites into each^J^^^tflhe effusion of the . 
into the other aspect wou,Id, owing to tne co   t   funda- 
d?stinctlon of the cnaraoteristlos^of the gj^g^^ impossible, 
mentally negate the fm^^^^^^t ^e oor^o^^ 
Furthermore, the conformity. of.oontrad^1^nfG3^ityof struggle 
on the basis of struggle; ^^^:^^lsl metaphysics. There- 
would mate it absolute^nformityr that^ me PJJ^  d ■ 
fore, before we study, the ^sforation o*      landing 

Cöhformityi    ,   ■■     -Vn«esrtvs'hv Tnaterialism and idealism 
In the history of P^f?^»Xthe^^^history of the de-, 

are the two aspects of opposition^ andthe ^t0
B^uggle between 

- velopment of philosophy is -g« »Jgf^^ Deen agreed to. 
materialism and idealism, fflf ||^Sdiiferences in the under- 

■.-8SSSS?i Z^^o^^W^^  struggle; re^ultihg, 

material!sm and idealism through oomprehension, ™a_ ld»d comr 
comprehension of the correctness and ^°^J0I1# By so.doing, 
prehension to relatively all^eided^^ . 
Sner cannot really ^understand, the ^racter of ^   gf ^on 
between the two. As regards the onarac^  flectlon of the 
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reflection.of class struggled The general tendency of the 
development of materialist ideas and dialectical ideas is re- 
lated to the interests of the; progressive class, particularly 
the working people (mainly the proletariat). And the general 
tendency of. the development of the ideas of idealism and meta- 
physics is related to the interests of the exploiting class, 
particularly the reactionary exploiting class. Therefore, 
the struggle between the. two is a class struggle and is re- 
lated to the overthrow ;6'f the destiny of one class by another 
class» However, there is currently a viewpoint which seems 
to hold that the two lines in the history of philosophy did 
not reflect the class struggle before the birth of Marxist 
philosophy, because there was no philosophical ideas repre- 
sentative of the interests of the working people, and that 
even if such ideas did exists there was a paucity of them 
which lacked any system» Therefore, there was the assertion 
that the struggle in philosophical ideas in Chinese feudal 
society reflected only the struggle between the big landlords 
and the middle and small landlords or between official land- 
lords and commoner landlords. Such a view actually regards 
the struggle of philosophical ideas not as a struggle between 
the progressive class and the reactionary class and between 
the exploiting class and the exploited class, but merely as 
the struggle between one bloc of the' exploiting class and 
another bloc. Thus, the character of the struggle of philo- 
sophical ideas in history is changed. Starting out from this 
viewpoint, Various incorrect conclusions on the struggle and 
conformity of materialism and idealise», such as holding that 
there are some things in common between materialism and ideal- 
ism, appeared. Of course, if the struggle of philosophical 
ideas la regarded merely as the reflection of the contradiction 
between two different blocs of the dominant class, then it is 
but natural to think there are some or even many things in 
common between them. 

In order to understand that the struggle between material- 
ism and idealism in the history of philosophy is the reflection 
of class struggle, and therefore the struggle is absolute and 
there is nothing in common between them, I think we should 
look at the problem from the following two aspects: 

First, in a class society? any struggle in philosophical 
ideas is a areflection of the class struggle. This is to'say, 
the struggle in philosophical ideas has always been related 
to the class struggle of that era. Class struggle presented 
questions and impelled philosophers to provide answers and 
solutions to them. There have never been problems which were 
not presented by class struggle. Even though the theory of 
"reason" expounded by Chu Hsi is very abstract, yet, upon 
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analysis, his philosophy completely reflects the realistic 
class struggle. In the Southern Sung Dynasty, both the national 
contradictions and the class struggle were very acute and this 
acute class contradiction demanded solution from the philo- 
sophers. Chu Hsi adopted a passive attitude to the then prin- 
cipal contradiction, the national contradiction, while evinc- 
ing great interest in solving the contemporary class contra- 
diction* This is beöau&e Chu Hsi Ü14 .noi orly take into con- 
sideration the temporary Interests of <the land-owning class, 
hut also sought to fundamentally solve the class contradiction 
(this was an impossible Illusion entertained by Chü Hsi). 
Therefore/he brought forth a "world of reason" in accordance 
with the requirements of the feudal landlords in an attempt 
to set up a permanent law for feudal rule. This is what Tai 
Tung-yuan meant in saying that Chu Hsi was /"committing murder 
with reason." ' ..•■,. ■_,,■■    .'■■ 

usually problems do not arise in this respect. Problems 
emerge in that in the history of philosophy materialist ideas 
did not all represent the interests of the laboring people or 
at least did not take the laboring people-'s interests as their 
starting point. For Instance, Pan Chen was an outstanding 
materialist. However, we can hardly describe him as a thinker 
for the laboring people. That is only one aspect of the prob- 
lem. If we view the struggle between Fan Chen and Emperor 
Wu of the Liang Dynasty within the whole' class struggle of 
that era, we can see that Fan's assults on Emperor Wu were 
the results of the struggle of the masses of laboring people 
against the dominant class. Without the contemporary struggle 
of the broad masses of laboring people, there would have been 
no necessity to debate over "the destructlblllty of God or 
"the Indestructibility of God." And judging from the effects 
of Fan's struggle, they had ah Influence on production and 
the Rollers. Therefore, failure to analyse the struggle of 
philosophical ideas in conjunction with their contemporary 
class struggle leads to an analysis of the phenomena of some 
political struggle, without being able to trace the deep class 
fount of the struggle of philosopliical ideas. Superficially, 
some struggles of philosophical ideas seem to be the internal 
struggle of the ruling class, while actually these struggles 
are the reflection of class struggle in the Ideological struggle 
between the different blocs of the dominant class.. Therefore, 
the struggles of philosophical ideas cannot be summed up as 
the struggles between political blocs. We should further 
study the struggles of philosophical ideas in conjunction with 
the class struggle of the entire society. Once this is under- 
stood, we will know the character of the struggle between 
materialism and idealism in the history of philosophy and the 
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absoluteness and antagonism of the strugglea* and we will 
think that in character materialism can be transformed into 
idealism and vice versa. . . ,,   , 

Second, it is not sufficient to merely admit the rela- 
tionship between the struggle of philosophical ideas and the 
class struggle. We must further analyze which philosophical 
ideas in the history of philosophy represented the interests 
of the exploited class and were the ideas of the toiling 
people in order to further understand the relations between 
class struggle and ideological struggle. 

In the society of the exploiting dass, the exploiting 
class* ideology is the ideology of domination. Therefore, 
the exploiting class* ideology enjoyed incomparable advantages 
for its propagation and development over the exploited class 
Ideology. Before the entry cf the working class on the stage 
of history, owing to the limitations of the times and their 
own class, the toiling people could not have a very systematic 
and complete philosophical ideology. The number of thinkers 
reflecting the interests of the toiling class was comparatively 
smaller. This is understandable. This explains that the 
dominant class used all its instruments of class struggle to 
oppress the toiling people. However, this is just one aspect 
of the problem. The other aspect of the problem is that the 
toiling people have always resisted exploitation and oppres- 
sion. The greater the oppression of the dominant class, the 
greater the "resistance of the toiling people. In their strug- 
gle with the exploiting class, there had to be a world out- 
look as their guidance. Maybe the idsas were very incomplete 
and isolated^ but they did exist; and it is our task to sort 
out, analyze, and systematize the ideology of the tolling 
people. In the history of philosophy, we can see that philo- 
sophical ideas reflected the interests of the toiling people 
mainly in the following three situations (the situations de- 
scribed below-were situations before the birth of Marxism): 

(1) The philosophical ideas distilled by the toiling 
people from the production struggle and class struggle. In 
addition to the abundant philosophical ideas of the toiling 
people embodied in the content of the folk sayings, soothsay- 
ings, and folk literature in the struggle waged by the toiling 
people against the exploiting class, Very rich philosophical 
ideas were shown. These ideas, judged by the systematic 
criterion of the exploiting class, were of course "unsystema- 
tic." If judged by the philosophical criterion of the exploit- 
ing blass, these ideas of course lacked "the flavor of philo- . 
sophy." However, to the toiling people, these philosophical 
ideas had played a great role in guiding them to wage strug- 
gles against the exploiting class. And, judging by their 
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practical function in the class struggle, these ij«a%g;uld , 
not be said to be entirely devoid of a system. |ro»J£?M.' 
Marxist view of philosophy* they cannot be said to Incom- 
pletely the flavor o*:.Pbi}o«ophyvEven, ^ÄJ^f A  so?v- 
*may be incomplete/ ^eyrh^ve, usually been: brilliant in solv- 
ing practical prbblemsV" Mn 1959, I ^ote/V^o L ?£P 

■"Some Opinions on the Study.of ths. Characteristics of the 
History of Chinese' Philosophy^ in; which I,mentioned the  . 
ideas of the agrarian, revolution in the last years of the Han 
Dynasty. Among them were not only progressive social and . 
political viewpoints but also materialistic^and dialectical 
ideas. Thlse are! only the ideas ■ of the early W^^T?11- 
tion. With the deeper development of struggles, the philo- 
sophical ideas of the agrarian revolution also become more de- 
veloped. I would like tp set forth some otmy .views on the 
Hell  of agrarian revolutlnh revlected in ^ ¥ate^l|i^| with 
the aim of discussing the.character of the struggle of.polio 

S°PMClLjStjMar£in is the product of the great agrarian 
■revolutions which embodied the ideas and experiences^of the 
Stoggle of the agrarian revolutions since the Sung and Yuan 
Dynasties. First, ™° Water Margin, with a ciear-cut class 
viewDoint. pointed out the principal contradiction of the 
feudal society7that is, the fundamental opposition between 
thedburea5cr*Uc rulin^class and the ^oad^masses of peasants 

and other exploited and oppressed ^88;j« ■■ ^tSS^Stire^dSlii- •Hne-iv exposed the corruption and reaction of the entire aomm 
antclassfrom the «mpirorB Kao Oh'iu and Liang Shih'lu down 
tf^anfwÄn^ Hsi Men-ch'ing, and Mao Tagung, and the 
prison guards Chfang Chien and Li Wan who formed a big bloc. 
?o«ether, they perpetrated all the crimes in persecuting the 
pefpie! ' The go?d toiling people, under ^ir

H?^
e
blgf^

SS
s^

n 

and persecution, led a life of living .hell. 'The gazing sun 
sends scorching rays; the rice -la withered and dying; worries 
are boilinl In the hearts of the peasants; the rich aristocrats 
wave'their^faL;« (Chapter 16). The author asserted thatthis 
sinful world could be changed,,,Ho deemed that only jy organiz 
£? the toad masses of thl exploited and oppressed »to break 
thtough the nets in.heaven and the snares on the ear£ <?*g*er 
37) and "to overrun the,entire country" (chapter 7) could the 
feudal order be destroyed and the position of the toiling 
pe0ple

gfS
ed;hfl Water.Margin enthusiastically.paid tribute 

to the great'power andjustice of the toiling peoples resis- 
tance and struggle, which was,not only "to kill a few capa- 
cious fellows St as to/assuage our grievances.» He Relieved 
that, "it is a matter of owse and nothing strange that a 
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country without honor xnüst eventually parish, and the wealth 
acquired illegally will eventually be taken away under the 
assault of the power of the peasants* uprising. It is the 
immutable law of history that the entire feudal regime will 
collapse," (chapter 68). In the author's view, the uprising 
of the peasant masses and the behavior of the participants in 
other similar rebellions were entirely right and "correspond 
with fate and popular wish," 

Third, talcing the interests of the peasants under feudal 
rule as the starting point# The Water Margin presented a 

political platform "executing the wishes of Providence," This 
fighting political platform had as its operational directives, 
"distribute wealth and administer justice" and "rob the.rich 
and give relief to the poor," The ultimate objectives were 
''wiping out all the evil officials," "resisting government 
troops," and "marching to the Eastern Capital and wresting 
away the emperor's throne," This constitutes an open negation 
of the exploiting system and the feudal monarchical prerogatives. 

Fourth, the author gave .expression to the ideal of the 
revolution of the toiling people—a primordial ideal of com- 
munism,. The "good points of The Water Margin are. "people, 
from.all corners of the globe form one big family" and "all 
trust each other with life and death and help each other in 
hardship," "...class had been eliminated, and from the big 
leader down to the private citizen, all were equal in stature" 
and they "called each other brothers and there was no distinc- 
tion of poverty and affluence." And economically, a fixed 
equal distribution system was set up- (Ohao Kai ordered that 
the birthday gifts, treasures, gold, and jewelery» as well as 
the gold, silver, and money on which: his own household lived, 
be brought out and be given to the lower-ranking leaders and 
the private citizens,) (chapter 24), 

- fflfth. The Water Margin affirmed the revolutionary 
truth of "right of rebellion" and demonstrated with ample 
facts that the morals of the dominant class in a feudal socie- 
ty are hypocritical and selfish and that only the moral heri- 
tage.of the laboring people is the genuine quintessence of 
our national morals. By reading The Water Margin we can 
easily see the richness of the revolutionary ideas of our 
peasants. 

The Water Margin also expresses the highly developed 
wisdom refined in the practice of class struggle by the labor- 
ing people. They voluntarily applied materialist dialectics. 
In strategy, they not only realized the antagonism of class 
contradiction in feudal society and that the oppressed and 
exploited people had ho alternative but to unite "in the com- 
mon cause" and to wage a determined struggle in order to live, 
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bat als* "to*» that toleTOC^and g^g^^.g^?^- 
dominant class meant P^J^^^r^^goS enemies,  they must 
volutionary struggle, when ^gg

tf^?|ter their ownranks, alienate the enemy camp i^order to *£■£*„* the sltuatioB. 
In concrete battles,  they sougnj. w uu     ^in f the 
and mapped out strategems^P^^^^o^timls heat a retreat 
enemy's internal 0o»Jr*^t£;n£lJS times! they would infil- when it was expedient and* at other times^W^w     themselves 

- träte tHair ora.men.into ^^^^Ities of shremlhess and 
and the enemy and ;pösseösöd the J^^f^-f ^' Sun Chiang 
courage.    The three aöSäults^on.^^^olf hy ^in Oh'ung 
and the de-eat of Hung;, ^^^^f^^g^^^t^re'• is al 
are vivid exampleB.    Prom the a^v^/|^^3J^e? ^struggle 
abundance Revolutionary ^^^^^^j^^n. J. 

sophy f^xf -   ,,0oi^nlst Manifesto,«^^ ."^g^*- 
ed out    »in times when the class struggle Jfl^^^Ung 

^society! It the climax of «£&«*?£ revolutl« in 

5?L      S hit article entitled »The OhiftasB Revolution and 

Scf Oh'ln Ineng, Wu Kuans, Hs lang Tu, and ^,^i
1»* 

Oh'in Jynasty through Hg^^^f IMn^Ä ien-f e 
fr'ASHrtSSi, Wang ÄÄInd Huang Oh'ao ih the in tne sui uynas^,  «**"&        ,Tl -n^v, TQ  in th« Sune Dynasty.  Ohu T'ang Dynasty,  Sung Chiang and Pan la in the sung ^   ^ 
I^«aw-^„^^,i^J»tl'äStt?SS«SS the Ch'lng 
SSSS: Ser^äve^e^hundrel/ox^alo? and -■^■jgS»«-- 
gUlkfSl peasants-«fj^-f^l? !uUcnPs" n?Joned 
revolutionary wars."    °^th^S?af^Wnf the leaders had cut 
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stand after Joining the ranks of the agrarian revolutions. 
(We refer to the stage of liheir participation in the agrarian 
revolutions. Their later change of character is something 
else again*) These persons* after Joining the agrarian re- 
volutions, authored some books or Voiced some opinions which 
should be regarded as] important materials for us in studying 
the ideas of agrarian Involutions. 

Besides, P'i jUfhsiu, who Joined the ranks of Huang 
Oh*ao in the agrarian revolution in the latter part of the 
T'ang Dynasty, was originally an intellectual belonging to 
the land-owning class. P'i Jih!hsiu wrote a fair quantity 
of works, some of which embodied a degree of opposition to 
the cruel exploitation of the feudal economy, political op- 
pression, hypocritical ethics and morality, and family suc- 
cession af monarchical rule as well as materialist and athe- 
istic ideas which opposed Buddhism and other religious super- 
stitions. We should study them. Li Yen, who Joined the 
ranks of the agrarian revolution headed by Li Tzu-ch eng in 
the last years of the Ming Dynasty, was a successful candi- 
date for the second degree civil service examination. We 
should pay attention to his ideas, ill these serve to show^ 
that there is no dearth of materials and ideas reflecting the 
Interests of the laboring people. A serious study of these 
materials will clarify the philosophical ideas reflecting 
class struggle, and thus will lead to a more profound under- 
standing of the substance of the struggle between material- 
ism and idealism. ., .. :■.  ■ 

(3) The ideas of some progressive thinkers of the rul- 
ing class in history sometimes also embodied some elements 
of the ideas of the toiling people. The ideas of these pro- 
gressive thinkers in history correspond to the requirements 
of historical development. We say their ideas embodied some 
elements of the ideas of the toiling people in the following 
senses: first, in opposing such ideas which impeded the pro- 
gress of history, these thinkers usually were in accord with 
the interests of the tolling people. For instance, during 
the transformation of our nation from a slave society to a 
feudal society, Confucian advocacy of a change of the tollers 
position in production corresponded to the progress of history 
and was therefore, to a certain degree, beneficial to the 
toilers at that time even though Confucius was motivated by 
a desire to strengthen the interests of his own class and the 
development of the power of the bloc he represented in oppos- 
ing the old forces. However, so far as his advocacy of a 
change of the toilers1 position in production is concerned, 
it is still progressive. /■.• ■ 

Second, some thinkers of the ruling class, in the 
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vrooess of opposing o;Ld ideas, opposed in general ascertain 
Ispecf of thePexploitation system in .order to oppose old 
ideas. This, of course, waS not an expression of the wishes: 
ofetS; cSss'they represented and, to ^certain Jegree^this 
was in contravention pf the wishes oftheclass,*h^epre^ 
sented. However, so far as their opposition to a certain as 
plot of the exploitation system is concerned,- it wa^ also^ene- 
?irial to the toiling p'eople. One may «even say it corresponded, 
tolhe J^aseof°thenfo!ling people. Of ^rse^theiropposi- 
tion was not a fundamental opposition to the exploitation 
system, but an oblique contact with a certain as pec t of the 
exploitation system. Further, their opposition to a certain, 
alpect of She exploitation system in opposing old ideas, JMM 
also a reflection of the class struggle at the time. »g^la- 
stance, in his critique of the feudal dictatorship, *!■**& 
said that the »morality, etiquette, punishment, and PQj«*«8; 
of the ruling class were all tools ^oppressingm^

e
oP
e^e* 

Therefore, in this respect, it approached a critique of the 
feudal system in general. However, as far as ^i Tsan_s world 
outlook as a whole is concerned, it was^still the world out- 
Jook of the feudal land-owning class. In exposing the seamy 
aide of society, some literary writers of the. 18th and 19th 
cenLrLfä Western Europe of ten directed ^Itlclm^oeT^ 
tain aspects of capitalist society. ^However, their world out- 
look remained the world outlook of the bourgeoisie. Under 
such coSdiUonsfwe may also say that the ideas of some pro- 
gressive thinkers of the exploiting class embodied some ele- 
ments of the ideas of the toiling people. Tnat xs under- 

StandabTnird, the ideas of some progressive thinkers of the 
exploiting class may directly embody some elements of the 
ideas of the toiling people. For instance, the classic+_ 
Li Yin embodied the ldea*of. equality which ^Pr^ented^the 
Ötitsts of the toilers. This serves to. show^ the complexly 
of class struggle and the lnter-Perme*tinn of.ideas..However, 
such ideas of the toiling people do no*^^8^"^^^!^1110 

component of the ideological syste.a of the exploiting Plass, 
but run counter to it. Therefore, they often stamped.on these 

. Seas ?he s^amp of that class. This requires our analysis+and 
criticisms. The above-mentioned conditions ' W^ iUug**£ 
that there have been ideas representing the interests of. ther 
•tolling people in history, but they were usually reflected in 
circuitous conditions. Only by taking the^stand of the pro- 
letariat with profound feelings for the toiling people, and , 
to^^^^from the standpoint of Marxism can we reach •, 

the P«|20rtte*Steüggle between materialism and idealism 
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reflects tue1 class struggle* we must, analyze their ideo- 
logical systems within the framework of the struggle between 
them.' Only by so doing can we see the essence of their^ideo- 
logical systems. If not, then we„cannot truly have a clear 
idea "of the class essence ,of an ideological system and, ;asr a 
result, the demarcation line between materialism and idealism 
will be blotted■■ out. ..,-•. 

II. 

The problem of the;identity of materialism and idealism 
consists of two aspects: one is their inter-dependence and- -■ 
the other Is their transformation, according to given condi- 
tions,' each Into its opposite,* There 4oes not^seem t<) 1b;.m"fil 
controversy over the inter-dependenca Issue. In this article, 
we want %o  stress the mutual transformation. .  ■ . -- . .._ -. 

1 As mentioned above, in order to understand the essence 
of materialism and idealism,, we must understand the struggle 
between them.- We have said that" we should understand the , 
materialist ideological system and -the idealist ideological ■■• 
system in their struggle, precisely because' they, are a pair 
of contradictions. : That is,to .say, they live in.inter-depen- 
dence in one body* Otherwise, struggle would ^impossible. 
Therefore,  in order to understand one aspect of the opposition, 
we must simultaneously,understand the,otheraspect of the - > 
opposition. Or else, we .cannot have ä deep Understanding ol 
tne essence of any one .aspect of the opposition. For instanoefi 
if we want to understand the viewpoint. V!respect for;substance ) 
and method ("speak the,mind fully") of the materialism of P ei 
Wei and others in the era of the tfeJt, and Tsin Dynasties, we 
must understand the viewpoint (respect for hpthingness} and- 
Method ("do not speak the mind fully"), of the, idealism^of . . 
Wang Pli. Otherwise,, we. cannot grasp, the essence of tha mat- 
erialist ideology of<.£?el ¥el.; ;This, is to Say/:that we should 
analyze the two: inter-depandent: aspects in the struggle .be- 
tween the two lines of materialism and IdeaBsm and uncover 
the sharply opposed viewpoints and methods. ; Only by so-doing 
can we get to the essence of the two ideological systems. . 

The'inter-permeation between materialism and and ideal- 
ism is the conformity of materialism and idealism. Chairman 
Mao 'Ms said, "Conformity, unity, coincidence,' inter-permea- 
tlon, lnter-penetration, inter-dependence, inter-connection, 
or co-operation: all these different,terms,mean the same ^ 
thing." By inter-permeatlon between materialism and,idealism, 
we do not mean that:.the basic viewpoint of one of the two as- 
pects embodies the viewpoint of the other aspect. That would 
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be talcing inter-permeatlohas meaning the conformity JJJ-oj»-- 
?!«Jf5?fn     That would hot be a pair of contradictions since 

relative, but also the identity is eliminated^ That ls_co 
say, in method* this is metaphysics.    Theoretically,.this 
would mean the'admission of the existence of an i^J^le 

Soh arethemselves contradictory to the^ ma*^^f sf gr , 

upon the other during the struggle, It ^.precisely ior_tniB 
reason that the materialists a« oautloned^ to «aintaln con 
stant alertness, to struggle against Idealism all the time, 
and to educate our fellow comrades. ,, rt idaalism 

In studying the problem of materialism and "eaiism 

that the second cnnditlon of the conformity l*2^t0nlltions, the two contradictory aspects, according^to^iven conditions, 
tends to transform into its opposite."    ^alsosa^ Ea c*^ 
of the opposite aspects within a thing, owing to certain con 
Sit{ons"Ptends to transform+itself^igo.tto other, to transfer 
itself to the position of its opposite.     A* ?u® same I1«?' 
aÄaf& the-eMople of ^contra «Jottf^»«^,. 

meanKÄÄ of ^^«Ä«^ 
versa,but the transposition of the positions of aspects 1 
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reflects the class strugglej wo must analyze their ideo-^ 
logical systems within the framework of the struggle between 
them. Only by so doing can we see the essence of their ideo- 
logical systems.' If not, then we cannot truly have, a clear 
idea of the class essence of an ideological system and, as a 
result, the demarcation line between materialism and idealism 
will be. blotted wt. 

II. 

The problem-of the identity.of materialism and idealism 
consists of two aspects: one is their inter-dependence and 
the other is-their transformation, according to given condi- 
tions, each Into its opposite« There does not seem to be_much 
controversy over the inter-dependence issue. ;In.this article, 
we want to stress the mutual transformation.    ,,-,.  . > ,,. 

As mentioned above, in order to .understand the essence 
of materialism and Idealism,.we must understand the struggle 
between^ them/ We have said that We should understand the ,■ n. 
materialist ideological system and the idealist ideological 
system in their struggle, precisely because they are a pair,, 
of contradictions. That is to say, they live, in inter^depenr 
dence In one body. Otherwise, struggle-would .be impossxble. 
Therefore, In order to understand one aspect of the opposition, 
we must 'simultaneously Understand the mother aspect of .the, ;^, 
opposition. Or else, we cannot have; a deep understanding;of,: 
the essence of any one aspect of the opposition. For instance, 
if we want to understand the viewpoint ("respect for substance }: 
and method ("speak the mind fully'^) of the materialism of P el 
Wei and others in the era of the,. Wei and Tsin Dynasties, we , 
must understand1 the viewpoint (respectrf or ;nothingness) a*"* 
method ("do not speak the mind, fully1') of the idealism of ;., 
Wang P?i'. Otherwise, we cannot grasp jthe essence of,the mat- 
erialist ideology of P%i Wei. - ,Thir- is to say that we should 
analyze the two inter-depehdent aspects in?the struggle be- 
tween the two lines of materialism and idealism and unoover 
the sharply opposed viewpoints and methods. Only ;by so doing 
can we get to the essence of the two ideological ;sys,tems. 

The inter-permeation between.materialism and: and ideal- 
ism is the conformity of materialism and Idealism.;,Chairman 
Mao has said, "Conformity, unity, coincidence, inter-permea- 
tion, inter-penetration, inter-dependence».inter-connection, 
or co-operätion: all these different ;terms mean the samev; 
thing." By inter-permeation between materialism and idealism, 
we do not mean that the basic viewpoint of one of the two as- 
pects embodies the Viewpoint of the other aspect. That would 
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be talcing Inter-permeation as meaning the conformity in con-, 
tradictlon. That would not be a pair of contradictions since 
one aspect remained. Thus, not only the antagonism becomes 
relative, but also the identity is eliminated. That is to 
say, in method* this is metaphysics. Theoretically, this 
would mean the admission of the existence of an immutable 
and Identical absoluteness. That is idealism. The inter- . 
permeation as we understand it means inter-dependence, on the 
one hand, and, on the other, the transformation each Into Its 
opposite according to given conditions. In the process of 
the struggle between materialism and idealism, owing to the 
influence of idealism on materialist thinkers, their system 
may embrace some deficiencies such as metaphysical viewpoints 
which are themselves contradictory to the materialist view- 
point. There is nothing strange about it* However, so far 
as its materialist viewpoint is concerned, it remains material- 
ist, and not both materialist and.idealist for that reason. 
As for the relationship between materialism and dialectics, 
both are fundamentally Identical. Materialism itself demands 
dialectics; and dialectics itself demands materialism. There- 
fore, so far as the materialist viewpoint is concerned, it 
corresponds with dialectics; and so far as the dialectical^ 
viewpoint itself is concerned, it corresponds with materialism. 
As for the fact that between materialism and idealism and_be- 
tween dialectics and metaphysics influence is exerted each 
upon the other during the struggle, it is precisely for this 
reason that the materialists are cautioned to maintain con- 
stant alertness, to struggle against Idealism all the time, 
and to educate our fellow comrades. ,-•'■■',* 

In studying the problem of materialism and idealism 
transforming into each other, we must first have a clear un- 
derstanding of the mutual transformation of the two opposites. 
Chairman Mao, inhis article "On Contradiction," pointed out 
that the second condition of the conformity is that 'each of 
the two contradictory aspects, acoordlng to given conditions, 
tends to transform into its opposite•" He also said, Each 
of the opposite aspects within a thing, owing to certain con- 
ditions, tends to transform itself into the other, to transfer 
itself to the position of Its opposite." At the same time, 
Chairman Mao cited the example of the contradictions of the 
bourgeoisie and the proletariat, saying, "By means of revolu- 
tion, the proletariat, which was the ruled, becomes the ruler, 
while the erstwhile ruler, the bourgeoisie, becomes the ruled, 
changing places with its opposite." By the mutual transforma- 
tion of the two aspects of opposition, Chairman Mao does not 
mean the transformation of aspect A into aspect B and vice 
versa, but the transposition of the positions of aspects A 
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reflects' the1 class Mstruggle} tire iust analyze their idepr0 
logical systems within tüeitirämöworlc: of the struggle, between , 
them. Only by so doing eaÜ-we see ,the essence; of their ideo- 
logical systems,* %f not, then we cannot truly „have, a clear 
idea of the class essence Vf an ideological system and, asa;. 
result, the 'demarcation line between materialism and idealism 
.will be blotted out., . y-■:v ■." i>.v; 

II. 

The -problem of the 'identity of materialism and idealism 
consists^of two aspects: one is their interrdependence and^ ,. 
the o^her is their transformation, according to given condi- 
tions, each into its,opposite,;. Shore .does not .seem to be much 
controversy over the inter-dependence, issue. In:this article, 
we want |o stress the mutual;transformation.^;.,.,;•: ■ • ./ • . ,., ■■ 

As mentioned above,, in order to .understand the essence 
of materialism and idealism,»we musthunderstand; th? ftrug$+e 
between- them. We have said that we: should; understanj the, . u 
materialist ideological, system and. the: idealist- ideological,,, 
system in their struggle, precisely because they are.a P^ir-, 
of contradictions* That is to sayt they, live in;. inter-depenT( 
dence in one bodyV Otherwise, struggle would be^impossible., 
Therefore, in order to understand one aspect .of the opposition, 
we must simultaneously nhderstand- the],;other, iaspectN,of the,: .,;, 
opposition. Or else, we .cannot-, havej ft deep: understanding of , 
the essence of any one aspect of the ^oppsdLtip^.-jF&r instance, 
if we want to understand the ;viewpoint ("respect f^r,;substance ) 
and method ("speak the mind fully"): of the, materialism of P ei 
fei and others in the era of the Wei and Tsihdynasties, we_. 
must understand the viewpoint (respect, for nothingness,) .and 
miethod (irdo not speak the^mind fully".) of the^id^ealisnrof,:, .. 
Wang ?|1. Otherwise, we cannot grasp ;tbe,;#.s,sence of the mat- 
erialist ideology of iS+el  Wei. « ;Thi.s is to say,,that,we should 
analyze 'the two^inter-dependent aspects, in, the, struggle ,/be- ;. 
tween the two lines of; materialism and, IdeaQsm,and ^»oqyer ... 
the sharply opposed viewpoints and methods. .<0nly by so .doing 
can we get to the essence, of the,, two, ideological systems. , 

The inter-permeation between-materialism and and ideal- 
ism is the conformity of materialism and Idealism. Chairman 
Mao has;saldi-"Gonformlty, unity, coincidence, inter-permea- 
tion, !- ihter-penetratlon* interdependence*;t in$er-connection, 
or co-operation: all these, different termsi-meaji the same, 
thing." By inter-permeation between materialism and idealism, 
we do hot mean that thetbasic viewpoint\of one of the; two. as- 
pects embodies the viewpoint of the other aspect. That would 
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be talcing inter-periüeaUIonaä meaning the conformity in con- 
tradiction. That would not he a pair of contradictions since 
one aspect remained* thus, not only the antagonism becomes 
relative, but also the'identity is eliminated. That is to 
say. in method, this is metaphysics. Theoretically, this 
would mean the admission of the existence of an immutable 
and identical absoluteness. That is Idealism. The inter- 
permeation as we understand it means inter-dependence, on the 
one hand, and, on the other, the transformation each into its 
opposite according to given conditions. In the process of 
the struggle between materialism and idealism, owing to tne 
influence of idealism on materialist thinkers, their system 
may embrace some deficiencies such as metaphysical^ viewpoints 
which are themselves contradictory to the materialist view- 
point. There is nothing strange about it. However, so far_ 
as its materialist viewpoint is concerned, it remains material- 
ist, and not both materialist and idealist for thaV reason. 
As for the relationship between materialism^and dialectics, 
both are fundamentally identloal. Materialism itself deK£$£ 
dialectics; and dialectics itself demands materialism. There- 
fore, so far as the materialist viewpoint is concerned, it 
corresponds with dialectics; and so far as the üalectical^ 
viewpoint itself is concerned, it corresponds with materialism» 
As for the fact that between materialism and idealism and_be- 
tween dialectics and metaphysics Influence is exerted each 
upon the other during the Struggle, it is precisely for this 
reason that the materialists are cautioned to maintain con- 
stant alertness* to struggle against idealism all the^ time, 
and to educate our fellow comrades• _.,• . 

In studying the problem of materialism and idealism 
transforming into each other, we must first have+a clear un- 
derstanding of the mutual transformation of the two^opposites. 
Chairman Mao, in his article "On Contradiction," pointed out 
that the secondcondition of the conformity Is that each of 
the two contradictory aspects, according to given conditions, 
tends to transform into its opposite." He also said, Eacn 
of the opposite aspects within a thing, owing to certain con- 
ditions, tends to transform itself into the other, to transfer 
itself to the position of its opposite." At the^same time, 
Chairman Mao oited the..example of the contradictions of the 
bourgeoisie and the proletariat, saying, VBy means of revolu- 
tion, the proletariat, which was the ruled, becomes the ruler, 
while the erstwhile ruler, the bourgeoisie, becomes the ruled, 
changing places with its opposite." By the mutual transforma- 
tion of the two-aspects of opposition, Chairman Mao does not 
mean the transformation of aspect A into aspect B and vice 
versa, but the transposition of the positions of aspects A 
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and B. If the transformation of materialism and idealism 
into each other is understood as materialism becoming idealism 
and vice versa/this is obviously wrong. It is the same as, 
when we say the bourgeoisie and the proletarian transform into 
each other, we,do not mean that the bourgeoisie has become 
the proletariat and vice versa. Taking the transformation 
of materialism and idealism into each other as meaning mat- 
erialism becomes idealism and vice versa would not be dia- 
lectics. It would be öophist-eyj .and the ideological source 
wuuld still be metaphysics. That is because in so doing not 
only do we do away with the possibility of the development 
of things and lead to the theory of cycles, but we also con- 
fuse the character of the two aspects of contradiction and 
come to the erroneous conclusion that there is something in 
common between the contradictory aspects.      _. 

If the transformation of the proletariat and.the bour- 
geoisie into each other means that the proletariat becomes 
the bourgeoisie and vice versa, then the contradictory^as- 
pects would always go in circles and the opposition between 
the proletariat and the bourgeoisie would always exist ana 
the contradiction could never be -diflsciy^d, and thare woul<i 
be no development-to speak of. The proletariat, which is the 
ruled, does hot become the bourgeoisie by means oi revolu- 
tion and struggle. In character, it is still the opposite 
of the bourgeoisie. If we say that the transformed prole- 
tariat, by means of struggle, has become the bourgeoisie in 
character, it is not so in fact, and theoretically, we would 
be smudging the demarcation line between the class character 
of the bourgeoisie and the proletarian. This would lead to 
the conclusion that between the two exists a common class 
character. Of course, when the proletariat, by means of 
revolution, transforms into the ruler, its own characi-er 
changes from the proletariat which owns nothing to a class 
which possesses all social wealth. The basis of the change 
still develops from the proletariat. Therefore, in charac- 
ter, it is opposite to and has nothing in common with the 
private ownership of capitalism.    ^   ■ . 

We can only understand the transformation of the two 
contradictory aspects into each other, according to Chairman 
Mao's understanding, as "transposition of positions and as 
"transformation in the direction of the opposite.  That is 
to say, the transformation of the contradictory aspects 
into each other means transposition of positions, and during 
the process of the transformation or afterwards, the charac- 
ter changes and develops on its original basis. Owing to 
the transformation into each other of the contradictory as- 
pects, the character of things changes. Old contradictions 
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the proletariat has become *« ruler.    laeomrae^ o 
has changed frcm }he caPj.*^»» •»fe

e
e*

y
eÄ*£d"new'ceftra- 

ruling position after the transformation, is. fj";^'^™ 
täoliliSl Prole tarlatan character,    ^^^£?oM.. 
lops on the original ha sis and ^" W^Ä^uäölBie 
Its character stil?, stands'in 0PP?T^°^°^xt would be 
Z^A TVIBT-P is no thins in common between them«    J-H TNOUXU 
£«USsLal to tSnVthat only the existence of a common 
ÄSer makes the transformation of the oonteattoto^: 
pects possible*    Materialism and "«»^nS^+WLiSthe rtirtnrv aspects, how do they transform?    Theoretically,  tne 
SSa?tlansfo?mat?on between them ^ Jhe transpos-ition^of 
their positions according to given conditions.   Xet as use 
the development of the history of philosophy Itself to prove 
this Viewpoint. ;        Mstory of Chinese philosophy^ 
is determined byPthe practice of class st ruggle and thy re- 
duction struggle.    Apart from the ^**«t B*°* °^t^£ can no way to tackle the development of philosophy, but there can 
be no philosophy Itself.    However, how do philosophical ideas 
determSed0?yPcIasS struggle and the production st*ugg^de- 
velop?    Do they develop according to some law?    to**™**9 

no law?    Or does it change in accordance with a ja™ ™^\nd 
dictates the transformation of materialism into idealism and 
vice versa,  or the transformation of Bubaectivist^idealism 
irXZ oblectivlst idealism and subsequently into materiausm^ 
^ it ievelops according to the law of the+unity of opposites. 
n^-to+oi-sr empakins.  it develops according to  the struggJ-e 

I Sis1 ssrsA s.ra%f £^- 
aS?yPprovesthis point. Following are concrete examples to 

111USt5ung Chung-shu ins a well-known Idealist philosopher 
of the Hm $25*?. His ideology took^a dominant position 
after the reign of ¥u-ti. This was made possible in part by 
?he polllicll power of the ruling class. However, was poli- 
tical power alone sufficient to enable fung's idealist Ideo- 
logy to take the dominant position? Certainly not! *ir;*t 
if^o, philosophical ideology as the superstructure^!* 
have no function and the motivating power of philosophy in 
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the class struggle would have, "been eliminated. Second, .if so, 
why were other ideologies not regarded as orthodox and helped 
to take the dominant position? This obviously proves that 
there was a historical inevitability that Tung's idealist 
philosophy should become thö dominäftt philosophy of the time. 
That is to say, the given historical conditions existed at 
the time to make Tung's ideology take the dominant position. 
Since Emperor Wu-ti had established a united feudal kingdom; 
and had no complete ruling ideology, Tung's ideology precisely 
reflected this need, Tung's idealist philosophy occupied 
the dominant position not without a struggle. Instead, it 
was won after a bitter struggle against materialism. On the 
one hand, Tung Chung-shu inherited the orthodox idealism ex- 
isting since.the pre-Ch'in Shih Huang-ti period, and on the 
other* he distorted the materialistic ideology known since 
the pre-Ch'in 3hih Huang-ti period. Capitalizing on its weak- 
nesses^ he tinted the materialist viewpoint with idealism and 
Incorporated it into his system as a component. Thus his 
system1occupied the dominant position. 

The pre-Ch'in materialistic ideas made the principal 
contribution in presenting the theory that all things in the 
universe are composed of'Sir." However, they could not ad- 
vance scientific explanations of the spiritual phenomena ex- 
isting in the universe and failed to realize that spiritual 
phenomena are the products of material development to a cer- 
tain stage and are the character of matter. Therefore, they 
recognized, spiritual phenomena as composed of a kind of 
"air," calling it "air of the spirit," and thus making it 
possible to be utilized and distorted by idealism, Tung Chung- 
shu made use of and distroted the pre-Ch'in Dynasty material- 
ism in this way. Starting from the premise that "the air of 
the spirit" is a spiritual phenomenon, he theorized that 
"air" possessed such emotions as Joy, anger, sadness, and 
happiness and that "the air of spring is love; the air of 
autumn is severity; the-air of summer is happiness? and the 
air of winter is sadness." He also asserted "air" has moral 
pruposes, as "Yin female or negative/ is the.air of punish- 
ment; and Yang ^ale or positive/ is the air of morality.' 
Thus, he further changed "air" itself from something basic 
and primary into something secondary and supplementary, saying 
that "air is derived from:the spirit" and that "the mind gov- 
erns air." Thus, on this point, he scored an interim victory 
and triumphed over the pre-Ch'in Dynasty materialism. 

Besides, he also .made use of and distorted the contem- 
porary scientific achievements so as to make them support 
his idealistic system. Owing to the unification achieved 
in the Han Dynasty, astronomy, mathematics, physics, and 
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mediclhe all registered considerable development, disoover- 
inf some related conditions in nature,such as tlie resonance 
of soSd wives and the inter-relations.between the human body 
and tne ob^ctive world such as the. theory, that «when the 
weather is about to turn cloudy and rains are coming, the. 
Sterns ordSeases are firstWfested in the^human+body." 
Tuni made use of these by diverting them and d^uced^the^ 
thelry of the harmony betwe^eaven and man-p.?röm the in- 
ter-* elationships in the material world, he_äeduced^re , 
lationship between heaven and men, saying thajr amn accepjs 
the dioStes of heaven," that »the ^^rdhetwee^heaven and 
earth and between the positive and the negativ^dwells in _ 
the human body which itself becomes heaven^ and that heaven 
also possesses the air of 3oy and happiness and the moods^ ; 
of sadness and gladness, the same as man. As things of tne 
same kind tend to fuse, heaven, and man are the säme^ Thus, 
he not only applied the principle of inter-relationship in-^ 
discriminate^ but also mystified it, making it the expression 
of the will of God, saying"eatastrophies are the punishment 
of heaven and strange phenomena are the expressions of the 
powers of heaven." He said, "When one note is picked out^on 
the strings of a stringed instrument, harmonics are engendered, 
It being the sympathetic movement JXL a kind," The movement 
of the harmonic notes is expressed in sound, and not xonu ... 
Man cannot see the form of the movement, ad he calls^it nature. 
Actually, it is not nature but an external being, and the ex- 
ternal being has no form. According to a narrative in jyjjang 
Shu, as the fortunes of the Chou Dynasty were about to rise, 
big red birds holding rice plants in their beaks congregated 
on the roof of the king's palace. Emperor Wu rejoiced, and  - 
so did his courtiers. Prince Chou said, »An auspicious omen! 
Heaven let us witness this to give us heart." In this way,; 
Tung established the theological system of harmony between 
heaven and man. In this way, his idealist philosophy waged 
a struggle against materialism and became the dominant^philo- 
sophy in the Hah Dynasty. The struggle waged by idealism ^ 
against materialism consisted in distorting it by exploiting 
the weaknesses of materialism or by making use of some scien- 
tific achievements. How can we say that Tung Ohung-shu's 
Idealist philosophy was transformed from the pre-Ch1in Dynasty 
materialism? Of course not. Oh the contrary, he inherited 
the traditions of the pre-Oh1in Dynasty idealism and estab- 
lished his own philosophical system on the basis of struggle 
against the pre-0hrin Dynasty materialism. Therefore, In 
character and derivation, his philosophy stands in opposition 
to the pre-Oh1in Dynasty materialism and there is nothing in 
common between them. .  : 
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Things must developI and must do so in accordance with 
the law of the unity of oppösites* In a class society, ob- 
jective conditions have always1 existed for the transformation 
of materialism and idealism into each other. That is class 
struggle. Through class .-struggle, production struggles, and 
scientific development in the two Han Dynasties, class strug- 
gle increased in Intensity in the middle period of the Eastern 
San Dynasty when the rule of the Han monarchs became daily 
more difficult. Also the livelihood of the toilers became 
daily more:insufferable. Therefore, criticisms of the society 
became the inevitable development. The thoughts of Wang: 
Oh'uhg and Chung Chlang-t,ung were born under such conditions, 
and the development of the weapons of criticism inevitably 
led to the criticism with the arms of the realistic society. 
That became the agrarian revolution of the last year? of the 
Han Dynasty. ■■■■■■■'■ ., . .., 

Hang Ch'ung was the most important materialist philo- 
sopher in the middle period of the Eastern Han Dynasty as well 
as one of the few materialist philosophers in the history of 
.Chinese philosophy in ancient times.. He carried out a fairly 
complete and all-round critique of Tung C^ung-shu's idealist 
philosophy, the official philosophy of the two Han Dynasties. 
One by one, Wang criticized all of Tung's idealistic view- 
points. In criticizing Tungj Wang made full use of the 
scientific achievements attained. The level of Wang's cri- 
tique of materialism outstripped by far the pre-Ch'in Dynasty 
materialists. He developed materialism in the process of 
concretely criticizing the idealistic viewpoints: one by one. 
For instance^ in criticizing the sympathy between heaven and 
mah, he analyzed the "sound of thunder" and came to the con- 
clusion' that thunder is a natural phenomenonj thus negating 
the idealist viewpoint that it was a manifestation of the anger 
of heaven. Wang concretely analyzed some of the strange and 
miraculous phenomena and affirmed that they were'all natural 
phenomena with their causation dwelling in nature and having 
nothing to do with "the anger of heaven" or "power of heaven" 
which were themselves natural phenomena which could not be 
changed by man. 

In many chapters oh natural phenomena in his dissertation, 
On Constancy, he utilized the available scientific knowledge 
to dialect!oally prove that there is no sympathy between 
heaven and man, thus setting up the materialist system of 
"air-less" monism* which asserted that the unity in the world 
is unity in matter and is not created by the will of God. On 
the question of God and form, he expelled to a certain extent 
the. mythical tints of the former theory of air of the spirit 
and linked up air and spirit with concrete material things 
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such as blood->and.,vein^. ^teing, a further ^^^^fj^ 
SS? of materialsm.  Even ^oügh tfang Ch'ung,^n refuting  ^ 
Tun^ s philosbW,  exhibited quite a number of mis take srin 

. SffoSii Idioib^ü Jätern,  the direction he followed was 
the C°Stel lhe#critiq4 of Wang Oh»ung, materialism in^ . 
•trtoif^tl^oSSbiSa the dominant Position^inJhe^^ 
i-r rS^PffP T^hilosoTDhv»    This statement does not mean tnat 
£?s SSlosoSy at tS timf wielded more -influence tharr Tung«s 
Shll?S^y or tSJt it heoame the. official orthodox Bflosogg. 
nS the?ontrarv7 owing to the suppression of the ruling ;class, 
Ä ph?!oÄ°notSoniy did f" f ^"^rthe^Sd! "St 

when'viewMf^Ä 
of philosophical struggle, i^,fl ^*J^ali??JS h! ffi'*:; 
truthfull/occupied the dominant position, ^cause *J J** 
defeated Tuns. Therefore, it became impossible for the of- 
ficial idealist philosophy of the Han Dynasties to develop 
Song theSilern set by W!s idealism. Thus emerged 
idealist line (Ho Yen and Wang. P'i of the Taoism of the Jfei 
and Tsin ^nasttes. The «reslect:for the void» school of 
ShiiosoTDhv of that era attempted, under new historical con- 
ditions!^* distort^he objective world by applying more elabo- 
rate methods in order to defeat materialism on a new^basis. 

■'■ml shows lhS:¥ang»s materialist phllosoph^was.no^trans. 
formed from Tung*s"Idealist philosophy. ^On tte^M^. 
Wang's philosophy, was diametrically opposed to Tung s^ideal 
ism. So far as transformation is. concerned, it ja^mfrely 
th6 transformation of materialism to adominaiit position. 
Of course, as a result of the defeat of .Tung's idealism, by^ 

Secosnltion of the transformation of, materialism.and 
idealism i§£ each other would not:;obscure the* demarcation 
line between materialism and•idealism. Applying the ^above- 
mentioned line of thought, we would say that^the mutual 
^formation between materially"■ and ^ealism^means^e 
mutual transposition of positions under given Potions _ 
Xclass struggle; production struggle, and the level of de- 
velopment attained by science.) Thus we can $ette* "*d^7n_ 
stand the nature of the struggle between ^:^°-^^lns 

the development.of,class struggle and Production struggle, 
pMloIophyPalso develops. ^^^^^^^JS^t^9' 
position öf positions between materialism ^^alism, the 
historv of - philosophy as a whole develops. The general ten- 
delcv^f the progres^ is Ä closer tie in. betwejn materialism 
ändüialectics aid- between idealism and metaphysics. ; The; 
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tendency of development is that, as a result of the thorough 
fusion of materialism and dialectics» they eventually defeated 
idealism and metaphysics» ,v    «4.«v.*«i- 

Is regards the mutual .tr^Bf9*B»tiQn,^etw^,inatj.rlal- 
ism and idealism, the following five points may be_ made. 

First, the mutual transformation between materialism 
and idealism does nö% mean that* in^ the, ^M^ff^^^: 
sophy, materialism wa/s, transformed into, idealism and T^e 
ve?sV, but the transposition of their positions. The trans- 
position of positions iö a sign of qualitative changes in _ 
things, an eSpreösioii Of the defeat of one aspect of a con- 
tradiction by the. other, and the solution .-of »a^J0****- 
diction and the$Lrth of a new one. ^Q,0CCUPati°?a°iT.t^1 
dominant position by dialectical materialism and historical, 
materialism signals the highest stage of development of^^^ 
materialism and dialectics and fundamental changes and means 
the total defeat "of idealism and metaphysics. 

Some people are of the opinion that the mutual trans- 
formation between materialism and, idealism means not only • 
the transposition of their positions, but also ™at the 
materialism per se in history may be transformed into ideal- 
ism and vice versa. They argue that materialism and idealism 
are not thorough, each embodying elements of the other. 
Therefore. the transformation of. materialism into idealism 
and vice versa is made possible,. It is of course crrect 
to say that the materialism in history is impure, embodying 
certain idealistic elements. Furthermore, there have been 
cases in which the idealistic elements in the system developed 
into idealistic systems. However,, this does not mean tue 
transformation of.materialism into idealism. It is fcut tne 
development of certain idealistic elements in old materialis- 
tic systems into idealistic systems, according dominant posi- 
tion to idealism in the system, and thus transforming these 
idealogical systems into systems of idealist ideology, .it 
is precisely because idealistic elements may develop into 
Idealistic systems that materialism has to constantly ele- 
vate and perfect itself. Therefore, it is erroneous,to ^ 
think that some kind of materialism in history may develop 
into idealism. Materialism as materialism means recognition, 
and in the relationship between the mind of existence, ^tter 
is primary and the idea is secondary. Even though metaphysical 
materialism fails to see the motivating power of ideas, ^terial- 
ism remains materialism on this fundamental issue.^ And by de- 
veloping on this basis and on the■ realization of,the. motivating 
power of ideas, materialism can be perfected, and not ^negat- 
ing this basis. Therefore, instead of asserting that material- 
ism, owing to' its lack of thoroughness, may turn to idealism, 
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we should say that materialism is materialism precisely 
because of its lack\f completeness and^thoroughness, and 
has to constantly malce itself more complete and thorough. 
As'for therslations between materialism and dialectics, 
the same holds true, if is precisely because of_the lack of 
good fusion of materialism and dialectics in history that 
they failed to thoroughly defeat Idealism. Therefore, the 
development of materialism demänded+that i* forsake m ta- g 
physics and fuse itself With dialectics. s»c^ *u^°*"*s 
?etli2ed when the prpletarlat entered^the^stage ^ftory. 
Therefore, in the history of philosophy.,: either ijeallsm^pc 
oupied the dominant position and datatttotÄ tti^,ohj«otjr^^ 
T»hiiosot)hv as idealist or vice versa. As for a phiiosopnicax 
System'Pe^ther it has materialism taking the dominant position 
and determining the character of the system or vicejrersa. 
aM d6ThSe a?l also people who hold that f*sf^ce^ 
ism always truns to materialism on the^basis^of preceding. , 
iflp»itom  Mr. Fens Yu-lan once said, "Wang Pu-tsu turned to 
maffiismW Sf basis of the Philosophy of Chu Hsi and^he 
ct'enss to stand opposite Chu and the Changs." This is in- 
come It. Oh the contrary, it is precisely the -requirements 
™ss s?r^ggle and production struggle that urged Wang Fu- 
tsu to oppose and struggle against the philosophy ofChu and 
the Ch*enis on the basis of the materialism of the -pl-d toe, 
thus developing materialism. If Wang had developed material- 
ism on the basis of the idealism of Chu and the Changs, 
then the demarcation line between the -two Would have ceen ob- 
scured* thus eliminating their opposition.^ Idealism ^ideal- 
ism is always opposite to materialism in character. Jas «as 
we cannot change the nature of the reactionaries,, so the 

-nature of idealist cannot be changed.:   ^     .A.
: .;•_,. 

Second, the mutual transformation between materialism 
and idealism oanTonly be effected under given conditinns and 

not other^|se*ai transformation between materialism and ideal- 
ism can only be effected under given conditions, like the 
Session in all things in the yorld. Speak^.of nu^l 
transformation with given conditions would lead tojelatiyism 

: anTtransformation could only be abstract conceptual trans- 
formation and not realistic transformation. That is because 
transformatinn without given conditions ^uld^be ^gived^of 
any law, and transformation so understood ^ not dialectics 
but sophistry. And the conditions for the mutual^transformation 
between materialism and idealism are^ class Struggle ^re- 
duction struggle in.class society and the sub^ectivlst mjtivat 
ing power of the philosophers taking them a^ a basis,. As for 
which of the opposites, materialism or idealism, is to :take 
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the dominant position, it is determined on the comparative 
power of the classes» Divorced from "such conditions as 
class struggle± any discussion of the mutual transformation 
between materialism and idealism would regard transformation 
as accidental. For example^, why is it that Wang Oh ung 
could defeat Tung Ohung!shu in philosophy? If it is not re- 
garded as the result of tne class struggle and the gradual 
shift in the opposition of class powers to the disadvantage 
of the ruling class in power, then what could, the cause t>e. 
Then one would have to turn to the personal talent, intelli- 
gence i and wisdom of ¥ang Oh1ung. That is obviously ludi- 
crous. ¥hen one links the transposition of positions be- 
tween materialism and idealism with the fundamental condition 
of class struggle in addition to other conditions (production 
struggle and the elevation of the level of science), one can 
see the inevitability of transformation. 

If the conditions for mutual;transformation were non- 
existant between the opposites, then transformation would, 
not have been realistic. Therefore^ some people posed the 
question: If the mutual transformation between materialism 
and idealism is the law of the development of the history 
of philosophyi then may not dialectical materialism some day 
be transformed into idealism?. Of course not! Dialectical 
materialism is the world outlook of the proletariat and the 
historical mission of the proletariat is the elimination of 
class and the establishment of,a classless communist society. 
Thus, conditions for the transformation-of Idealism and meta- 
physics into something which takes the dominant position will 
have been fundamentally eliminated. . In communist society, 
there will be no class which protects men who exploit others. 
Therefore, as a,whole, idealism will have lost the basis 
for itü transformation into something which occupies the 
dominant position. However, in th e process of building 
communism, or even in communist society, it is not impossible 
for individuals or groups of people in some localities to 
embrace idealism as their world outlook. To these people, 
idealism occupies the dominant position. Dialectical mat- 
erialism, therefore, must wage a struggle against these 
ideas and develop and enrich itself in the struggle. As a 
whole, dialectical materialism occupies the dominant posi- ; 
tion. However, dialectical materialism itself is developing 
and its development is still in accord with the law of ..the, 
unity of opposites* T^at is to say, in the contradictions 
of subjectivism overcoming objectivism and between subjectiv- 
ism and objectivism, the opposing subjectivism and objectivism 
transform into each other, thus giving Impetus to development. 
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Third, materialism and idealism, under given condi- 
tions, transpose their positions, These conditions make 
one aspect rise in its development* from the ruled to ™e. ^ 
ruling position, and the other a.spöct decline from the ^ruling 
to the ruled position* As a result of the transformation, 
old contradictions are solved and new contradictions are 
formed, and materialism, and idealism;-them selves are develop- 
ed, with their character undergoing a gradual change. The 
transposition of their positions is the sign of the develop- 
ment and change of their own character. "       ■      ■ ■■  - 

Under given conditions, materialism changes to vake tne . 
dominant position» like idealism, it cannot be attained .<■ 
through political power alone. It depends on its theoretical 
power also to attain this. With the development of the re- 
lationship between God and form to the Buddhist imperish- 
able God" idea, it is apparently inadequate to explain spiri- 
tual matters in terms of the spirit of air of firewood and 
fire as of old. Pan Chen further elevated materialism by 
pointing out that the relationship between from and God is 
the relationship between "essence" and "application" and 
the relationship between "matter*' and "application«  This 
not only made full use of the theories of relationships be- 
tween "essence" and "application" and between "primary" and 
"secondary" expounded in philosophy since the Tsin and ¥ei 
Dynasties^•but also opened up a new approach for the correct 
solution of the relationship between spirit and matter, thus 
theoretically defeating idealism. This is why we say that 
in the,process of the transformation of things, both material- 
ism and idealism undergo development* If the one aspect of 
the opposites which occupies the position of the ruled re- 
mains stagnant at its original level, it cannot transform 
to occupy the dominant position. _ 

In the entire process of the struggle between material- 
ism and idealism, what is even more important is that material- 
ism itsel not only develops but also gradually changes its 
character. Eventually, a fundamental, qualitative change is 
induced, and it develops into dialectical materialism. The 
fact that dialectical materialism occupies the dominant 
position is the sign of the basic change lnthe character of 
materialism and dialectics. By change in their own charac- 
ter, we do not mean a change of materialism into idealism or 
dialectics into metaphysics, but that the entire process of 
the development of materialism is the process of its increas- 
ing fusion with dialectics. Looked at from another angle, 
one may say that the process of the development of dialectics 
is the process of its increasing fusion with materialism. 
Such a fusion engenders qualitative changes in both materialism 
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and dialectics* Spealting of class nature, dialectical mater- 
ialism is the world outloOK of. th* proletariat., So far as 
understanding is concerned ,.i this enables man *° »nde^tand 
all sides instead of one; side of things and in the completely 
correct way instead of |Üe not qmite correct way. The entire 
process of the development of idealism is the process of its 
drawing away from dialectics and its fusion with metaphysics. 
The imperialist reactionary philosophy of today is anideo- 
logical system of the complete, fusion of idealism- with meta- 
physics. Therefore, we may say that in the general tendency,., 
materialism is dally fusing Itself with dialectics and _ _ 
idealism is daily fusing itself with metaphysics. In charac- 
ter, materialism demands association with dialectics, wmie 
idealism^ in character, demands association witlrmetaphysics. 
Even though Feuerbach was a metaphysical materialist, from 
the standpoint of the opposition to idealism of hls_materiai- 
ism, It is voluntarily in aecord with dialectics. Hegel s 
philosophical system may embody, many, dialectical ideas. How- 
ever, sinoe his dialectics is associated with the .idealistic 
system, it is eventually subjected to the; limitations of 
metaphysics. „Therefore, he remains a metaphysician,\/Wy 
dialectics itself requires its own association with idealism. 
Of course, the process of the development of the history of 
philosophy is a circuitous one and requires a concrete analy- 
sis. However, the general tendency of development is lilce 

■* Fourth, the transformation of materialism and idealism 
into each other is the result of the attainment of a certain 
stage of the struggle between them. The more intense_the 
struggle, the faster and more thorough the transformation. 
Without the determined struggle,of materialism against ideal- 
ism, materialism would have occupied the dominant position at 
its own volition* v „   , :  v .•'.' 

Chairman Mao pointed out, '"The struggle between con- 
tradictions is continuous.. Whether they Co-exist or are in 
the process of transformation each into the other, struggle 
exists. When they are transforming into each other, struggle 
is most conspicuous. This is the universality and.absolute- 
ness of contradictions.n    That materialism was able xto trans- 
form to occupy, the dominant position, under given conditions, 
is due to struggle. Wang Cheung's materialism,' philosophically 
speaking, was able to occupy the dominant position only^after 
it had criticized point." by point Tung Chung-shuVs idealism. 
Without struggle, it could only forever occupy the position 
of the ruled while the.other aspect would forever occupy the 
dominant position. The more intense the struggle, the faster 
and the. more thorough the transformation. Wang Oh ung 
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determinedly ^AAA^M^T" fore, liis P^losop^ very speedily oocupi 
position and the idealist philoöephy oi ^ tQ ^     6 

speedily deprived of l*;,*^0*^ IJSSset for void« school 
its form,    mat/ave $£^%g£ JIKties.    On the contrary, 

■■of the Taoism of the Wei and Min $£*?,      r the transforma- 
the less determined: the «^^e^^3%^tedv^Fop-,inBt«ioef 
tion, which -att times e^^rialists o? the Han Dynasty as 
before tfang,Oh'ung, such^f^f ?0°|railsform to take the 
Hual Nan-tzuand Jang J|^t^gie against the idealism of 
dominant position ^^e^

Sfannot think of struggle It- 
-the,. Han Dynasty.    H^^i^hen struggle develops to a 
self as transformation.    Only when **™ff d and things   '. 
certain stage can new conditions ware» 
transform» s»:     ~ +4***'■«*• materialism and idealise in- 

Peaceful 1»JÄ^0^S??^wSl^^eatsefaX trans- 
to each other is fundamentally ^""jjjg'f struggle but 
formation not only negates toenf^*s^cai ideologies is 
also denies that the **^f^| °f P^o reStionary. class would 
the reflection of class s^gglev   JS. SetorY.    Therefore, 
voluntarily reteÄat fro^the gage ^S^represent. 
unless a .struggle ^W*/gJS Jould not .voluntarily give up 
ing its class interests, it ^^^vtion and dialectical 
thi prerogatives of i\d0mSP+o

PattaiSthe domimnt position, materialism would not be aWeJo attain tneao ^ ^ 
In this connection, I wwj *££? 2" loaB positions of 

o^estionri.e.,^ 
materialism in the history 0|rtPS°S0|^:uagecL todays  some 
many kinds of materialism., v

E?^i*>/ySlftory,. wnile ;;: 
ofthem should take a hi«° |i f^gifpSltioIs.    mir: I 
others should hot >.£; Wwr**: ^icalpositiona of material- 
feel that in evaluating ^^*0^^ibutions to the develop- ismv we should not talie only, new^con^rx DU ux 
lent of materialist i^W ^g^^^S'lS-orltloaX important of course^ rbut jyen more im^or^a ^ere<_ 
spirit with ^l^&Sf^^ouId beacoorded 
fore, I ^fi.^^^L^^frrof Chinese philosophy in - higher^positions^in^he h^story^x       Liu ^-usi cannot be 
ancient times, and >iu Asung y t~A%an men.;•   As for Wang 
rated equally with Wang Oh«u»fTf

x^^e°Se*0ff£cial ideal- 
Gh^ung, he dared ^^esa^f^v

opp^|s■ ^ of spirit of 
*   let philosophy of the Han ^sjy.    This |^th6,QrJ    the most 

struggle against the »lmperl^11^7
cllrtll 0n a debate 
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Liu Tsung-yuah and Liu Yu-hsi, while they voiced some sharp 
criticisms against some aspects of idealism and made some 
contributions to the development of materialism, their 
spirit of struggle is of a much lower order as compared with 
that of Wang Ch?ung and Fan Chen. Hot only did they -fall to 
criticize Buddhism, the most important reactionary^idealist 
theory at that time±  but affirmed some aspects of it, thus 
greatly detracting from the revolutionary spirit of material- 
ist criticism * L   i  , .    ,,_.,,„ 

Fifth, the mutual transformation between materialism 
and idealism and between dialectios and metaphysics means, 
in substance, the conquering of nneraspeot of the contra- 
diction by the other. However, this does not impede the 
variety in form of their mutual transformation.  . 

The mutual transformation between materialism and 
idealism and between dialectics and. metaphysics does not . 
mean the transformation into the latter and vice versa, as 
we have discussed above. But the transformation between the 
two may take rärious forms. (1) Owing to, the fact that some 
materialist systems embody elements of idealism, under given 
conditions^ these idealist elements develop' to establish an 
idealist system, thus defeating materialism. Under other, 
conditions, owing to the fact that the idealist elements 
develop and take the dominant position, this system becomes 
an idealist system* That is the relationship between Tung 
Chung-shu*s idealist philosophy and the materialist philo- 
sophy of the pre-Ch*in Dynasty period. (2) Owing to the fact 
that a certain materialist system is associated with meta- 
physics, the metaphysical ideas, under given conditions, 
destroy the materialist system and establish an idealist 
system- On the other hand, owing to the fact that an ideal- 
ist system embodies elements of materialism and the rational 
kernel of dialectics, under given conditions, the development 
of these latter elements breaks through the system to^estab- 
lish a materialist system. For instance, under new histori- 
cal conditions, the Hasic kernel" and the "rational kernel 
of German classical philosophy provided the Marxian philo- 
sophy with premises. Under this situation of mutual trans- 
formation, it is not the transformation of materialism into 
idealism, nor vice versa, but the triumph of one aspect of 
a contradiction over the other j and in the process of over- 
coming its opposite, it develops itself, urges the trans- 
formation of the contradiction, changes the character of 
things, and forms new contradictions. (3) Since the old 
materialism lacks thoroughness, it embodies some contradic- 
tions. So far as itself is concerned, it embraces the mater- 
ialist viewpoint. H0wever,it may turn toward idealism in its 
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further development* For instance, the^old materialism, 
in recognizing matter äs primary, is -materialist, jms j.s 
tL ?aöic aspfct;' However,' the TO^ci^ °^a^^eriai- 
in recognizing the dependability of experience, is material 
ism. However, in its obscessiön with the dependability ot 
eSerienCe, it may become Idealism in itsfurtber-develop- 
ment. Even so, it,is becaus of the intuitionism of^the old 
materialism that it may become IdealisMln ^ ^^fST 
ment, and It, is hot due tp, the«recognitionof ^f^tw 
mary that'it becbines idealism* (4) Then there is another 
situation in which, no* owing to the fact that eitherjEater- 
isllsm or. idealism embodies elements of the other, but owing 
to the fact that under given historical conditions the^ class 
position of some people changes and is transformed to^lts 
opposite* Hoes this mean that materialism has transformed 
into idealism or vice versa? Of course not, .It means^mereiy 
that to some speolfic individuals and schools of thought, 
materialism gives up the dominant position to idealism or^ 
vice versa. Therefore, the character of things changes and 
the two aspects of the contradiction change and new contra- 
dictions- are formed. Transformation may take many other 
forms, such as the development of schools of thought and 
the individuals, or the mutual ;development of different 
schools of thought in their struggle. However, such deve- 
lopments may be a transformation from materialism into 
idealism or vice versa. It is not that there has been a 
transformation of materialism into idealism or vice^versa, 
but that* as a result of the development, the aspect in the 
contradiction which originally occupied the dominant posi- 
tion has been relegated to the position of the ruled and 
vice versa. As the characters of things change^ such a-trans- 
position of positions explains the process of thedevelopment 
froa.quantitative change to qualitative change, Itself toeing 
the sign of a qualitative change. -  . 

We study the-mutual transformation between materialism 
and idealism and between dialectics and metaphysics for the 
purpose of studying the laws of the development of the 
history of philosophy, how materialism has triumphed over 
idealism, how dialectics has triumphed over metaphysics, : 
and how dialectical materialism and historical materialism 
have become the fundamental changes in the: history of philo- 
sophy so that we can help the people establish and conscll- 
date the proletarian world outlook so as to defeat the: capital- 
ist world outlook. Therefore, from the above five points, we 
may see that we cannot discuss the transformation "of material- 
ism and idealism into each other in abstract terms, but must 
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examine the question of transformation by placing it in the 
whole picture of how the relations between materialism and 
idealism illustrate the law of the unity of opposltes. Other- 
wise, we are liable to reach one-sided conclusions. 

Footnotes: 

^-See Kuanfe-mlng Jih-pao. Philosophy Supplement, 22 
March 1959« 

20oncerning the philosophical ideas in ffr-a Water Margin* 
most important 1B our editors Selections from Chinese 
Philosophy. 1958; 
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